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Counts Descrip

The purpose of this course is to provide the subsistence specialist with an
opportunity to learn about nutrition and how it impacts on the overall menu ,

planning procedures; advanced baking/food preparation procedures; basic super-
visory/management techniques; and food inspection/food storage standards.

Each assignment in this text is divided into three basic parts. They are;
the reading assignment and objectives to be mastered, the reading, and the self-
quiz with accompanying answers and text references.

Text includes basic information on:

Menu Planning/Nutrition
Standards/Menu Costing
Custom Foods, Speciality Meals, and Buffets
Yeast-Raised Products/Sweet Doughs
Food Storage
Supervision - Work Assignments
Supervision - Galley Watch.
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NOTICE TO STLTDENT

The primary purpose of this self-paced, non-resident course is to provide the subsistence specialist with an
opportunity to learn about nutrition and how it impacts on the overall menti planning procedures, advanced
baking/ food preparation procedures; basic supervisory/management techniques; and food inspection/food
storage standards. It is specifically designed for the Third Class Subsistence Specialists as a required
component for promotion eligibility to SS2. Tht course content is,based on the Enlisted Qualifications Manual

COMDTINST M1414.8 (old CG-311).

IMPORTANT NOTE: This text has been compiled for TRAINING
ONLY. It should NOT be used in lieu of official directives or publica-
tions. The text information is current according to the bibliographic
references cited. You should, however, remember that it is YOUR
responsibility to keep abreast of the latest professional information
available for your rank and rating. Current information is available in
the Coast Guard Enlisted Qualifications Manual COMDTINST
M 1414.8 (old CG-311).

This text is only one of the two which are required for this course. This particular text provides basic informa-

tion on:

1) Menu Planning/Nutrition
(2) Standards/Menu Costing
131 Custom Foods, Specialty Meals, and Buffets
[71) Yeast-Raised Products/Sweet Douglis
51 Food Inspection
61 Food Storage
7) Supervision - Work Assignments

,6) Supervision Galley Watch

Each assignment in this text Ls divided into three basic parts:

(1) The reading assignment and objectives to be mastered.
, 2) The reading material.
(3) The self-quiz with accompanying answers and text references. Answers are located on the page(s)

immediately following the quizzes.
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READING 'ASSIGNMENT # I

"Menu Planning/Nntrition"

'Pages 1-3 through 1-31

OBJECTIVES

After completing this assignment, you should be able to:

1. Explain why you must plan menus.

e
2. Explain why variety must be considered in menu planning.

3. Explain procedures for drafting menus.

4. Describe the two major systems for planning menus for CG use.

5. Cite two good guides to employ when planning inepus for CG use. ,

6. State the purpose for using the Basic Four Food-Groups.when planning menus.

,

7. State minimum daily requirements from each of the Baiic Four Food Groups.

8. State alternates which may be substituted for foods in each of the Basic FoufFood Groups.

9. Explain methods for determining food preference.

10; Explain the necessity for good food acceptance; describe procedures for computing an
acceptanCe factor.

11. Explain the necessity for keeping good meal attendance records.

12-. Explain how maintaining food consumption records can aid in the menu planning process:

13. Cite the primary restriction which is placed on the menu planner.

14. Cite the six major components of a meal; describe each.

:15. Cite the basic guidelines for planning breakfast menus.

16. Describe an "ala carte" breakfast menu.

17. Cite the basic guidelines for planning noon and evening meals.

18. Cite the basic guidelines for planning short order menus.

19. Explain why ethnic meals should be incorporated into menu planning.

20. Describe special considerations for planning low-calorie 'meals.

21. Cite eight common errors made in menu planning.

22. Cite the five basi utrients; explain the necessity for each in the diet.

A
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23. Cite eight vitamins which are essential for proper nutrition; cite good food sources for each.

24. State five minerals which are essential for proper nutrition.
2

25. Define "calories."

' 26. Explain why you should consider calories when planning menus.

27. Explain the importance of fluid in the diet.

28. Explain the iMportance of bulk in the diet.

29. Cite ten cooking rules you should follow in order to conserve the nutritional value of foods.

30. Describe the procedures for submitting and posting prepared inenus.



MENU PLANNING/NUTRITION

INTRODUCTION

Planning well-balanced meals is a very important
part of your job as a subsistence specialist. As you
advance in rate, this becomes as Much a part of your
job as the actual food preparation. In order to plan
meals properly, you must have a good working
knowledge of nutrition. The best available guide for
dividing foods according to the nutrient(s) supplied
is the DAILY FOOD GUIDE. Another important
'aspect of the menu planning process is noting the
types of foods which are preferred by your particu-
lar crew. This can be done effectively by listening to
the crew's comments and by observing the serving
lines and tray waste.

WHY PLAN?
t.

Food is needed for several reasons:

It provides energy

it supports body growth (builds tissue)

It aids in the repair of body tissue

It helps regulate body functions

Each. nutrient in a food performs a specific task
in the body. Most nutrients work best in combina-
tion with other nutrients. Amounts of nutrients
which are required vary- from individual to individ-
ual. Proportionately greater amounts of all nutrients'
are needed for body growth than are needed simply
for body upkeep. Normally, males require more food
than females do; Idrge people need more than small
people; active people need more than inactive ones;
sick people need more than healthy people.

Since no single food or food group contains all
the required nutrients, a variety of food is necessary
for adequate nutrition. There are countless combina-
tions of foods which will provide all the essential
nutrients. This is why planning is a necessary part of
the total food preparation process.

THE MENU PLANNER

When you 'develop menus for use in the Coast
Guard, two primary considerations are that your

1-3

menus must ,not only provide the necessary nutri-
tion, but they must _also be flexible and adaptable.
The CG menu planner has to work within the con-
fines of cost, available equipment, and available per-
sonnel. Other considerations include the patron, the
season, the occasion, the type of service, and the
availability of foods. You, as a menu planner, mast
learn to manipulate each of these factors in order to
produce the most suitable menus for your crew.

DRAFT

A menu can be planned for one meal, a whole
week, or for longer periods if necessary. There are

-many-considerations which must be cranked into the
menu plan itself. As a preliminary step in planning
your menus, a Menu Draft (NAVSUP-1092) should
be prepared. A sample of a portion of this draft is
provided in Mustration 1-1. Note that certain stand-
ard menu items such as beverages and butter are
pre-printed on the form.

MENU PLANNING SYSTEMS

The systems for planning menus involve more
than just listing food _items on a form. The Coast
Guard enlisted dining facilities utilize two basic
planning systems. They are (1) the standard system'
and (2) the rotation system (cycle).

STANDARD SYSTEM

A standard ,menu is designed for a specific time.
This time is generally for a one-week period. Each
menu begins with a completely new draft.

CYCLE SYSTEM

A cycle menu is a series of standard- menus. They
are designed to be used in a consecutive order and
repeated over and over again. A sample three-week
cycle menu is shown on pages 1-6 through 1-11. Be

sure to read your NOTE at the bottom on page 1-7.

PLANNING GUIDES AND RESTRICTIONS

There are many guides which you should use
when planning menus. As you implement these gui-
des, however, you must always remember that there
are also restrictions which must be considered,in the
planning process.
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MONDAY "Wm WISDAY IO MMEDNISDAY THURSDAY ISOM
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A
g

A
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111
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Selected fresh fruit Selected fresh fruit Selected fresh frutt Seleetsd fresh fruit,

darted anidetedet sandaesageglesegiple.aseemsd AssrAwl tesay-fe-wat drool 11111 Arrotednially-tesessi

Chilled oo.ple JuicesChillea or uice '

NANA
Chilled Kra. juices

ANA awl i
Chilled tomato juice

Adak aidi __.fisialidi

10Pried eggs to order -10 fried eggs 4o order Fried eKgs to order ' Fried egss to order

Soft scrambled eggs -13

6

47

Sett scrambled i1.p5

Hard cooked eggs

Grilled smoked ham

F-6

Indivl.ual omelets F-

Hard cooked e. s

Hash brown .otatoes

1-5

-6

46

Individual spanish omelets

Cott . ..

Grilled ham slices

NI
MI

bard cooked ems
Some fried potatoes

Cris. tacon slices 3 Crisp bacon slices L-3 Grilled sausage links L 89-1 Grill eau e . tties _Mil
g . atot . 78 _puttered

22

waffles Ila_laaciaLAIlara____
Gorde r ddle

Hot buttered maple syrup

-

MI
Gold.= french toast Hot maple syrup

.Rot maple !syrup

liallm---10. MB/Fresh toast

It-7

111~-4 isflY eresh toas

Oven fresh ,lionamon rolls

BOB. 41s. )4SYFresh toe t

1

s"*"-Ja' islISFres o

Glazed or cake doughnut le uick eoffee cake Sy 8 sh tea rin s . BM
Cie Ce/les Cafes

II

Tomato vegetable soup -7 Old fashioned bean sowp hattan clam chowder P 12-1
1 ,

-
CrBaa of ushrooa souk

Gar ic croutons and crinp
Ptakryl, tUnA And nruullo d'od NPU PfuilmhIA fffnnor 3 Chtnifan nhnu main f

Stem...hi. rouad of beef 4- _Grilled tort IliCeS Simmered rprnod href C.Aulendu a I. If 1 . 'Inv,,. ...hi...

III

Rare-aedium-well done Colontry2roo_a.mA_ty__.

Snowflake potatoes Q-57

Buttered tato h v

Steamed cabbage wedgesBrown gravy

baked Idaho potatoes Steamed whit, rice E-5 Seasoned carrot mit..

w/sour cream 68 Sen. ned brUsa.1 sprouts 11111S

RIM
OM

le t

I!UU!I.I.UILUJ

. 111.

PAW
AIN

Steimed rag grain r ce 5 buttered noaiLy

0

Tangy horzeradisb Garden salad velerlIon Boston cress pie 1 32-2 Florids ormav cake v/

Hot dinner rolls 13_2,,,,Lainakur_

Res.

-
.

AwatAel bora

behm

''..Airsksillowil derwhoimads EV& Aretellinads ?'
baba ' 1101. Whs.

Garden salads selection Chilled pear naives
ie or - 3

,

Calm - Tas -- OWN Canso - TA, - At.D
1

Cede. - Tao - MiA

0

N

N
1

Choice baked meat loaf i5 .v.vp,rt style ,hicken p_skicy tecoe . . .

Si B 9, ql_SIOLML_ .11.-.1.-bratimuLlmer_

Q-50

cubes
Giblet rrsvi ',_

NIP u345an -!!!!!
Franconia potatoes Smoked ham /41.ts. BrDvn_onlo. . 17111

Tossed reen rice 5- 2G lden ' h ' . Aidaa_di.th_ansase_
I; rice

is. ,r,vv^k ....4.4 p,..,...

IIIButtered baby limas tt

Normandie cairots T71 Seasoned tweet a POI
Not brown and serve rolls 31 Hot pgrke e

Garden salads aeleeti n

. . .

lee ,rens sundae -12

_AWN
Garden salads selection 1111Gerdes salads selection

Fluf Witte cake w/ 30 Glikzedlin 1 1 Minature suAar cookies 22I
/reach cream frosting 46

Mr'

Chocolate_pudding w/

Dessert topping
El
WI

...

IffekA..,S. _

Aarded Simi Asurtad limo& Ameded Medi

WillYew Raney Sod.
-
Adger _ -

-
C. - Tin - AAAGino - Tao - MA - Tap - Moll Cense - Toe - IAA 111111

Illustration 1-I: Menu Draft (NAVSUP-1092)
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SUP OF THE DAY

/3

This is a common term on menus, but remember if it is good enough to
serve twice, it is good enough to make twice; NO LEFTOVERS PLEASE!

ASSORTED This is anothencommon menu term. TRY SOMETHING DIFFERENT.

GASEOUS VEGETABLES Avoid serving both a gaseous vegetable and a gaseous soup during the same
AND SOUPS meal.

ETHNIC MEALS

ENTREES

DEEP-FAT FRYING

GUMBO

VARIETY

COLOR CONTRAST

A common mistake in menu planning is having both the lunch and the din-
ner on a given day be an ethnic meal without providing an alternate entree.

You 'should NEVER use the same type meat for both lunch and dinner on
any given day. Provide for vatiety.

Avoid having too many deep-fat fried items on a menu.

Gumbo is NOT soup; it should not be listed as such on a menu.

7

Menus should ALWAYS offer variety. Be especially careful not to have the
same food on the same day each week.

Be sure you always plan foods that have contrasting colors. This may not
ieem like such of a problem, but it is one of the biggest pitfalls in menu
planning.

INDEX OF RECIPES Use this to help you in your menu planning. If properly used, you can avoid
many would-be problems.

NOTE: A meal need not consist of fancy foods. Plain, well-cooked foods are perfectly
acceptable, particularly if they are attractively served.

RULE OF THUMB: Include' a crisp, 4 firm, and a soft food in each of your menus.

1-5



NAVSUP POW 101.111flf _S-731 GENEltACMESS MENU (4061)

ACTIVITY

SNIAKIFAST LUNCH

VVIIIIK INGINPII01(2

DINNER

0

A

a

A

MItilled Oranges
Culled Ipp le Jiuce
A La Carte Menu
Grilled lbw Slices(L-bSI
Griller' Macon alsces(L-51
Quack Cof fee Caketn-I3)
*Milted Ibnevdew Melon

*Fresh Bananas
Chilled Grapefruit .and
Orange lusce
A La Carte *nu
Corned Keel Itasht I .4: l
Get I led Bacon SI sce,11 -;

Plums

ye

Di
1m

a

Mlsi I led lpplc-%
Chilled Orange Juice
A La Carte Menu
Maio! Raton Slice...II-21
Get I led Sausage I. I as -SS I
Danish l'aittrv

- Grapetrust ItJII

A

thsIIcl Grapefruit Ibll
thsIIcj Toleato Juice
A la Carte Menu
Get I led Rocon icesl I -
Cm= Beef on 'Toast I-101
*Mt! lcal Pear;

Nuop(P-241
l'arme,.,n I rotttotts If,- b
Hakes! I ttn.1 and %owl :al
ltarbetteed Reef ube-fl -181
I rerwh I rtf-,1 Pot,Itoe, (Q-45 I
t.folt t lower I`olorta tett;-191
Muttered Groot 144:,tn-.1Q-l-tt
I Ole NIJI* hi( re.uw Dre..,ngig,11
Garskrt egetattlf. 'N11.1.1(4-0)1
141,,I.to Ore....log(4'ft -1
pakIng Pos.,for lit ...tit
but le,
lemon 1 ft.et .:1
town Not tct ttefrs1 ro.t Ingtt.-;9
herr. 1 rt.pi I-41

911k lei tolItt.

tomato Itsollontr-1
C../r1 I.. I roototb. Ibf
14rji.ed I 1% or 61th .folott,11-;41
summered Itratsatr.t t I ,ot
Str.bed Pot .1t,C,1 t;-
Ittul tered h.is I

Ilot `lock'd tteet,t0-11
lircen

Ital too Ilre,,Ine
of tag,. I bef,t- us! rine.tlIble

..11.6,114-11t
rAnklorter

:er 111.0,his
fsat t
libtte;,,ot,b NO%111V001.;1
INK-01.de lodge +today
gult. let I il I t`e

11 I It'd 40,111 Ult "Itilhl
If.tt.cd

rookh I t icI 'Scion Rtitt.,t," ;
!tittered Ns.f.ot
bet

I re90 h lhossolg
l'incapplo khcv-t sal ON- Sqi 7

I 1000.11C.I1 140101P-I \I
KIS tt-I
MIK:1s.1n Piet 1.111
Itkonuot I e.00 l'ivt
411i it,t till lic

Meet hue ,otsfitl'i
ra.ket,

Run ((Lot -iff I
nut IutvJ 10ect -sur.1001,110s-ISI
lhvn Itnwriefl Potatoe.Itt.tot
Itakol Hubbard Nfit6t.I4o.1.11
!tittered Pe.s. I

J.ettitf.e .0.11.1c114-;31
I eierv seed Pre,+ingh41-1.:I
t.anlen (of t.iffe t Ittv,t ,11..f.104- I If
vf.orted Hread,
flutter
tItt I led ',wet hh..rr les
!frown Sug.fr llrob oak SI

able (JACO. -121
4nLha nutter t re.us I rir.t I ng

I Milk till lee

Sample Cycle Merin
Week One

1-6

Meat Loaf IL-351
Roast lurkey(L,1431
satural Gravy (0-1111
Mashed. l'otatoes(Q-5-1
Cranberry sauce
But tered Asparagus (Q-1, t
Sauteed Corn(Q-2")
Tossed Green Salad(r4-4-)
lluffonade lYressmg(M-Sil
Apple Celery and Basin S.11,14 450
Assorted Breads
But ter
Peach Pie(
thocolate coconut Putklung( 1-201
4111 lea Cot fee

Breaded Pork Lhops(1-851
Outle,1 AppletauLe
lice( Tot Roast (L-9 I
Segetable Craft 10- lel
buttered Potatoes
Meshed Rutabages (Q:S8 I
Puttered l'eat and Lirrol.01Q-li-.;1
Garden leget.ihle salad01.191
rangy Dress, ng (M-O l I
Cuctietter and bur Crems(4-10.)
hrown and serve Rol Is fIG VS)
Rutter

lood (aketfl-I2)
lanalla frosting
Blueberry Nell-la)
4,11 ICJ 1 Orke

Potato Soup(P-ISI
Crocker%
frankfurters Oteese and Racon
Cottage I rted PotatoesN-461
111111 Macaronill-2111
Ranch Style Naked Seans0;-'t1
i..ir0ICV Ihin tercd carrotsIcl-G11
tossed Vegetable saladIM-481
Ibousand Island DressIng
tItaed Fruit Salad
(ream/ I rult DressingIM-SOI
Irankfurter
k0L0Orteti flre,mis
Mutter
IStra ls loosl caket(.- 121
Utocolate Nut ter I rem. I rost Ing'
lic Lrefso
Union LookiesIll-2l)
411 I. leo Loney

Vaghetti with feat IttlIstl-.191
Grated Cheese
Southern I ried thickenll -1 rl
treat Cravy10-17l
%lashed Potatoes(Q- 571
Muttered Liam fleans(Q-1.-5
Parsley But tered 'taut lo;cr
I6lian Style Chef's saladtM--1
Lansigrette Prepling()W11
Assorted RelishesIM-C-2J
roasted Garlic Areadlll--1
halting Oomder Iffs,uttstlf-it
flutter
strawberry sundae
(lolled Plum
Sugar Coglites
41I1 lea taller



Llilled Vegetable Juice
thilled Pineapple Juice
A La Carte Menu
Grilled Wlogna Rings
Baked Bacon Slices(L-2)
Hashed Brown Potatoes(Q-46)
Twist Coffee Cake(D-36)

A

Seafood Platter
Seafood Cocktail Sauce(0-11I
Roast Pork(L-81)
Natural Bnmon Gravy(0-18)
Potatoes Au Gratin(Q-51)
Buttered Broccoli(Q-G-3)
Southern Style Green Beans(Q-29
Lettuce Wedges(M-32)
Cole Slaw w/Vinegar Dressing
Bleu Cheese Dressing
Corn Bread(D-151
Assorted Breads
Butter
Banana Cake(G-6)
Banana Butter Cream Frosting
Llilled Pears
Oauneal Cookies(11-23)

Milk Tea Coffee

Corn Chowder(P-i)l
Cracker
Braised Lam Chops(L-74)
Mint Jelly -

Vealburger(L-97)
Rice Pilaff(E-8)
Buttered Peas(Q-G-3)
Crean Style Corn
Tosied Green U1841(4-47)
Russian Dressing(4-67)
Jellied Fruit Cocktail Salad(4-26)
Baking Powder and Yeast Biscuits

batter
Cheese Cake '

Chocolate Nut Sundae(K-5)
Milk Tea Coffee

'CliilLed Cantaloupes
Chilled Orange Juice
A La Carte Menu
Baked Bacon Slices(L-21
Grilled Ham Slices
Hominy Grits(E-11)
Pecan Rolls(D-36I

Beef Noodle Soup(P-1)
Cracker8
Salisbury Steak(L-37)
Polish Sausage(L-63)
Hot Potato Salad(M-42)
Stewed Tommtoes(Q-73)
Buttered Brussels Sprouts(Q-3)

Tossed Vegetable Salad(M-48)
trench Dressing
CabbageApple 6 Basin Salad M3
Sesame seed Rolls(D-G-6)
White Lake(G-301
Coconut'Butter Cream Frosting

Apricot Crisp(1-8)
Milk Ici toffee

Beef Stew(L-22)
battered Noodles(E-4)
Braised Spareribs and Sauerkraut
Oven Bnnoned Potatoes(Q-50)
Battered Succotash(C6G-3)
Lettuce Salad04-32)
Bacon Sour Cream Dressing()4-14)

Carrot Basin Salad()4-5)
Assorted Breads
Butter Gingerbread(G-17)
Vanilla Sauce(8-13)
Creamy Rice Pudding(J-22)
Milk Tea Coffee

*Chilled Peaches
Chilled Grapefruit and
Pineapple Juice
A La Carte Menu
Grilled Luncheon Meat(L-"AI
Grilled Sausage Pattie%(L-891
Hot Oatmeal
Doughnuts(D-18)

0
A

Breaded Vest steaks(L-99)
Roast 13eefiL-51
'antral Pan Gravy(0.(g)
Iramonli Potatoes(Q-50)
Buttered Green Beans(Q-G-3)
tried Parsnips(Q-18)
Garden Vegetable Salad(M-19)
1.1)1 lean Oressing(M-54)
cottage Cheese 6 lcomto Salad

Onion Rolls(D-A5I
Butter
(herry Vie A iJ MOdell-25)
fruit LoLktail Pudding(1-28)
whipped lopping(k-161

Milk lea Coffee

Pea Soup(P-24)
Parmesan Croutons(D-16)
Baked Lasagna(L-25)
lkit Turkey Sandwich(N-33)
Mashed Potatoos(Q-57)
Carrots Nonaandie(Q-17)
Buttered Spinach w/Lemon Wedges
Caesar Salad
Waldorf Salad0(4-50)
Assorted Breads
Butter
Chilled Peaches
Coconut Rasin Drop Cookie(H-14)
Yellow Cake(G-32)
Caramel Ridge Frosting(G-41)
Milk Tea Coffee

TA. Peed $imko Offiew lo authorized to make eflangesoo this menu whesOlite to unusual es unforeseen cireutmeanow It moy be neeswory to prowl*,
tellesklutkene for fowl items not in week es to Pwryfif UMW,/ use flifeff.aitwzizsedwel-

AA sr APPROVAL! IPOOD orric(m) APOOOMGO (COMMANDING OPINC(M)

NOTE: This sample three-week cycle menu, if orooerly used, can
to the menu planner. The breakfast menus aro ala carte.

crew member the opportunity to select his own food items.

and dinner menus includes two entrees, two starch itens,

two or nore desserts. The design of these menus is such
each one "as is," or you may omit one entree, one starch

and one dessert, still maintaininr: a balanced menu.

Sample Cycle Menu
Week One (Continued)

1-7

be a valuable aid'
This gives each
Each of the lunch

two vegetables, and
that you can use
item, one vegetable,

/S-
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Chilled Orators
Chilled Piramde Juice
A Le Carte Nam
Grilled Ihrlsore Rims
Imbed Somme Slices(L-2)

Veal Parmesan(L-103)
Yankee Pot Roast(L-9)
Vegetable Gravy(0-lb)
Oven Browned Potatoes(Q-S0)
Broccoli Polonaise(Q-l0)

knickerbocker Soup(P-113)
Crackers
Creole Shrimp(L-1Z0)
Steamed Rice(E-S)
Swiss Steak with Brown Grevy LI6

ilmt Ferimi(E-2) Scalloped Corn(Q-23)
Glazed Carrots(Q-17)

0 lhallskp-36-21 ,
Plums

Spring Salad(M-XX)
French Garlic Dressing
Waldrof Salad(M-S0)

Buttered Brussels Sprouts cl-c-3
Lettuce Wo4ges(4-34
Celery Seed Dressing

Assorted Breads
Pineapple Cheese Salad 04-39)

Butter
Brown and Serve Rolls(D-33)

Peach Ple(f-53-1)
Butter

Chocolate Fudge sundae
Lemon Meringue Pie(I-33)

Milk Tea Coffee Sherbert
Suger Cookies(H-27)
Milk Tea Coffee

,Chilled Wats lig
Chilled Omer

Enjiiifle , r1P-131
Crackers
Meat Loaf(L-3S)

Fried Itabbit(L-95)
Braiiid Beef Cubes(L-lill)

A Lis Carte Nam Mishroom GratylO-lb) Mashed Postolts(Q-S7)

Grilled Sewn Slices(L-,) Fried Fish(L-109) Brown Gravy(a-lb)

Crewe Deef am Toest(L-30) Lemon ledges guttered teets(Q-G-l)

Orelmed Brows Potatoes(Q-46) Tartar Sauce10-13)
Buttered Asparagus (Q-G-3)

Clare= Sugar Douitheuts(D-11-4) trench Fried Potatoes(Q-4SI Tossed Green Slad(M-417)

'fluttered spinsch(Q-G-3)
-Stewed Tomstoes(Q-73)

Mixed Fruit Salad
Creamy Fruit Dressing(M-S6)

G.irden Vegetable salad
Cloverleaf Rolls(D-33)

Italian Dressing
Butter

Banana salad(M-2)
Banana Cake(G-b)

Texas Toast(0-7)
lesion 1ake(G-12)

Banana Butter Cream Frosting

Ice Cream

Lemon Nutter Cream Frosting MO1 Cookies(11-22)

Ice Leese
Milk Tea Coffee

Refrigerator Ccokiesl11-201

Milli Ica Loffcc

',rash homes Pepper Pot soup(V-2.7) Stuffed Green Peppers

Chilled Tamers Juice Crackers Tomato Siauce(0-1S)

A Le Carte Moms Baked liam(f-b9) Oven Fried Chicken(L-131)

Oohed Sector Slices(L-2) Cull Mustard Sauke(0-4) Mashed Potatoes(Q-S7)

Grilled Swamp Liehs(L-111) savory Roost Crew Gravy(0-17)

Maim Grits(E-31
Home fried Awratimes(GF47)

Mint lellY
Parsley Muttered Itaatoes1Q-77)

Simmered Slack/rye PeasQ-G-I
Vegetable Combo (Q-80-S)

*Chilled Itorydor Melee Muttered PeasIQ-C-3) Caesar Salad
Lorn Pudding(Q-22) Sliced Orange Salad
Italian Users Salad(M-7-l) Crew Fruit Dressing()4-56)

A
(anhage Apple 4 Resin salad(M-3)

Pan RollsiD-33)
Chocolate Chip }tread Pudding(J-lb)

Baking Powder and Yeast Biscuits
Butter
Cheese Cake w/Strmasirrry Topping

Ice Cream Fruit Cccktail Pudding(J-ZS)
Oatmeal (ookiesID-n) Stilk Tea Coffee
Milk tea Coffee

Flush Apples
Chilled Grow arid Grapefruit

pepper Steak(L-13)
01111 Lon Carne(L-211)

Seirood Platter
Lawn %edges

Steamed Bice
Seafood Cocktail Sauce(0-11)

It: Carte Cottage Fried Potatoes(0-46)
Grilled Pork Chops(L-BS-1)Mow

Grilled Mecum S11ces(L-3) buttered Green Beans(Q-G-1)
Mashed Potatoes(Q-S7)

Grilled larImmas Mlet(L-78) Creamed Onions(Q-33)
Brown Onion Gravy(0-16)

Hash Drum Astatoes(11-0) Lettuce S.,lad(M-11)
Baked Macaroni and Cheirse(F-1-4

Chilled Cestalorp Celery Seed Dressing
Buttered Succotash Q-G-3

Mexican Cole SlawiM-B) Seasoned Greens(Q-29)

A

Assorted 'Weeds
Butter

Chef's Salad(M-7)
Cole Slow w/Crew Dressing

Crisp Toffee Bar.IU-Ol
Corn Arend

Fruit Cocktail Gelatin(J-7) Sutter

Whipped Topping(k-le)
Cherry Upside Down Cake w/

Milk Tea Coffey Whipped Topping(G-29)
Yellow Cake(G-32)
Brown Sugar Frosting(G-410)

Sample Cycle Menu
Week Two

1-8

lull Tea Coffee
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0
A

*Chilled Grapes
Chilled Apple Juice
A La Carte Menu
Grilled Ham Slices(L-65)
Grilled Sausage PattiesIL-89)
Hot Oatmeal(L-21 -

Bear Claws(D-G--)

Pork Chop Suey(L-80)
steams! Ilice(L-51

Cho% Mein Noodles
Hot Sliced Reef Sandwich(L-9)
Mashed Potatoes(Q-S7)
Buttered hax BeansN-G-1)
Buttered BroccoliM-G-31
lettuce,Cuccanher, and romato

salad (M-46)
fenced Pear Salad(M-2')

,
Brown and Serve Rolls(0-131
Butter
Gingerhread(G-1')
1anilla sauce(k-1",1

ftc Cre;Un.
Chocolate krinkle Cookies(H-13)

Milk lea Coffee

Vegetable Soup(P-7)
Crackers
Combination Pizza(D-3l)
Friedliam SteakAL-bS)
Grilled Potatoe Cakes(Q-57)
Buttered Cabbage(Q-c-2)
Scalloped Corn(Q-23)
Garden Vegetable'Salad(M-19)
Italian Dressing
Perfection Salad(M-36)
Assorted Brepds
Butter
Caramel Bread Pudding(J-l4-1)..,

Cherry Pie(1-53-2)
Milk Tea Coffee

A

0
A

*Chillec Fresh Peaches
Chilled %getable Juice
\ La Carte-Menu
Corn Beef Hash
Gilled Bacon 'il(t.es(I--;]

kolaches(b-2-)
*Chilled Grapefruit segivnts

(

Grilled Strip steaks(L-71
sauteed 'kishrooms, Peppers and

Onions
Potatoes On the Half Shell(O-S01
Irench Iried Onion Rings

Gratin A,..paragus0)1-11
Iassed legetahle Salad(M-IBI

Russian Dressing
\ssorted (M-G-21

.hutterflake Ruols(U-1
Ituttet

(11111ed PeaLhes
lhot.olate (1111) (ookicsill-211

stro%herry (11111on Plet1-18)
Ica (olive

Swedish Meat Balls(L-41)
BUttered \oodles(t-4)
Reuben Sandwiches(N-20)
French Fried Potatoes(()-45)

Carrots Sormandine(Q-l7)
Spring Sillad(M-44)
Sour Cream Dressing
Cucumber,Onion and Radish Salad

Assorted Breads
Rutter
Yellow Cake((-32)
Orange Butter Cream Frosting
Ice Cream ,
Peanut Rutter Cookies
Milk rea Coffee

*Chilled 44:lions
Chilled Grapefruit Rucc
A La Carte Menu
Grilled sausage linksil-ssi
Grilled Ilam slicesrl-b5)
Home fried Potatoes0;-1-
QuiLk Coffee (dheill-l',1

A

\oodle ssoup(P-21)

(raOser
Lull \ilad (old Plate

Potato thips
1NOIciti %Ith Meat sauLe(1.-13)

(.rated Cheese

huttered lila heans

Pottered (aulillower(0-C-1)
Lettuce salad(M-I2)
Irench Dressing
loasted Bread(D--)

Marble (ake(G-12)
(hocolate Rutter Cream Irosting

ota,h \pple P1e11-8-11

Milk Ica (once

Tomato Rice Soup(P-6-2)

Roast Veal(L-148)
Brown Gravy(0-16)
Chicken Vega(L-l27)
Mashed Potatoes(Q-S7)
Buttered Mixed Vegetables
French Fried hggplant(Q-28)
Tossed Vegetable,Salad(M-48)
Bacon Sour Cream Dressing
Golden Glow Salad(M-20)
Cluster Ro11s(D-33)
Rutter
Gingerbread(G-17)
Vanilla Sauce((-13)
Blueberry Pte(1-53-1)
Milk Tea Coffee

The Food Service Officer is authorised to make chorine to this menu when, due to unusual orunforeseen elrountstanosc It may be neoessary to provide

subetftutfone for food items not in nook or to Pe amid timely UM cf Infrichcble food&

IIIIPAR(O UV Amovto (Foot) SERVICE orricci) APPAcwao ICOMMANOING OFFICIR)

Sample Cycle Menu
Week Two (Continued)
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A

Milled Grape Juice
Chilled Grapefruit Juice
A La Corte Mem
Grilled Him Slices(L-PS)
Gained Cemdim emome(L-3-1)
Het Mole Wheat Cereal(E-2)
Raised Dougheuts(D-111)

New Einlmid Idled Oinner(L-43)
lbaseradiak
Ginger Pot Nomet(L-11)
Drumm Glamy(0-111)
Ovum Gle Fotatose(Q-S0)
Liquids. Met liemms(Q-7)
Intimidated Vegetables
Gerdes Vegetable 3a1.40*-19)
Isom Sour Cream Dressins(N44)
Cottage Chapin 4 Roma Salad
dasertedillieds
Better
Chilled Flame
Orneal Cbskime(H-23)
Devil's Feod Cabs(G-11)
Meths hatter Crum limning G-39
Milk Tos Gaffes

Mica Soup(P-24)
Parmesan Croutons(D-10)
Hot Pork Sembeich(M-34)
French Fried Fotatoes(Q-4S)
Chili Con Carne(L-U)
Stemmed Rice(E-S)
buttered Mimi Vegnables(Q-0-3)
Seasoned Greens(Q-29)
Spring 5a1iel04-44)
Vinegar mei Oil (11-72)

Cole Slaw w/FinseppleCM-S)
Cloverleaf Rolls(D-G4)
Butter
Breed Pudding(J-115)
Hard Smace(K-S)
Appl Pie(I-10)
Milk Tes Coffee

A

Chilled Orange.
Chilled Apple Juice
A Ls Consilium
kid Dem Slices(1.4)
Grilled Sewage Liaks(1.-8S)
It* Ferias
Blusbarry Mirfame(D-30)

Swiss Stesk with brom Gravy 1.16
Thrice)? Pot P1.(L-112)

Meshed Potatoss(Q-S7)
Southern Style Grimm Beans(Q-7)-
lendamArna(Z-27)
Tossed Vegetable 5.1ad(5-40)
Fnmsch Dressing
Madam amd Odom Sa1adC4-1S)
Assorted reed
hitter
Marble Cake(G-32)
Chocolate Frosting
Femast hatter Rnomies(H-2)
Milk Tea Coffee

Creamed MUshrom Soup(F-14)
Crackers
Barbsond Spareribs(L-92)

Steek(L-12)
Bakid Foatose(Q-44) -
0Prism Sumer Squosh(Q-44)
Crammed Peee(Q-40)
Lettuce and Tomato Salad 04-33)
Ilau Chem. Dressing
Carrot Rasta Salad(144-3)
Pam Rolls(D-33/
bitter
Dutch Apple Islas(J-S)
Rainbow Fie(1-44)
Milk Tes Coffee

A

"'reek Apples
Chilled Grapefruit and Grunge
Juice
A Ls Carte menu
Grilled Him Slices(L-63)
Grilled Bacon Slices(L-3)

(0-14)
2=111111Miellon

OLd Fashimed Sem Soup(P-1-2)
Snowy Baked Cbichma(L-140)
Simard Coned 1eef(L-44)
Horseradish
Parsley Buttered Fourome(Q-77)
Souther. Pried Dicro(Q-32)
latterd Pees ad Carrots(Q-G-3)
Comer Salad
Jellied beummiAm1al04-22)
Parkerbouse Rolls(D-G-0)
Sutter
Men. CAI(G-30)
agate Marshmallow Frosting
StrainerryShartcsksw/Mhipped
Toppieg(Celli)
Milk Tem Coffee

Baked Stuffed Park Chope(L-44)
French Pried Fish Fortions(L-111
Lawn ledges
Tartar Seuce(0-13)
Svc= Fotatoes(Q-S3)

Rice(E-9)
Fried Cabbage(Q-12)
Blacker, Pees and Baco1)
Chef's 5a1ad05-7)
French Herbed Dressiog
Appl Pineapple mad Celery Salad
Corn Dreed(D'IS)
Butter
Spice Cake(G-ZS)
Vanilla Frosting
Limon Chaffs!) Pie(1-32)
Milk Tes Coffee

I.

0
A

Chilled Fromm
Chilled Tomato Juice
A Ls Carts Memu
Grilled Wickes Meet
Cram leaf om B1scuits(L-30)
Cottage Fried Fotatoes(Q--4.)
%Wad Dougheuts(D-18)

Memo Vegetable Soup(P-24)
Crackers
Fried Hem Steeks(L-115)
Saloom Cmiees(1,414)

Ogg Seuce(Cii)
Ovaries Potatoes(Q-49)
Iftatrod Saladge-34)
luttmediChead Vegetables Q-G-3
koccoli Po1ess4se(Q-10)
Spring 5a1lid04-44)
Perim Drawing
Cottage Cheeme mid Finmepple
Assorted Sim&
Better
Choudne Net,Sumies(K-S)
Plea Pia(1-31)
Milk Tea Coffee

Grilled Choice Stesks(L-7)
Baked Potatose(Q-44)
Sauteed Wishner id Onions
Vegetable Combo(Q10-3)
Tossed Vegetable 5a1ad04-40)
Vinegar end Oil dressing04-72)
Perfection 3a1.4(4-303)
Toasted Garlic Preed(D-7)
Banana Crews Fie(1-51)
Strowberry Gelatio w/Whipped
Topping(J-10)
Chewy Mit Bars(H-4)
Milk Tes Coffee

Sample Cycle Menu
Week Three

1-10
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°Chiiled Grapefruit Half
Chilled Pineapple Juice
A La Carte Menu
Baked Bacon Slices(L-2)
Grilled Bologna Rings
Hominy Grits
Hashed Brown POtatoes(Q-54)
*Zherry-Nut Coffee Cake(D13)

Chicken Noodle Soup(P-24)
Crackers
Baked Lasagna(L-25)
Country Style Chicken(L-135)
Mashed Potatoes(Q-57)
Buttered Spinach w/Hard Cooked
Eggs(Q-G-3)
Corn on the Cob
Tossed Vegetable Salad(M-48)
Vinaigrette Dressing(M-71)
Mixed Fruit Salad
Cloverleaf Rolls
Butter
Sherbet
Butternut Refrigerator Cookies
Peanut Butter Brownies(H-2)
Milk Tea Coffee

Seafood Platter
Seafood Cocktail Sauce(0-11)
Lemon Wedges
Beef Pot Roast(L-9)
w/Broam Gravy(0-16)

French Fried Potetoes(Q-45)
Stemmed Rice(E-9)'
Buttered Asperagus(Q-G-3)
Parsley Buttered Cauliflower
Lettuce Salad(P4-32)
Thousand Island Dressing
Assorted Relishes(M-G-2)
Baking Powder Iliscuits(D-1)

Butter
Lemon Meringue Pie(I-33)
Devil's Food Cake(G-12)
Chocolate Frosting
AUlk Tea Coffee

II

A
T
u
a
0
A
Y

*Fresh Bananas
Chilled Tomato Juice
Chiled Orange Juice
A La Carte Menu
Baked Bacon Slices(L-2)
Corn Beef Hash(L-42)
Omnish Pastry(D-17)
Chilled Peaches

,

,

.Minestnone Soup(P-19)

Crackers
Creole Macaroni(L-151)
Baked Knockwurst with Sauerkraut
Potatoes Au Gratin(Q-S1)
Vegetable Combo(Q-80-1)
Tossed Green Sala:1(4-47)

Tangy Dressing
Jellied Waldorf Salad(4-30)

Pan Rolls(D-33)
butter
Ice Cream
Fruit Bars(H-7)
Apple Crunch(J-27)
Milk Tea Coffee

.

Sweet Sour Pork(L-82) \

Fried Rice(E-7)
Chicken Fried Steak(L-12)
O'Brien Potatoes(Q-49)
Beets in Orange SauceQ-8'-1
Buttered Cabbage(Q-G-2)
Garden Vegetable Salad(?4-19)
Creamy Horseradish Dressing
Cottage Cheese and Pear Salad
Cluster Rolls (D-G-6)
Butter
Boston Cream Pie(G-32)
Pineapple Upside Down Cake
w/Whipped Topping(G-29)

Milk Tea Coffee

a

u
m

-5°
A
,o,

_
-

Chilled,Grepe Juice
Chilled Orange Juice
A La Carte Menu
Grilled Sausage Links(L-88)
Grilled Bacon Slices(L-3)
Hot Oatmeal
Apple Coffee Cake(D-11)
°Stewed Prvnes '

N.

Chicken Fried Beef Patties(L-1S2)
French Fried Potatoes(Q-4S)

Pizza(D-31)
butteredvBrussels Sprouts Q-G-3

French Fried Cauliflower(Q-20)
Tossed Lettuce,Cucumber, and
Tomato (P4-46)
Three Bean Salad(M-4S)
Assorted Breads
Butter °

Chocolate Pie(I-29)
Yellow Cake(G-32)
Caramel Fudge Frosting(G-41)
Milk Tea Coffee

Old Fashioned Bean Soup(P-8)

Crackers
Baked Italian Sausage(L-88)
Tomato Sauce(0-1S)
Braised Beef Cubes(L-148)
Buttered Noodles(E-4)
Butttered Peas 6 Carrots(Q-G-3)
Buttered Brussels Sprouts61-G-3
Lettuce Wedges(14-32)
Thousand Island Dressing
Texas Toast(D-7)
Fruit Salad(M-17)
Butter
Sherbet w/Brownies
Blueberry Shortcake Pie(I-3)
Milk Tea Coffee I

Ths food &miss Meer is isiathartrod to nub shows to this menu *Ron, duo to unusual or unforeseen eintumeamoes, It nurv be emmeerY to Provide
soboitOitions for feed Items not in stook or to Whet timely eee of Perhitsbl food&

iroaPANISO my APOnovlito (P00011111wICIt oeriate) AfFert Ovito(tOrAMANoiNo ollrerICZO)

Sample Cycle Menu
Week Three (Continued)



9,6
THE DAILY FOOD GUIDE

The Daily Food Guide provides a "grouping" of
foods (these are known as the Basic Four Food
Groups) according to the nutrients which are sup-
plied by each. It should be noted that most foods
provide more than ons nutrient, but no single food
provides all the nutrients which are necessary for
good health. It is, therefore, necessary that the diet
include a variety, of foods. A good Menu planner
must take this factor into account.

The use of the Daily Food Guide helps pinpoint
the foods that contain the key nutrients fbr: (1) ener-
i,ry, (2) building and repairing body tissue, and (3)
regulating body functions. It enables yoo to furnish
well-balanced meals without having to analyze each
food item yourself.- You do not have to 'determine
the value of the food you are providing. This is al-
ready done for you.

The Basic Four Food Groups are:

MILK

MEAT

VEGETABLE/FRUIT

BREAD/CEREAL

By using the basic groupings in the quantities in-
dicated for each group (stated as numbers of serv-
ings), you will be providing a major portion of the re-
quired vitamins and minerals. You win also be
providing necessary proteins, fats, and carbohy-
drates: Of course, this does not form the total menu.
Additional servings of these and other foods are in-
cluded to round-out the meal and make it more ap-
petizing.

Foods which are not included in these four
groups are butter and other fats, oils, sugars,,and un-
enriched grain products. These are usually combined
with "grouped' foods. They are often used in mixed
dishes, baked goods, desserts, and other dishes. Fats,
oils, and sugars enhance or change flavor and im-
prove appetite appeal.

Milk Group (Two or more servings daily)

Foods from the milk group provide calcium, pro-
tein, and vitamins. The group includes:

1-12

Whole milk
Skim milk
Buttermilk
Whole or nonfat dry milk
Evaporated milk

ALTERNATES for the milk group are:

Cheese (Cheddar-type, processed, or natural)
Cottage Cheese
Cream cheese
Ice cream

The minimum amount of milk or milk substitute
required per day is two cups. The following
amounts, however, are recommended:

Childr.en under 8
Children 8 to 12
Teenagers
Adults

2 or more cups
- 3 or more cups
- 4 or more cups
- 2 or more cups

Meat
1 Group (Two or more servings daily)

Meat is the main source of protein in the diet. In
addition, it contains essehtial minerals and vitamins.
Included in the meat group are:

Beef
Pork
Veal
Lamb
Meat Products

Rabbit
Poultry
Eggs
Seafood

ALTERNATES for the meat group are:

Dry peas
Dry beans
Nuts
Peanut butter

You may count each of the following 'as one seiving:

2 to 3 ounces of lean cooked meat, poultry, or fish
(without bone or fat)

Zeggs
1 cup cooked dry beans or peas
4 tablespoons peanut butter

Vegetable-Fruit Group (Four or more servings daily)

All vegetables and fruits are included in this
group. They furnish primarily vitamins A..and C.
They do, however, provide some of most other
nutrients as well as cellulose (bulk). The Daily Food

9 4



Guide emphasizes those foods that are valuable
sources of vitamins A and C.

The servings should include at least one citrus
fruit or other fruit or vegetable which is high in vita-
min C. This serving could be selected from the fol-
lowing list:

Orange (or juice)
Grapefuit (or juice)
Cantaloup
Strawberries
Mango
Papaya
Guava
Watertnelon
Tangerine
Asparagus

Fresh pineapple
Honeydew melon
Tomato
Cabbage
Brussels sprouts
Broccoli
Green pepper
Potato, cooked in skin
Sweet, red pepper

The servings should include a dark-green vegeta-
, ble or deep-yellow vegetable or fruit which is high in
'vitamin A. You should have at least one of these
every other day. The serving could be selected ficm
the following list:

Carrot
Sweet potato
Apricots
Cantaloup
Pumpkin
Persimmon
Winter squash
Mango
ChaTd, leaves

Collards
Kale
Spinach
Broccoli.
Turnip greens
Garden creSs
M ustard 'greens
Dandelion greens
Beet greens

Your other servings may be seleted from the fol-
lowing:

Apple Corn
Banana Cucumber
Berries Green beans
cherries Lettuce
Grapes Lima beans
Peach Onion
Pear Peas
Plum Potato
Asparagus Rhubarb
Beets Rutabaga
Cauliflower Turnips
Celery ,

You may count each of the following as one serving:

1/ 2 cup vegetable or fruit
1 medium apple, orange

a/
1 banana
1 potato
1/ 2 grapefruit
1/ 2 cantaloup

Bread-Cereal Group (Four or more servings daily)

Bread and cereal furnish many of the B complex
vitamins plus protein and iron. They are the largest
supplier of . carbohydrates. Foods included in this
group are breads and cereals that are whole grained,
enriched, or restored. Specifically, this group includes:

Bread Cornmeal
Rolls Grits
Quick breads Crackers
Cereals, ready-to-eat Flour

and cooked Rolled oats
Rice
Macaroni, spaghetti, noodles

If no cereals ire to be served, allow an extra serv-
ing of bread or baked goods which will make at least
5 servings for this group daily.

You may count each of the following asone serving:

1 slice of bread
1 ounce of ready-to-eat cereal
1/2 to 3/4 cup cooked:

cereal
cornmeal
grits
macaroni
noodles
rice
spaghetti

-Extras Fats and Sweets,
Individual energy needs and the number and size

of servings from food in the Basic Four will help de-
termine the amounts Of these "extras- you may in-
clude. The following items are considered "extra.-

Butter
Margarine
Salad dressing
Jam
Jelly
Other sweets

These are generally added to meals to help make
them more satisfying.
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4) MEAL QUESTIONNAIRE

Please rate the foods for the Meal you just ate. Use the

following 1-5,scale:

5 - Great:
4 - Pretty good
3 - Fair'
2 - Could be better
1 - Terrible

Oh the linebesideeach category, give the specific name of the food,

you'are rating. (Circle.your relponse)

A. Main dish 1 2 - 3 4 5

B. Other main dish 1 2 3 4 5

C. Vegetable 1 2 . S 4 5

D. V e g e t a b l e
1 2 3 4 5

E. Potato 1 '2 3 4

F. Other starch 1 2 3 4

G. Salad 1. c;02 3 4 5

H. Soup ,1 2 3 4 5

I . Dessert 1 2
-

3 4 5

J. Bread/Cereal 1 2 3 ,4 5

K. Bevil:wage- 1 2 3' .4 5

Overall, how would you rate the meal you just ate? 1 2 3 4 5

Fampaczarrs NAME

(Optional) 4t

illustration 1-2: Sample FOod Preference Qtiestimmaire
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FOOD PREFERENCE RATINGS EXAMPLE: If 175 are to attend The meal, com-

pute the portions you need to prepare as follows(

In addition to using the Daily ,Food Guide when
planning your menus, you should also determine
which fobds are liked best by those you serve. It is
often helpful to consider what they do NOT like too.

There are several ways of determining the food
preferences of those you serve:

Keep a systematic record of.those foods' which
are selected most. frequently from the serving
line.

Check the trays at the scullery to see which
foods are uneaten.

Devise a food preference questionnaire to
obtain written opinions. This type check is
prdbably best if it is designed for a single
meal. A sample questionnaire which was

, designed to test food preferences for one meal
. at a time is shown in Illustration 17,2.

The menu Planner can design any other feasible
type meth1;61 for checking .food preferences of the
crew'.

FOO&ACCEP,TANCE RECORDS

At dnit's where Food-Preparation Worksheets
(NAVSUP-1090) are Used, computing.an acceptance
factor is a requirement. This information is helpful
for future menu planning.

EXAMPLE: If you serve 150 portions of green
beans at a*. meal attended by 225 people, the
acceptance factor is computed as follows:

150 (portions served)
2o (meal attendance)

0.67 (acceptance factor
2

This means that 67% of the people who attended
the meal selected green beans.

Once the acceptance factor has been, computed,
vou can use this percentage to estimate the number
clf portions of green beans you need to prepare the
next time you plan to serve them.

175 (persons to attend meal)
X.67

--Trn
1050

0117.25 or 117 (portions to prepare)

MEAL ATTENDANCE RECORDS

Meal attendance records may be kept to aid the'
menu planner in PREDICTING the .number of
people that Will attend each future meal.

On CG ships, attendance predictions are based
on personnel actually on board. This number is usu-
ally uniform during patrols and -lengthy deploy-

.

ments The numb r does, however, vary considera-
bly during long i port periods because of transfers,
liberty, and leave.

At shore un cularly large ones, the Ration
Memorandum is a valuable tool for the
menu planner -wh g meal attendance predic-
tions. This form pro the number of personnel
on board who are entitled tó rations in kind. Of
course, there ig no guarantee that all of these people
will attend each meal. A fairly accurate prediction
can be made, however, by considering this number
along with the number of sales of individual nieals
for the previous 'day. Another consideration when,
using CG-3123 is that it is a faiily reliable predictor
for noon meal attendance, but the menu planner
should not rely upon it for morning and evening
meal attendance. Attendance at these two meals var-
ies considerably, depending upon pay days, liberty,
and, weathm The BEST predictor for, attendance at
these meals is a head count at the door.

FOOD CONSUMPTION RECORDS
.

Food consumption records are good to plot the
frequency with which certain food are served. These
records, used in conjunction with a current Provision
Ledger.(CC-4246), provide the menu planne-r with a
list of available food items as well as a list of 'foods
most often used. It also helps the menu planner com-
pile a list of items to be procured.

INDEX OF RECIPES

The Index of Recipes, issued with "the Armed
forces Recipe Service, is an outstanding gUide for
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planning menus for the enlisted dining fadlities
(EDF's). The recipes listed, in, the Index are orga-
nized according to the recommended sequence of
listing major items on the menu. The Index also lists
miscellanemis information included in the AFRS.

REQUIREMENTS TABLES

f he Normal Subsiitence Requirements Table lists
the most commonly used food items with the aver-
age quantity needed for 100 people for 30 days. This
is a valuable-tool for the menu planner whp plans for
extended voyagei: This table is provided in the Sub-
sistence Support Manual (COMDTINST M4061.3).

AVAILABILITY OF FOODS

The menu planner should' utilize fresh fruits and
vegetables when they are available. Frozen and 'pre-
served foods should be used when fresh ones 'are not
available

CLIMATIC CONDITIONS

When planning menus, another major considera-
tion should be climatic conditions under which your,
crew works. If they work pritharily outside in the
cold, you need to plan fOr extra "fuel" foods (this is
necessary because more calories are utilized to pro-
duce heat for warming the body). These "high calo-
rie" menus should include foods which ,are rich in
carbohydrates, fats; and protein. You should also
bear in mind that individual preferences for food
will change seasonally.

By the same token, people who work in die _heat
also expend much energy and need extra energy
foods. Menus that combine heavy and light meals
shoukl be planned. For people who are exposed to -
the sun for long hours, you should choose lean beef,,
veal, and poultry as entrees. You should' also use a
wide variety of beverages.

EQUIPMENT AND PERSONNFI..

The way food is prepared for* serving depends
upon galley equipment, the number of personnel to
be fed, and the number of subsistence personnel
that are available for preparation of the meal.

FOOD COSTS

One of the primary restrictions placed' on 'the
menu planner is that of cost. All menus must be

-

planned within the expenditure limitations of each
individual unit. Luxury (high cost) items should be
kept to a minimum. If they are used, less costly
items must be used elsewhere on the menu to bal-
ance out the budget.

MAJOR MEAL COMPONENTS

ENTREE

Meals should be planned around the `entree (main
.dish). Care must be taken When selecting the entree
because it constitutes up to about 40 percent of the
total meal cost. Also, the entree determines what
other foods will be served.
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The majority of consumers p fer beef, chicken,
pork,- veal, and' lamb (in that o er). Shrimp and
tuna are high on the list of fish selections.

The menu planner must decide on garnishes, rel-
isheS, and accompaniments to the entree which is
offered. Monotony should be avoided. Remember
that even the "old time favorites" can always be
changed a little to offer, variety so that your menus
will NOT become monotonous. Plan your meals to
utilize leftovers, but avoid using too many "obvious"
leftover dishes. For variety, plan to serve something
besides mint jelly with lamb and something besides
applesauce when you serve pork.

VEGETABLE

The vegetables you select to serve should 'always
complethent the entree in caloric content, color, tex-
ture, taste, and method of preparation. You° should
include potatoes, rice, and/or noodles on every noon
an& evening menu. It is even suggested that two
forms of potatoes be served; this can be done at rela-
tively little cost.

SALADS

Salads increase the variety, acceptability, and
nutritional content of the meal. An increased variety
of salads should be offered in addition to the daily
menu choices, whenever possible. Salad bars are rec-
ommended as a means of adding interest to the meal
and to expedite thatportion of the food service.

Simple set-ups areeasiest to keep neat and clean. At
If you have small containers of salads which can be
replaced several times during the meal, they will



stay crisper and neater than one larger salad. Pre-
portion and garnish individual servings of salads
whenever feasible.

A variety of crackers or bread sticks may be off-
ered as an a.ccompaMment. For a gourmet touch,
offer croutons, bacon bits, grated cheese, etc to
sprinkle over green Ialads. Salad dressings are listed
in the Salad Bar S estions.

The success of the salad bar depends, in part,
upon the ingenuity of the food service personnel.
The number of salad bar combinations is almost lim-
itless when short season vegetables and fruits are in-
cluded in the selection. Choose salads, which will
contrast with the main part of the meal and enhance
eating pleasure. Avoid duplication of food flavor be-
tween menu items and salad bar selections.

On pages I-I8 and 1-19 of this assignment, you
will find suggestions for salad bars and also sugges-
tions for relish trays. Note the variety this is the,
key to the success of your entire meall

DESSERTS

The dessert is probablrthe most time-consuming
portion of the meal to prepare. It is often the most
difficult to store. You should, however, always pre-
pare selections from both the heavy desserts (pies
and cakes) and the light ones (gelatin, cookies,
fruits, and ices). Not only should desserts iatisfy the
appetite, but they should be a major portion of the
caloric value of the meal. ,

APPETIZERS AND SOUPS

Appetizers and soups are the least expensive part
of the meal pattern, and an adequate variety of these
should be offered.

At the very least, juices and 'soups should be of-
fered. Juice selections should include at least one
fruit and one vegetable variety. Soups should be of-
fered in both the lighter or clear types and the heav;
ier forms such as creamed or pureed soups.

Color, flavor, and texture should be considered in
this course offering. In complete dinner menus, light
appetizers or soups should accompany heavier en-
tree items and vice versa. Seafood items, in many
forms, provide variety, and customer satisfaction at
this course.

4

BEVERAGES

Using the traditional coffee, tea, and milk as the
point of departure, most menus can be enhanced by
greater variety in beverage offerings. Chocolate milk
is a favorite drink in the Enlisted Dining Facility
(EDF), and it can be served either hot or cold. Fruit
drinks and carbonated beverages are refreshing cold
drinks.
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GUIDELINES FOR PLANNING
BREAKFAST MENUS

When you plan breakfast menus, you should in-
clude the following:

1. A choice of orange juice, one other juice, anä a
fruit (preferably fresh).

2. A choice of hot cereals and at ,least four differ-
ent ready-to-eat cereals.

3. Eggs to order, including omelets.

4. A choice of griddle cakes or French toast.

5. At least one breakfast meat. EXCEPTION:
When creamed beef, hash, or similar meat product is
served, another meat should Arsb be provided.

6. Potatoes or a potato substitute, such as hominy
grits, should be offered at least three times a week.

7. Toast and at least one breakfast pastry br
doughnut.

8. Butter (of margarine where authorized), syrup,
and choice of two or more spreads (jamjelly, peanut
butter, ac.).

k- 9. Milk, coffee, and tea. Cocoa is to be served
upon request.

DAILY ALA CARTE BREAKFAST MENU
(Basic Format),

Chilled Fruit and Juice
Ready-to-Eat,Cereal

Hot cereal
Fresh Milk
Eggs to Order
Griddle C' akes W/ Maple Syrup
French Toast w/ Maple Syrup

13 1
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SALAD BAR SUGGESTIONS
MON TUE 40- THU FRI

..
SAT SUN

,

,

1, TOSSED , CHEF'S

-

TOSSED ,CHEF'S VEGETABLE CAESAR
.

2. MEXICAN
COLE SLAW

_GARDEN'

COTTAGE CHEESE
w/ PEACH

PINEAME
COLE SLAW

COTTAGE CHEESE
w/ PINEAPPLE

SLAW
(VINEGAR)

CONFETTI , COTTAGE CHEESE
w/ PEAR

3. WALDORF MACARONI POTATO PUIT _MACARONI WALDORF .

. .

GRAPEFRUIT/
ORANGF

. JE1.10 ORANGE JELLO LIrE JELLO CHERRY HILO LEMON

JELLO
STRAW3ERRY JELLO LIME JELL() CHERRY

5, TUNA SALMON - SARDINf SHRIMP CHICKEN TUNA TURKEY ,

.

6. AVOCADO LETTUCE WEDGES CUCUMBER/ONION AVOCADO LETTUCE WEDGES CUCUMBER/ONION

PEA/PICKLE _

AND CHEESE

7. BEET/ONION THREE-BEAN ,CARROT/RAISIN THREE-BEAN BEET/ONION THREE-BEAN CARROT/RAISEN

8. TOMATO WEDGE

-

CARDINAL

PINEAPPLE/
CHEESE TOMATO WEDGE

CARROT/CELERY/
APPLE BANANA CARDINAL

,

9. ALLIED
BANANA

JELLIeD FRUIT
COCKTAIL

,

GOLDEN GLOW
SHIMMERY FRUIT-
VEGETABLE PERFECTION

.

-

SPRING GOLDEN GLOW
,

GARLIC CROUTONS
CRACKERS

CELERY CROUTONS
CRACKERS

CHEESE CROUTONS
CRACKERS

ONION CROUTONS
CRACKERS

GARLIC CROUTON!
CRACKERS

CELERY CROUTON!
CRACKERS "'

CHEESE CRELTONS

CRACKERS

bRESSINGS
1-01 I Alf ,, 1000 ISLAND CREAMY FRUIT PIOUANT RUSSIAN CHIFFONADE 1000 ISLAND

..___

ZfRO
VINEGAR
FRENCH

BLED CHEESE

. ,
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GE TION

. FRESH ITEMS

.
. /

CANNED RELISHES

- ,

DIET SELECTIONS

1. CARROT STICKS SWEET PICKLES DICED CHEDDAR, CHEESE

2. CELERY HEARTS
4

_
,

JALEPENO PEPPERS
. . ,

HARD COOKED EGGS ..

3.! CUCUMBER WEDGES MIXED PICKLES BEAN SPROUTS

4.
/

RADISHES CHERRY PEPPERS
,

CHICKEN (TURKEY/TUNA/SALMON), CANNED

5. BELL PEPRER RINGS GREEN OLIVES SAURKRAUT, CANNED

6. GREEN ONIONS RIPE OLIVES . GRAPEFRUIT SECTIONS, CANNED. DRAINED

7. CHERRY TOMATOES DILL PICKLES
,

SPINACH, CANNED ,

8. FRESH CAULIFLOWER GARBAN7O BEANS CARROTS, CPNNED, DRAINED

NOTE: BASED UPON AVAILABILITY/WORKLOAD0AND EDF MENU SELECTIONS, THE NUMBER OF ITEMS FROM EACH CATEGORY

LISTED MUST BE AT iLEAST: FRESH - 5 ITEMS; CANNED - 3 ITEMS.: DIET - 2 ITEMS

APPLESAUCE LEMON WEDGES DICED ONIONS

CRANBERRY SAUCE ,

TACO SAUCE

SOUR CREAM

HORSERADISH

PREPARED MUSTARD

LETTUCE LEAVES

TARTAR SAUCE - ONION DIP PICKLE RELISH

SEAfOOD COCKTAIL MINT JELLY SLICED TOMATOES
,

NOTE: ACCOMPANIMENTS WILL BE OFFERED TO COMPLEMENT MENU SELECTIONS AS REWIRED



Meat
Potatoes
Special Hot Breads

Toast-Butter
Jam or Jelly
Tea-Coffee

These foods are indicated on the breakfast por-
tions of the cycle menus provided on pages 1-8

through I-11.

The menu pattern for the ala carte breakfast is as
indicated above. The items identified with an aster-
isk must also be listed in the cycle menu. Ready-to-
eat cereals, fresh milk, eggs, bread, butter, coffee,
and sugar should also be issued daily.

The daily quantity to be prepared should be

based on the preferences of the personnel subsisting

in each dining facility.

GUIDELINES FOR PLANNING NOON
AND EVENING MEALS

When you plan noon and evening menus, you
should include the following:

I. A choice of two different types of entrees (if
it is within your daily monetary allowance). EXCEP-
TION: Serve only one entree when you serve grilled

steak

NOTE: Be careful. to NOT become repetitious
in entrees which you prepare.

2. An appropriate sauce, gravy, or garnish
should be planned to accompany the entrees.

3. Potatoes and/or potato substitute.

4. Two or more cooked vegetables, one of
which should be a dark green or deep yellow.

1. 4

NOTE: Not more than one gas-forming cooked
vegetable such as cabbage, cauliflower, broccoli,
onions, bru.ssel sprouts, or dried beans should, be of-

fered at a meal.

5. A choice of at lesist two salads. When a salad

bar is provided, at least three,,but not more than
five, salads should be offered at each meal; one
should be a raw leafy-green vegetable-type salad.
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NOiE: The selection of silads for each meal
should be varied to avoid repetitious serving of the
.same salads.

6. Salad dressing, vinegar and oil, and a choice
of Blue Cheese, Thousand Island, French, or Italian
dressings. Additional dressings may be offered when
appropriate to salad selections.

7. Not less than two choices of bread (white,
whole wheat, or rye) or one choice of hot rolls, muf-
fins, or biscuits.

S. Butter (Or margarine when authorized) and
choice of two more spreads (jam, jelly,..peanut but-
ter, etc.).

9. At least one soup; the type should vary froM
eon to evening meal and from day to day.

10. A choice of two or more different types of
desserts. Cookies may be served as an accompani-
ment to ice cream, pudding, or gelatin; cookies alone
should not be offered as a dessert choice. Fridts
Should be offered if the cijstomers request them.

11. Milk, soft drinks, coffee, and tea.

GUIDELINES FOR PLANNING SHORT
ORDER MEALS

Short order meals have proven to be highly ac-
ceptable in enlisted dining facilities. Served in con-
junction with the regular meal, they should offer the
customer a choice. The variety that can be offered
on the short order menu is almost endless when spe-
cialty items and ethnic foods are included in the se-
lections. The majority of short order items should be

"short order" or "grilled to order- items. Timely
preparation of all food is vital for the happy satisfied

customer.

STANDARD FORMAT FOR SHORT
ORDER MENUS

Soup w/Crackers
Hamburger/Cheeseburgers
Frankfurters
Chili Con Carrie

Specialty of the meal tone or more)
Peanut Butter and Jelly .SandMches
French Fries Potatoes
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Potato Chips/Corn Chips
Assorted Salads & Salad Dressings

Hamburger Rolls
Frankfurter Rolls

Assorted Desserts
Choice of BeYerages

Recommended accessory icondiment) items that
should be available for each meal service:

Catsup
Mustard
Salad Dressing
Pickle Relish
Worcestershire Sauce
Chopped Onions
Sliced Tomatoes
Shredded Lettuce

Additional suggestions for variety of accessory
items are:

Crumbled Cheese
Pickles
Sliced Olives
Chili Sauce
Baked Beans
Sauteed Onions and 'Mushrooms
Horseradish

"french Fried Onion Rings

Selected from the cycle menu (not shown on
sample provided).

Selected from the Specialty of the Meal Su-
gestions.

SPECIALTY OF,THE MEAL SUGGESTIONS

Select one or more of the following items to offer
as the "Specialty of the Meal." Select carefully the
menu item to be offered to provide the maximum
vahety to the dinner.

Grilled Cheese Sandwiches N-6
Barbecued Beef (Sloppy Joe) N-27
Grilled Ham Sandwiches N-6-3
Bacon. Lettuce and Tomato Sandwiches N-1
Hot Pastrami Sandwiches N=23
Cannonball Sandwich N-22
Grilled Ham and Cheese Sandwiches N-6-3
( :rifled Cheese and Bacon Sandwiches N-6
Fishwich N-32
Submarine Sandwich N-19

Italian Submarine Sandwich N-19-1
French Toasted Ham and Cheese Sandwiches
Corned Beef and Cheese Sandwiches N-9
Western Sandwiches N-18
Pizza: Plain D-31, Mushroom D-31-1, Sausage,

Salami, Pepperoni 0-31-2
Tuna Salad Sandwiches N-15
French Toasted Bacon and Egg Sandwiches N-2
Cheese and Bologna Sandwiches N-5
Egg Salad Sandwiches N-10
Salinon Salad Sandwiches N-15
Baked Ham Sandwiches N-11
Deviled Ham Sandwiches N-12
Grilled Cheese and Tomato Sandwiches-N-6
Tacos"N-21
Turkey Salad Sandwiches N-8
Reuben Sandwich N-20
Hot Sausage Sandwich N-22
Enchilada L-105
Burritos
Egg and Ham Salad Sandwiches N-10
Club Sandwiches
Sliced Corned Beef Sandwiches N-9
Italian Beef Pepper Sandwich N-28-2
Cold Platters

SAMPLE SHORT ORDER MENU # I

Pea Soup P-24-3 w/Crackers
Grilled Hamburgers N-29
Grilled Cheeseburgers N-29-1
Chilled Frankfurters N-30-1
Chili Con Carne
French Toasted Ham and Cheese Sandwiches
Peanut Butter and Jelly Sandwiches N-14.
French Fried Potatoes Q-45-1
Potato Chips/Corn Chips
Lettuce Wedge M-32 w/Thousand Island Dress-

ing M-70
Jellied Pear Salad M-27 Salad Dressings
Hamburger Rolls
Frankfurter Rolls
Pineapple Upside Down Cake G-29 w/ Whipped

Topping K-16
Brownies H-2
Milk, Tea, Coffee
Soft Drinks
Milkshakes
Condiments and Accessory Items

Follow ingredients for N-6-3 and preparation
instruction for N-2.
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SAMPLE SHORT ORDER MENU #2

Tomato Bouillon .P-5 w/Crackers
Grilled Hamburgers N-29
Grilled Cheeseburgers N-29-1
Grilled Frankfurters M-30-1
Chili Con Came
Western Sandwiches N-18
Peanut Butter and jelly Sandwiches N-14
French Fried Potatoes Q-45-1
Potato Chips/Corn Chips
Cole Slaw w/Cream Dressing M-9
Garden Vegetable Salad M-19 w/ Russian

Dressing M-67
Hamburger Rolls
Frankfurters Rolls
Lemon Cake G-32-8 w/ Lemon Butter Cream

Frosting G-39-4
Cherry Crisp J-8-2
Milk, Tea, Coffee
Soft Drinks
Milkshakes
Condiments and Accessory Items

SAMPLE ETHNIC MENU It 1

GUIDELINES FOR PLANNING
ETHNIC MEALS

Ethnic type foods are becoming increasingly pop-
ular with Coast Guard diners. Many dining facilities
are serving special dinners featuring these foods. Not
only do these Meals add to the variety of your
menus, but they also are quite pleasing to the spe-
cific ethnic groups.

The following menus are suggested to assist in the
planning of these meals. Food service personnel at
local levels should determine what ethnic foods are
most popular with their patrons and plan accord-
ingly.' To make the occasions more festive, appropri-
ate decorations- and music should also be featured,
and the meals should be well advertised in advance
to prepare the diners for the type of food being ,
served.

"SOUL BAWER

Mulligatawny Soup P-20 with Crackers
Stewed Chitterlings L-90 Simmered Pigs Feet L-71-1

Southern Fried Chicken L-137 Cream Gravy 0-17
Candied Sweet Potatoes Q-67 Fried Rice E-7

Simmered Black-Eyed Peas Q-5 Southern Style Greens Q-29
Cole Slaw M-8

Hot Corn Bread D-14 Butter
Pecan Pie 1-40 Applesauce Cake G-2 with Butter Cream Frosting G-39

Coffee C-5 Milk Tea C-12 Soft Drinks

a

Additional Suggestions

Bean Soup P-8
Barbecued Country Ribs L-92-1
Deep-Fat Fried Fish L-108
Creole Shrimp L-120
Hashed Brown Potatoes Q-48
Southern Fried Okra Q-32
Potato Salad M-40 ,

Hush Puppies D-14-2
Stewed Tomatoes Q-72
Corn Fritters 9-24
Gingerbread G--,t7-
Baked Apples J-3-
Sweet Potato Pie 1-49
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SAMPLE ETHNIC MENU #2

ORIENTAL LAMER

Beef Noodle Soup P-I-2 with Crackers
Sukiyaki L-6 Tempura Fried Shrimp L-1214

Steamed Rice E-5 Fried Rice E-7
Broccoli Polonaise Q-10 Fried Cabbage Q-12

Chow Mein Noodles'
Sliced Cucumber and Onion Salad M-15

Coconut Custard Pudding J-14-3 Ice Cream
Coffee C-5 Milk Tea C-12 Saft Drinks

Additional Suggestions

Egg Rolls'
Egg Foo Young with Sauce F-9
Pineapple Chicken L-139
Barbecued Pork L-79
Chicken Chow Mein L-150
Pork Chop Suey
Sweet Sour Spareribs L-94
Baked Fish L-106
Rice Pilaf E-8
Peas with Mushrooms Q-41
Buttered Asparagus Q-G-3
Jellied Pear Salad M-27
Fresh Fruit Cup
Sherbet with Ginger Fruit Bars H-7-1

SAMPLE ETHNIC MENU #3

POLYNESIAN MAYER

South Seas Cocktail B-2
Barbecued Pork Loin L-79 Teriyaki Steak L-8

Shrimp Salad L-123
Baked Sweet Potatoes Q-66 Fried Rice E-7

Sweet Sour Greens Q-29-1
Banana Salad M-2

Nut Muffins D-30-2 Butter
Pineapple Chiffon Pie 1-43 Coconut Cream Piel-51-3

Coffee C-5 Milk Tea C-12 Soft Drinks

Additional Suggestions

Ambrosia J-6-1
Sweet SOur Spareribs L-94
Tempura Fried Shrimp L-121-1
Pineapple Chicken L-139
Coconut Rice Pudding J-15-1
Fresh Pineapple and Banana Compote
Lime Sherbet Coconut Raisin Cookies H-14



SAMPLE ETHNIC MENU #4

ITALMN DLIWER

Minestrone
(Minestrone Soup P-19 with Croutons D-16)

Lasagna Spaghettini con Polpettine
(Baked Lasagna L-25) (Spaghetti with Meat Balls L-39)

Pizza alla Salsiccia con Peperoni
(Pepperoni Pizza D-31-2)

Insalata Verdi all 'acceto e olio with Parmesan Croutons D-16-1
(Tossed green Salad M-47 with Vinegar and Oil Dressing M-72)

PaneAbbnistolito A glio Burro
(Toasted Garlic Bread D-7) (Butter)

Spumoni
(Spumone Ibe Cream J-6-3).

Caffee Latte Te
(Coffee C-5) (Milk) (Tea C-12) (Soft Drinks)

Additiorial Suggestions

Antipasto
Veal Parmesan L-103
Chicken Cacciatore L-130
Italian Style Veal Steaks L-101,
Fried Eggplant;Parmesan Q-28-1
Ravioli with Meat
Ravioli with Cheese
Fried-Zucchini Q-63
Ice Cream Filled Eclairs J-26-1
Fresh Fruit
Assorted Cheese
Sponge Cake G-27 w/ Apricot Sauce K-1



ikIMPLE ETHNIC MENU #5

MEXICAN/SPANISff DIA.TATER.

Guacamole Canapes
'(Avoado Salad M-82 with Corn Chips)

Enchiladas de Came
(Beef Enchiladas L-I05) Tacos N-21

Puerca Mexicana
(Mexicana Pork L-87) Beef Tamales

Arroz Suriano
(Spanish Rice E-9)

Frijoles Refritos Maiz
(Refried Beans Q-75) (Mexican Corn Q-72-2)

Ensalada de Frijoles
(Frijale Salad M-77) Jalapene & Cherry Peppers'

Tortillas i.

Pudin de Pan Gelatin de Fruta
(Bread Pudding J-16) (Fruited Gelatin J-7)

Cafe Leche Te
(Coffee C-5) (Milk) (Tea C-12) Soft Drinks

Additional Suggestions

Cheese Enchiladas"
'Beef Burritos'
Tamale Pie L-147
Assorted Relishes (ripe olives, tomatoes,

green peppers)
Bean Soup P-8
Spanish Steak L-14
Baked Fish L-106
Chicken Vega L-127
Por* Adobo L-33
Chili Con Came with Beans L-28
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3q GUIDELINES FOR PLAI LNG
LOW-CALORIE NI

Since weight control programs
integral part of the military syste
have the responsibility of Provi
offer some low-calorie foods. A

ntinue to be an
, SS personnel
g meals which
entiim can be

drawn to these special foods by labeling them or
even by making special low-ca/orie displays on the
serving line. You must remember, however, that
your low-calorie menus must also be 'planned ac-
cording to the same standards as your regular
menus. You must still provide nutritious foods from
each of the Basic Four Food Gronps..lt is achially up
to the consumer to eliminate the extras,- such as
sauces, gravies, pastries, and toppings. You should
always' base your low-calorie 'menus on your basic
menus. If your consumers have special 'dietary
needs, you, may want to cons-ult a dietitian or a
corpsman to obtain professional advise on the sub-
ject.

SPECIAL CALORIE-WISE LUNT'S

Use unsweetened fruits and juices

Decrease portion sizes-

Broil, poach, bake, or scramble instead of hying

1-2B
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.1

Use sugar substitutes

Trim all exces,S fat from meats

(Ise bouillon or broth instead of creaMed
soups

Serve potatoes and potato substitutes; XVOID
the "extras,- such as butter, sour cream, and
gravy; these are what actually contain 'the
calories

Serie fresh raw vegetables and fruits often

Use low-calorie dressings

Season with salt, pepper, herbs, and spices;
Avotp butter, bacon fat, or satices as season-
ings

.,

Serve bread at eitlr lunch or dinner, but not
at both .

Serve low-calorie desserts, such as sherbet,
plain yogurt mixed with unsweetened fruit-
plain gelatin, unfrosted cake, or plain cake
doughnut

Serve unsweetened, low palorie, or, low fat
beverages



NUTRITION

Since SS 'personnel ire' responsible for providing
nutritionally balanced meals, it is essential to have a
basic knowledge of WHAT FOODS contain each
nutrient and HOW MUCH of each is required each
day. We are not, however, going to concern you
with the aspects of mitrition Which Oghtly.are the
responsibilities of a dietitian. If you desire an analy-
sis to be made on your menus, most Naval hospitals
have qUalified iesident dietitians 'who can perform
this task for you. In addition to the information you
read in this reading assignment under "The Daily
Food Guide," you shduld dote the following facts.

The five basic nutrients are:

Proteins

Fats

Carbohydrates,

Vitamins

; Minerals

PROTEINS

Proteins are the most impoitant mutr1tive ele%

ments required by the body. They h&lp build new
tissues and repair old tissues. They also provide fuel
fix body. warmth and energy, but this is not their
main function. Ceitain proteins help develop' resist-

./
mice to disease. Good sources of protein are: -

Milk
Meats
Fish
Eggs
Legumes (kidney beans', lima beans, 'lentils,

peanutg)
Cereals
Vegetables

FATS/CARBOHYDRATES

Fats and carbohydrates are often grouped to-
gether because they are the body'S' primary source of
energy. They also provide fuel for warrhth. Foods
providing fats are:

Butter Egg yolks
Milk Vegetable oil
Cream Shortening
Meat fats
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Carbohydrates are the most easily ,digested of the
nutrients, are the least expensive, and are the; most
readily available. Good sources of carbohydrates are:

Cereals
Cereal products
Starchy vegetables
Sugars
Fruits

VITAMINS

Vitamins are essential for growth and good
health. Each one performs a special function in the
body. Though they supply no heat or energy to the
body and contain no body-building elements, they
are indispensable to good health 'and normal body
functions. They also help protect the' body against
infection.

Since some vitaAins are not stored in the
bddythey must be replenished each day. This is
another reason why a balanced meal is so important.
Care must be-taken when' ypu cook foods in water
because some vitamins will cook out. It is always a
good idea to use this water for stews, soups, or
sauces. This way you do not lose these valuable
vitamins.

Vitamin .11, (Thiamin)

Good sources of thiamin are:

Lean meat (particularly pork)
Liver
Whole-grain breads and cereals
Enriched breads and cereals,
Legumes
Peanuts'
Milk

9

Vitamin Bo (Riboflavin)

Good sources of riboflavin are:

Milk
Liver
Leafy green Negetables
Whole-grain breads and cereals
Enriched breads and cereals



3ip
Niacin

The best sources of niacin are:

Liver
Peanut butter-

Vitamin C

Vitarbin C is also known as ascorbic acid. This is
one of the- vitamins which mist be included in the
diet each day. Citrus fruits art all excellent sourceS
of this vitamin. Other good sources are:

Tomatoes
Cantaloupes
Raw green foods
Fresh strawberries
Potatoes (if cooked in their skins)

Vitamin A

Good sources of vitamin A are:

Fish liver oils
Yellow fruits and vegetables
Leafy green vegetables
Egg yolks

Milk
Butter
Cream
Cheese
Liver

Vitainin

Vitamin D is known as the "sunshine vitamin"
because direct rays of the snn change a certain 'sub-
stance in the skin to vitamin D.

Though vitamin D is not found in many natural
foods in significant amounts, rich iources are:,

Fish liver oils
Salmon ,

Mackeral
' Tuna

- Sardines

Vitamin E

Beef liver
Eggs
Butter
Cream

This Vitamin is found in:

M eat
M ilk
Butter
G rains
Vegetables
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Vitamin K

This vitamin is a contributing factor to the clot-
ting of blood. Leafy vegetables are good sources of
this vitamin.

MINERALS

It is believed that minerili must be present in th&
body in order for vitamins to perforin their func-
tions. We are going to introduce you only to five of
the more important ones.

Calcium

Calcium is the builder of bones and teeth. It also
aids in clotting blood and is necessary for normal
muscle eobtraction. Milk is the best source of cal-
cium: Other sources are:

Cheese
Clams -
Cauliflower
Mustard peens
Turnip greens

Phosphorus

This mineral is also necessary for building bones
and teeth. Good sources of phosphorus are:

Milk
Cheese
Eggs
Meat
Legumes
Nuts
Whole grain cereals
Vegetables

Iron

Iron is a component of the bones and of,hemoglo-
bin (a part of the klood)-. The best source of iion is
liver. Other good sourolts are:

Lean meats
Egg yolks
Dried legumes

Iodine

Green leafy vegetables'
Enrichedbreads and cereals
M olases

, Seafoods are especially rith in this mineral Io-
dine is also contained in iodized salt (this is the kind
procured by the. Coast Guard). Ordinary salt intake
generally furnishes all the iodine an individual
needs.



Salt

Salt is needed by everyone. A person needs about
one level teaspoon of salt per day-and more when he
perspires a great deal. The average intake of salt,
through normal fooa sources, is two or three tea-
spoons daily. This is enough for a person drinking up
to about four quarts of water. A person who is not
getting enough salt may become weak. It must be
remembered, however, that there are certain physi-
cal problems which may necessitate a salt-free diet
for some individuals.

ADDITIONAL HEALTH NEEDS

There are other substances which play a vital part
in -good health, but which cannot accurately be
classed as nutrients. Thfee of these ate (1) calories,
(2)water (fluid), and (3) cellulose (bulk).

Calories

, Though not actually classed as nutrients, calories
always seem to haVe a way of entering any discus-

sion on food and nutrition. A calorie is simply a unit
used to measure the energy which is produced by
food. Almost all foods cOntain some calories. Some
foods are high . calorie foods; others are low calorie

, foods. About half of the calories which an individual
consumes comes from carbohydrates.'

Individual caloric needs vary greatly. 'These needs
depend upon climate, a person's sex, weigjit, age, and'
amount of activity. If an individual does not consume
enough calories, axeight loss will result. Consumption
of too many calories'ft.iss a weight gain. Numerous
calorie charts are available if an individual wishes to
keep track of his caloric intake. There is no need for
you as an SS to memori,ze the number of calories pre-
sent in each food; if special-low-calorie or high-calorie
menus are needed, calorie charts can be used. For nor-
mal menu planning, proper use of the Daily Food
Guide should supply adequate numbers of calories.

Water Fluid)

Water is not a food, but it can be far more impor-

, tant. About three-fourths of the body is made up of
water. Much of this water is lost through normal
body functions and must be replaced frequently.
The average adult needs about two and one-half
quarts of water daily. If an individual works hard or
if the weather is hot, this need is five to twelve
quarts daily. Dehydration (water loss) can often re-
sult in death.

3
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Many foods contain a high water content. This is
one means by which we take fluid into our bodies.
The remainder of the fluid requirement must be
drunk. Any liquid drink will fulfill this fluid need.
Generally; thirst alerts us to the fact that we need
fluid.

Cellulose '(Bulk

Bulk is needed as an aid to the digestion process.
It is also necessary for helping the body waste sys-
tem. Bulk is supplied by vegetables, fruits, and some
cereals. If these foods are consumed in the recom-
mended amounts, the body will get the bulk it needs

to functiOn properly.
-

CONSERVING NUTRIENTS

It is not enough just to select proper foods for the
menu. You must prepare theM in such a way that
valuable nutrients are not lost.

The following cooking rdles will, if follOwed,
make your-meals more nutritious and add to the gen-
eral health of the' crew.

Serve fresh fruits and vegetables as soon after
you receive them as possible.,
Handle (resh fruits and vegetables carefully,
because bruising causes a rapid lQss of 'vita-

mins.

Store fresh fruits and vegetables properly until
they are used. ,

1

Do not soak vegetables in water longer than
necessary to freshen or clean them; water will
dissolve vitamins B B C, and minerals.

To -cook yegetables,° place them in rapidly
boding water, bring the water back to a boil,
and reduce to a simmer.

Cook vegetables quickly and just until tender
in order to .leave them with some Of their
original crispness.

Cook vegetables in as little water as possible.

Don't throw away cooking water; save it for
use in sauces, gravies, and soups.

Heat canned vegetables quickly just before
serving.
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Shred outer leaves of lettuce, cabbage, and
green leaves of celery for use in flavoring
soups.

Serve fruits and 'vegetables raw in salads.

Prep*are, fruits and vegetables for salads just
before serving.

When salmon salad is prepared, save the juice
and use it in salad dressing or as part of the
liquid for salmon loaf or sauce.

Prepare hot foods just in time to be served;
neveeprepare them early and reheat them.

1

CHECK-UP TIME

From the information provided, you can readily
see that menus can be prepared for only one meal,
for an entire day, bor for several weeks in advance:
Regardless of how many menus you prepare at one
time, remember that menu plans are an orderly and
systematic way to provide nfitritious Meals and to
meet the requirements of the Coast Guard food ser-
vice program.

After drafting your menu(s), utilizing all the pre-
ceding gUidelines and samples, use the following
checklist:

(1) bid you use authorized and available food
items?

(2) Did you include the, proper amounts of foods
from each of the Basic Four Food Groups?

(3) Can you properly prepare the items Using the,
equipment in your particular dining facility?

(4) Do you have an adequate "number of SS per-
sonnel to accomplish the tasks neCessary to prepare
each Meal?

, (5) Can all thefoods be ready at the right time?

(6) Do you need to allow for any last minute food
preparation?

(7) Does any menu contain iteMs which require
cooking at different oven temperatures at different

(8) Is there contrast in color, flavor, and texture?

(9) Is there suffiCient variation from previous
menus to avoid monotony?

If your menu(s) meet all the necessary require-
,.
ments, you are ready to proceed.

SUBMITTING AND POSTING
THE MENU

After you have drafted your menu, it should be
neatly typed on NAVSUP Form 1080. You must be
sure to include the AFRS card number directly after
each item on the menu. You must submit this form
to the food service officer (FSO). He will analyze it
for (1) nutritional adequacy, (2)variety, (3) contrast,
-(4) seasonal,and climatic considerations, (5) availa-
bility of-ePquipment and personnel, (6) status of stock
balances, and (7) comparison of the' estimated menu
cost against the expected operating allowance.
Though submiksion deadlines for menus vary froni
one command to another, you should normally subr
mit them by the middle of the week preceding the
week you plan to use them.

After the menu has been signed by the FSO, it is
forwarded to the commanding officer for his ap-
proval and signature. The commanding officer's ap-
proval of the menu constitutes authority to make the
required issues of food to the enlisted dining facility
(EDF) for the week.
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The commanding officer may grant written per-
mission to the FSO to make necessary changes in ap-
proved menus to meet emergencies which might
arise. When this permission is granted on a blanket
basic, the FSO should report all significant changes
and the reason for making the change to the com-
manding officer.

With the commanding officer's approval, your
menu is ready to be posted. You should always post
the menu where it can easily be seen. Use descrip-
tive words on the menu you post. This mill make
your meal more inviting.

EXAMPLES:

Buttered fresh corn on the cob
Smokey barbecued beef ribs
Beef teriyaki with curried rice

Remember, however, to always
just as you have billd1t4lso, be

ii 4

Yt

e the food
that those SS



personnel on the erving line KNOW what they are
serving.. They should know, for instance, that curry
is what makes the rice yellow; that giblets instead of
mushrooms, Are in the gravy; that celery seeds are
the "little dark things" in the potato salad, etc.

' 7 6

3,
If you carefully follow the procedures outlined in

this reading assignment, you should produce meals
which will not only satisfy the nutritional needs of
your co-workers, but will also satisfy their palites
and help boost morale!

f
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SELF-QUIZ #,.1

PLEASE NOTE: Many students study ONLY the self-quizzes and pamphlet review quiz, thinking that this
Will be enougb Ao pass the End-of-Course Test. THIS IS NOT TRUE. The End-of-Course Test is based on the
stated objectives. To pass the EOCT, you must study all the course material.

1. Why sliould all menus be planned?

2. What is one of the primary reasons you should have variety in Your menus?

3. What form should you use as a preliminary step in your menu planning process?

4. What is the difference between a standard menu and a Cycle menu?

5. We have listed ten guides you can use when you plan menus. List eight of them.

A. I.
B. F.
C. G.
D. H.

6. Using the Basic Four helps you plan the - balance of your meal.

7. Draw a line from the food in 'Column A to the appropriate food group in Column B.

A

Peanut butter MILK

Cheese MEAT

Spaghetti VEGETABLE/ FRUIT

Grapefruit juice BREAD/CEREAL

Crackers

Dry beans

Cottage cheese

8. On the line provided, state the MINIMUM humber of daily servings an individual needs from each of
the Basic Four.

Milk
Meat
Vegetable/ Fruit
Bread/Cereal
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SELF-QUTZ I (Conthsued)

9: What are three ways you can determine the food preferences of those you serve?

A
B.
C.

10. If 160 portions of spareribs were served at a meal attended by 332 people, what would the acceptance
factor be? (Show all work)

11. What is the BEST predictor for meal attendance?

12. Why are food consumption records valuable tools for the menu planner?

13. The primary RESTRICTING factor in menu planning is

14. Draw a line from the meal component in CoIuzA to its identifying.characteristic in Column B.

A

ENTREE Should complement the main dish

VEGETABLE Enhances the menu

SALAD I Determines what other foods are to be ,

served
DESSERT

Is least expensive part of the meal to
APPE frail/SOUP prepare

BEVERAGE Consumes most time in preparation

Increases variety and nutritional content
of the meal

15. If you plan to serve creamed beef at breakfast, should you also plan to serve another meat?
If so, how many others?
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SELF-QUTZ # 1 (Continued)

16. When praring an ala carte breakfast menu, what items must you include in addition to those items

listed on the cycle menu?

A. E.

B. F.

C. G.

D.

17. When planning noon and evening meals, what is the MINIMUM number, of salads you,should offer?

How many entrees?

18. On a-short order menu, what is the MINIMUM number of specialty items you should offer?

19. Menus which are designed to appeal to a iarticular cultural group are called menus.

20. Several considerations were provided for cutting calories when you prepare foods. List five of them.

A.
B.

D.
E.

21. When planning menus, what common error should you avoid when using ethnic meals?

22. What common menu error is often made concerning gumbo?

23. Draw a line from each nutrient in Column A to the appropriate value in Column B.

A

PROTEINS Provide primary source of energy

FATS Are the most easily digested of all
nutrients

CARBOHYDRATES
Are essential for proper assimilation of

VITAMINS other nutrients

MINERALS Build new,body tissues

Help protect the body against ir;fection

24, Draw a line from the vitamins in Column A to good sources for each in Column B.

A

B, (Thiamin)
13, (Riboflavin)

A

Sun
Citnis fruits
Egg yolks
Leafy green vegetables
Grains
Lean pork



N.
SELF-QUIZ # 1 (Conionred)

25. The best food source for iron is

28. Though not a nutrient, a measures the energy which is produced by food.

27. Why must you consider calories in your menu planning?

28. Why is liquid essential in the diet?

29. What is the function of bulk in the diet?

30. In order to conseive nutrients, what should you do wi,th cooking water?

31. On what fonn should you type your drafted menu?

32. Who must approve a submitted menu?

A.
B.
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ANSWERS TO SELF-QUIZ # 1

Following are the çorrect answers and references pages. To be sure you understand the answers to those ques-
tions you missed, y u should restudy the referenced portions of the text.

1. Ail menus mist be planned in Order to always come up with meals that offer variety, are not monoto-
nous but aw nutritious (Page 1-3)

2. One of the rimary reasons you should have variety in your menus is that you need to include all -

nutrients in al6e proper amounts. A secondary reason is so that your meals will not be monotonous.
(Page 1-3)

3. You should
process.

4. A standar
which are

repare a Menu Draft (NA VSUP-1092) as a preliminary step in your menu planning
(Page 1-3)

menu is designed for a speafic drag a cyck menu is actually a sena of standard menus
signed to be used over and over again. (Page 1-3)

5. You shoulyi list eight of the following ten guides you may use as you plan menus.

A. Daily Food Guide
B. Fooa Preference Ratings
C. Food Acceptance Records
D. Meal Attendance Records
E. Food Usage Records

F. Index of Recipes
G. Requirements Tables
H. Availability of foods
I. Climatic conditions
J. Equipment and Personnel ,(Pages 1-12 - 1-16)

6. Using the Basic Four helps you plan the nutritional balance of your meals.

7. Cheese - Milk
Cottage cheese

Peanut butter Meat
Dry beans
Eggs

(Page 1-12)

Grapefruit juice - Vegetable/Fruit

Spaghetti - Bread/Cereal (Pages 1-12 - 1-13)

Crackers

8. Milk - 2
Meat - 2
Vegetable/Fruit - 4
Bread/Cereal - 4

9. You can determine the food preferences of those you serve by:

(Pages 1-12 -1-13)

A. Keeping a record of those foods which are selected most frequently from the serving line.
B. Checking the trays at the scullery for waste.
C. Using a food preference questionnaire.
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ANSWERS TO SELF-QUIZ # I (Continua)

10. If 160 portions of spareribs are served at a meal attended by 332 people, the acceptance factor is
computed as folloWs:

.48
1.62

'48
332 Tarbr

332 1328
27 -2-0

26 56

11. The BEST predictor for meal attendance is a luAld count at the door

(

(Page 1-15)

(Page 1-15)

12. Food consumption records are valuable tools for the menu planner because tIwy indicatehow ofrn
et:Mimeo& am boas g armed (Page 1-15)

r .13. Cott is the primary restricting factor in menu planning.

14. Entree - Determines what other foods are to be served

Vegetable Should complement the main dish

Salad - Inereases variety and nutritional content of the meal

Dessert - Consumes most time in preparation

Appetizer/Soup - Is least expensive part of the meal to prepare

Beverage - Enhances the menu

(Page 1-16)

(Pages 1-16 - 1-17)

15. If you plan to serve creamed beef at breakfast, you should also plan to AVM another meat item.
(Page 1-17)

16. When preparing an ala carte breakfast menu, in addition to those items listed on the cycle menu, you

must also include:

A. Ready-to-eat cereal
B. Fresh milk
C. Egg;
D. Bread
E. Butter
F. Coffee
G. Sugar

irk

(Page 1-17)

17. When planning noon and evening meals, you should offer a MINIMUM of Iwo salads; two entrees
should also be offered. (Page 1-20)

18. On a short order menu, you should offer a MINIMUM of one specialty item. (Page 1-20)

19. Ethnic menus are those designed to appeal to a specific cultural group. (Page 1-22)
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ANSWERS TO.SELF--QUTZ # /Continued)

20. You should list five of the following suggestions for preparing low-calorie foods:

A. Use unsweetened fruits and juices
B. Decrease portion sizes
C. Broil, poach, bake, or scramble instead of frying
D. Use supr substitutes
E. Trim a excess fat from meats
F. Use bouillon or broth instead of creamed soups
G. Serve potatoes and potato substitutes without "extras"
H. Serve fresh raw vegetables and fniits often
1. Use low-calorie dressings
J. Avoid butter, bacon fat, or sauces as seasonings
K. Do not serve bread at both,lunch and dinner
L Serve low-calorie desserts
M. Serve low-calorie beverages

1

(Page 1-26)

21. Noon and evening meal, of the same day shOukiNOT BOT ife nic menus unless an alternate

entree is provided.
(Page 1-5)

22. Gumbo is often erroneou* listed as a soup. ' (Page 1-5)

23. Proteins - Build new body tissues

Fats - Provide primary source of energy
Carbohydrates

Carbohydrates - Are the most easily digested of all nutrients

Vitamins - 'Help protect the body against.infection

Minerals - Are essential for proper 'assimilation of other nutrients (Pages 1-27 - 1-28)

24. B, - Lean pork
132 - Leafy green vegetables
C - Citrus fruits
A - Leafy green vegetables

Egg yolks
D, - Sun

FE - Grains ,

25. Liver is the best food source for iron.

26. Cakiries measure the energy produced by food.

(Pages 1-27 - 1-28)

(Page 1-28)

(Page 1-29)
A

27. Calories must be considered in your menu planning because consump ti,of too many calories contri-

butes to weight gain; too few calories will cause a weight loss. There m1 be a balance of these in the

diet.
(Page 1-29)
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ANSWERS TO SELF-QUIZ #1 (Continued)

28. Liquid is essential in the diet because 3/4 of the body is composed of waier, and lack of water in the
diet can' cause dehydration. Also, much water is lost through normal body hinctions and must be
replaced. (Page 1-29)

29. Bulk is needed for proper digestion and waste disposal in the body. (Page 1-29)

30. Cooking water should be saved for we in sauce grames and soups. (Page 1-29)

31. you should type your drafted menu on NA VSUF Form/080. (Page 1-30)

32. EachInenu must be approved by the food service officer (FSO) and the commanding officer.
(Page 1-30)
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READING ASSIGNMENT # 2

"Standards/Menu Costing"

isages 2-3 through 2-41

Yocv

OBJECTIVES

After completing thg assignment, you should be able to:

1. Explain why "standards" are necessary in food service.

2. Define "standard-recipe."

3. Define "yield." k

' 4. Define "standard portion."

5. E7lairi hoW "standards" figure into costing menu items.

6. State the purposes for costing menus.

7.4titte the-two primary sources of information for completing a cost worksheet.

8. Explain how to compute the total cost for preparing a given recipe.

9. Explain how to compute the cost per portion on a given recipe.
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STANDARDS/MENU COSTING

INTRODUCTION vtal

As you learned in .the first reading assignment,
cost is one of the Major restrictions imposed on the
menu planner. Costing, hoWever, is simplified in the
Coast Guard through the use of certain standards."

USING STANDARDS IN FOOD SERVICE

I -

Efficient food service personnel cook and bake
with standaid recipes. From these standard recipes,
they get standard yields. They serve stanlcipi por-
tions in a style called a standard dish-up. e mean-
ing of these words is very simple and the whole idea
of using standards is just using common sense.

STANDARD RECIPE

A standard recipe is a written formula (recipe) for
producing a fciod item of a certain amount and qual-
ity; that is, you use exactly the same amount of in-
gredients and prepare the food in exactly the same
way each time. If you also use ingredients that are
similar in quality each time, then you will continu-
ally get the same results.

If your SS's use a standard recipe for beef stew, no
matter which SS is on duty and prepares and cooks
the beef stew, you will '1,way.s get the same amount of
beef stew, and it will always taste the same.

STANDARD YIELD
WM.

The word "yield" means the actual amount of
servable food you get from a standard recipe.

For example, if you have a 20 pound raw (as pur-
chased) turkey, you may haye only 12 pounds of ac-
tual turkey meat (yield) to serveafter shrinkage from
cooking and after all the waste is 'removed.

If a standard recipe is followed every time, you
should come out with a standard yield; that is, the
same amount or weight of servable food every time.

STANDARD PORTION

Standard portions simply means serving the same
amount of any particular item_on the menu to each
patron.

The standard portions served on a turke dinner
consist of exactly:

4 oz. turkey 'Slices ,

2/3 cp. potato
1/2 cp. dressing
2 oz. cranberries

By using a standard recipe, knowing the standard
yield to expect from it, and serving the standard por-
tions shOwn above, the dining facility knows-exactlY
hOw Much it costs to prepare and serve the turkey
dinner.

Also, one quick way to make a patron' angry is to
have hini see another patron in the dining facility
get a larger serving than he.

STANDARD DISH-UP

6 Standard dish-up is a Very simple idea, but it is
very important. It means putting the food on the
plate in the same pattern or arrangement each time.

,

In the case of a turkey dinner, the wateh captain
might order the SS's to ptit the turkey slices on the
left side of the'plate, the dressing on top 'of the tur-
key, the potatoes in the middle, the cranberries on
the-right side, and a sprig of parsley onthe top side.

He knows , that this makes the plate look attrac-
tive, and he knows that people enjoy a meal Much
more if it is attractively served with the right combi-
nation of placement, quantity, and color on the
plate.

STANDARD PROCEDURES

Standard procedures are followed in all well-run
businesses. This includes dining facilities. A stan-
dard procedUre simply means that, workers use the
same routine for doing a job each time it's done.

Different ways of hning up ingredients for sand-
wiches, preparing hot food recipes, setting up tables,
.etc. are tried until the best method is found. This
method then becomes a standard procedure, and all
personnel'do it this\vay.

ARE STANDARDS NECESSARY?

All of the standards explained aboVe are designed
to eliminate human errors. The patrons do not have



to depend on the judgment or the mood of different
SS's each day to get a good bowl of soup or a proper
portion of meat. Standards guarantee the same re-
sults every time!

COSTING STANDARD ,RECEPaES

When a recipe is being standardized for use in a
particular dining faility, the COST of all the in-
gredients, that go into the recipe is totaled up, and a
per-unit cost is figured out. That is, if the recipe
yields (makes) 100 portionsof FTench Toast, the cost
of all the ingredients needed to make these 100 por-
tions is added up to get the tOtal cost of the recipe:
That total cost is then-divided by 100 tO' find the
tuiit cost (the cost of one portion of French TO'ast).

Knowing the exact perl-unit cost of a food item
helps the subsistence specialist decide how much
each portion costs.

Purchase prices of ingredients change, from- time
to time, so it is necessary to keep an eye on them
and refigure 'the per-unit cost as these changes
oceur.

PROCEDURES .

Costing menus has a two-fold purpose. You,want
to determine (1) the TOTAL cost for preparing the
recipe and (2) the cost perindividual portion.

For purposes of costing, NOTE' the following
TERMS:

k
Quantity - Amount of an ingredient reqnired

to prepare a given recipe. This
quantity is shown as weights/
measures on the recipe card.

Unit price - Most recent price paid for an
item, rounded to the nearest
whole cent.

2-4

Unit The "unit" as shown on the Provi
sion Ledger (CC-4246) is the
same as "unit of issue." If an item
is purchased "per pound," the
unit is "113;" if it is purchased "per
bag," the unit is "Bg;" etc. On the
ecipe Card, the unit is shown
under "Weights" or "Measures."

Cost - The cost on your sample work-
sheet is the TOTAL cost foi an
individual ingredient in a given
recipe.

To cost a menu, you use two basic sources for re-
cording information on your cost worksheet (Illustra-
tion 2-3): (1) the AFRS card (see Illustration 2-1) and
(2) the Provision Ledger (CG-4246) (see Illustration
2-2). NOTE: Illustration 2-2 shows only the upper
right-hand corners of three different CC-4246's.

On your worksheet, you record:

The ingredients as listed on the recipe card

The quantity - taken from the "Weights" or
"Meastires" columns of the recipe card.
NOTE In CG dining facilities, you usually
use weights for more accurate results.

The unit listed in the "Weights" o "Meas-
ures" columns of the recipe card.

At this point, you need to COMPARE the "Unit"
provided on the Provision Ledger with the "Unit"
on the recipe card. IF THEY ARE THE SAME (as is
bread ih the following illustrations), you proceed
with the worksheet as follows:

,

Record the unit price from the Provision
Ledger

Multiply °the quantity by the unit price to
obtain the cost per item



D. BREADS AND SWEET-DOUGHS No. 22

FRENCH TOAST

YIELD: 100 Portions EACH PORTION: 2 Slices
...-

,

TEMPERATURE: 375° F. Griddle

INGREDIENTS WEIGHTS

8,oz.
loz,
1 lb 8 oz.

MEASURES

13/4 cups.
11/2 tbsp
31/2 cups.

1.4rnito

Milk, nonfat, dry . . .

Salt.
.Sugar, granulated .

1. Combine milk, salt and sugar; blend
well.

(7

Eggs, whole,
slightly beaten

12 lb 8 oz. 61/4 qt
(125
eggs)

2. -Add dry ingredients to eggs; whip.

Water
,

21/4 qt 3. Add water and mix well.

Bread, dry, sliced . .

Shortening, melted .

12 lb..
2 lb.

200 slices
1 qt

L 4. Dip bread in egg mixture to coat both
'Sides.

INGREDIENT1 WEIGHTS MEASURES - METHOD

-

,

,

,

5. Place on well greased griddle; fry on
one side until golden brown. Turn; fry
on other side until golden brown.

6. Serve inuntdiately.

Illustration 2-1: AFRS Card

TOCK .41....sapt

.
F9/ e- oo-sis - / XLid

IIITOLE

./716144
A OAT

. Ca024/
UNI T

e/111,

,
LINO 'Fuca

STOCK 1.111.1A4ItA

1950- oo -1,e96
Pi ACK A1141C1

hlt, 2 fl,) u4e.zga

TOCK HUMBER

/9,20 - 00- 753 = S 774
'AATIC1.11

,IleateJ al* 44e44
A CK1140 OA T , poufs

Of .410

Illustration 2-2: Sample From three Provision Ledgers (CG-4246)
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COST CALCULATION WORKSHEET
,

RECIpE NAME & CARD NUMBER:

INGREDIENTS / ITEMS UNrr QUANTITY UNIT PRICE COST

Milk, nonfat, dry

Salt

Sugar, granulated
i

, Eggs, whole

Water
G

Bread, diy, sliced _

Shortening .

,

oz ,

oz

qt

lb

8

1

2 1/4

12

,

.0578

.0075

.

N / C ,

.40

,

.4624

.0075

N/C

4.80

TOTAL:

COST PER PORTION:
,

c

Illustration 2-3: Sample Cost Calculation Worksheet
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MATH NOTES:

If your recipe calls for 1 oz. of salt, and your Provision Ledger prices, salt at
5.12 per lb., you must find out how much an ounce of salt costs.

Since there are 16 ounces in a pound, you divide yotif cost per potind by 16:.

.0075 cost per ounce

ounce; 16 I=
112 cost per pound

pound 80 ,

80

If your recipe calls for 8 oz. of nonfat, dry milk, and your Provision Ledger pri-
ces milk at $4.63 per 5-1b. can, you must find out: FIRST, how much a pound
of milk costs; THEN, how much an ounce of milk costs,

Since there are 5 lbs. of milk in a can, yom divide your unit price by 5 to fi
out how much a pound costs:

IF THE UNITS ARE NOT THE SAME, you proceed with the worksheet as
follows:

Compute and record the unit price

7

pounds per
can

-4--cost per pound

-4 5 -416"" cost per,can

30
30

NOW - Since there are 16 ounces in a pound, you divide your cost, per pound
by 16:

0578 -44. coSt per ounce
16 I .926

ounces per 80 cost per pound
pound 126

112
140
128

2-7



Multiply the quantityby the computed unit price to obtain the cost per
item

EXAMPLtS:

For salt, you have only 1 oz., so the cost is $.0075.

For milk, you have 8 oz., so you multiply $.0578 by 8.

. 0578 4"........Cest Per mem
X 8 4 -----Number of ounces

$71-04 -4----Total cost to record
on worksheet

Now that we have shown you the procedures for obtaining total cost per item,
let's see how well you can do on completing the cost worksheet in Illustration
2-3. Use the following space for your computations. You will need this informa-
tion from the Provision Ledgers:

SUGAR: Packaging Data: 6 10-1b. bags
Unit: bg.
Price: $2.96 per bg.

EGGS: Packaging Data: 30 dz. per case
Unit: dz.
Price: $.64 per dz.

SHORTENING:
Packaging Data: 6 5 I/2-lb. cans per case
Unit: CD.

Price: $2.75 per en.



EaCh item should be computed and recorded on the worksheet as follows:
a

SUGAR: Unit: oz.
Quantity: 24
Unit Price, $.0185 I.

Cost: . $.444

RATIONALE: We conterted 1 lb. 8 oz. to 24 ounces so we would not have to
aeal with fractioni of a pound.

Since the Provision Ledger indicates that a 10-lb. bag of sugar costs $2.96, we
must: FIRST, compute the cost per pound as follows:

10126.29F,40.......
cost 10-lb.number of 2 0

pounds 96 bag

90

cost per pound

60

-
Again To obtain cost per ounce, you divide your cost per pound by 16 since
there are 16 ounces in a pound:

16
ounces per

pound

:4....cost per ounce

16 "46%.. cost per pound
136
128

80
80

Then, you multiply this cosi per ounce by your quantity of 24:

.185
X 24

740
370

.4... cost per ounce

--.4. quantity

.4440 total cost for sugar

2-9
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5(9
EGGS: Unit:

Quantity: 10.41 dz.
Unit Price: $.64 per dz.
Cosi: $6.66

RATIONALE. Since the recipe card calls for 125 eggs, and the price is per
dozen, you need to find out how !piny dozen you have in 125 eggs. Since there
are 12 in a dozen,you divide 125 by 12:

1041 eggs

12 125
number in a

me .0
12 singe eggs

dozen - 5 0
4 8

20
120

To find out.the total cost for eggs, you multiply the number of dozen eggs you
have by the Cost per dozen:

10.41 dozen eggs

X, .64 cost per dozen
'4,1 64
624 6

$6.66
total cpst for eggs

SHORTENING:
Unit: lb.

QtgitrOy: 2
Uni(Price: $.50 per pound
Cost: ; $1.00

7,

RiTIONALE: Since the Provision Ledger tells us, that,a 5 1/2-lb.reran costs
$2.75,,,we need to find 'Jut the cost per pound by dividing 5 1/2 (5.5) into $2.75:

1

4

atkowsw cost per pound

poundsper""55 2 .75 "146 cost per can
can

NOTE: Don't forget to move the decimal point over as shown.

To obtain the total cost for shortening, we then mutiply the cost per pound by
the quantity:

$ 50 cost per pound

X 2 quantity

"411"' total cost for shortening

Notice there is no charge (N/C) for water.

2-10



Now that all the hard work is accomplished, you simply add all your total costs
of individual items to obtain the total cost for the recipe:

$ .4624
.0075 0

.444
6.66
4.80

$13.3739 $13.37 "e"'" total cost of recipe

round-off to nearest whole cent here

Since this recipe provides 100 portions, to determine the cost per portion, you
divide the total cost of your recipe by 100:

.1337 $.13
100 I 13.37

3 37

370

700
700

cost per portion
(round-off to
nearest whole cent)

NOTE: If you have access to an FSC Group 89, the price per pound for many
items is already figured for you.

If you found this reading assignment difficult, we suggest that you re-read y,
working each computation yourself. It might also be beneficial for you to
review portions of any basic math text to refresh your memory on some of, the

principles involved in aCcurktely costing a menu.



SELF-QUM # 2

I. Match the terms in Column A with the definitions in Column B.

A

STANDARD RECTE The actual amount of servable food
you get from a standard formula

STANDARD Y1E)D A written forniula for producing a food
lem of a certain amount and quality

STANDARD PORTION Serving the same amount of any particular
item to each patron

2. Why are "standards" necessary in menu planning?

3. Why do you need "standards" to cost a menu?

4. What two questions do you want to answer when you cost a recipe?

A.
B.

5. The two primary information sources for completing a cost worksheet are:

A.
B.



SELF-QUIZ #2 (Continued)

6. Given the following recipes and information from the Provision Ledgers, complete the sample cost
worksheets:

RECIPE # 1
GRILLED CHEESE SANDWICH N. SANDWICHES No. 6(2)

YIELD: 100 Portions
,

EACH PORTION: 1 Sandwich

TEMPERATURE: 400° F. Griddle

INGREDIENTS WEIGHTS MEASURES ; METHOD

Cheese, sliced

Bread

12 1.15.8 oz.
'

!12 lb

200
slices

200
slices

1. Place 2 slices cheese between 2 s ices
bread.

Butter or margaxine.
melted

1

2 lb .
!

,

1 qt
.

I

12. Brush top and bottom of sandwiches
with butter or margarine. '

3. Grill each sandwich until bread is
golden brown on each side and

I

I

cheese is melted. .

Provision Ledger Information:

Cheese Unit: lb.
Unit Price: $1.37 per lb.

Bread Unit: lb.
Unit Price: $.43 per lb.

Butter Unit: lb.
Unit Price: $1.51 per lb.

COST CALCULATION WORKSHEET RECIPE NAME & CARD NUMBER:

INGREDIENTS / ITEMS UNrr QUANTITY UNIT PRICE COST

,

,

TOTAL:

COST PER PORTION:

2-14
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SELF-QUIZ #2 (Conthmed)

RECIPE #2 I.. MEAT, FISH AND POULTRY No. 65(2)

BAKED CANNED HAM

YIELD: 100 Portions
EACH PORTION: 2 Slices (4 Ounces)

PAN STZE: 18,b'Y 24-inch Roasting Pan TEMPERATURE: 325° F. Oven

INGREDIENTS WEIGHTS MEASURES METHOD,

Ham, canned,
whole

30 lb 1. Place hams, fat side up, in pans.

Cloves, whole 1 oz 5 tbsp 2. Stick cloves into ham, about 1 inch
apart.

Sugar, brovni
Vinegar

3 lb 2 qt
11/2 qt.

3 Mix sugar -and vinegar. Pour ovr
hams.

4. Insert meat thermometer into center
of a ham. . .

5. Bake uncovered 21/2 to 3 hours or
until meat thermometer registers
140° F.

6. Let staid 20 minutes before slicing.

Provision Ledger Information:

Hzim Unit: lb.
Unit Price: $1.51 per lb.

Cloves Unit: lb.
Unit Price: $7.66 per lb.

Brown Sugar Unit: lb.
Unit Price: $.35 per lb.

Vinegar Packaging Data: 12 32-oz bt.
Unit: bt.
Unit Price: $.37 per bt,

COST CALCULATION WORKSHEET RECIPE NAME & CARD NUMBER:

INGREDIENTS / ITEMS UNIT QUANTITY UNIT PRICE COST

TOTAL:

COST PER PORTION:

2-15
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SELF-QUIZ # 2 (Conthused)

7. Compute the total cost of each of the two recipes in #6. (Show all math work.)

Total for Recipe # 1
Total for Recipe #2

4

8. Compute the cost per portion for each of the recipes in #6. (Show all math work.)

Recipe # 1
Recipe # 2

11

3



ANSWERS TO SELF-0.32 # 2

.1. Standard recipe A written formula for producing a food item of a certain amount and quality

Standard yield The actual amount of servable food you get from a standard formula

Standard portion Serving the same amount of any particular item to each patron

S.
(Page 2-3) .

2. "Standards" aid the menu planner because the same results are guaranteed each time They also he*,

det when working within certaM budgetary cionfinet. (Page 2-4)

3. In costing menus, "standards" allow the menu planner to figure the exact amounts of food that will be

needed to feed a certain number of people and to figure the costfor the preparation. (Page 2-4)

n 4. The two questions you want to,answer when costing a menu are:

A/ What is the total cost to prepare the recipe?

B. What does each portion cost?
(Page 2-4)

5. To complete a cost worksheet, you must have access to the recipe card and the Provision Ledger
(Page 2-4)

4 1

n

St.
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ANSWERS TO SELF-QUIZ 42 (Continued)

6'. RECIPE # 1

Cheese: $1.37
X 12.5

685
274

137
-4-15A-E-' $17.13

Bread:

I.

Butter:

$ .43
,_/12

86
(

$1.51
X 2

COST CALCULATION WORXSHEET RECIPE NAME ar GARD NUMBER:

INGREDIENTS / ITEM UNIT QUANTITY UNIT PRICE
J.,

COST

Cheese

sread .
,

Butter

,

,

,
,

lb

lb

lb

12.5

12

2

$1.37

$.43

$1,51

,

$17,.13

$5.16

$3.02

TOTAL:
r ,

$25.31

'COST PER PORTION:

.
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ANSWERS TO SELF-QUIZ #2 (Continued)

RECIPE #2

Ham: , $ 1.51
X 30

$45. 30

dloves: .4787 = $.48 .-41cost per ounce
16 1776r".

Sugar:

ounces per 6 4
pound 1 26

1 12
140
128

120
112

$ .35
X 3

777-
Vinegar: oz --= 1 C.

4 C.,= lqt.
32 oz = 1 qt.

$ .37
X 1.5 ,

37
$.555 = $ . 56

cost per pound

COST CALCULATION WORKSHEET RECIPE NAME & CARD NUMBER:'

INGREDIENTS / ITEMS c

,

UNIT QUANTITY UNIT PRICE COST

,

/

Ham lb 30 $1.51 $45.30

Cloves oz 1 $.48 $.48

Brown Sugar lb 3 $1.35 $1.05

Vinegar qt 1.5 $.37 $.56

, 0 .

TOTAL: $47.39

COST PER PORTION: $.47 ,
( ages - )



ANSWERS TO SELF-QU1Z (Continued)

7 . The total cost for each of the recipes is:

Recipe #1 - $25.31'

Recipe #2 - $47.39

8. Each portion in.Recipe # 1 costs $15 :

Each portion in Recipe # 2 costs $.47 (Page 2-11)

el

\0 (Page 2-11)
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READING ASSIGNMENT #3

"custom Foods, Specialty Meals, and Buffets"

Pages 3-3 through 3-18

OBJECTIVES

After completing this aisignment, you should be able to:

1. Define "custom foods."

1. Cite the three main types of custom foods; describe the benefits of using each:

3. Describe the basic reconstitution process for dehydrated vegetables and fruits.

4. Cite two miscellaneous types of custom foods.

5. Explain how a specialty meal differs from a regular meal.

6. Explain why specialty meals should be incorporated Mto menus.

7. Name the most important component of a specialty meal.

8. Explain why a buffet should begin N;vith a plan.

9. Describe the contents of buffets.

10. Explain how decorations can effectively be used for buffets.

11. Explain how food presentation can enhance buffets.

12. Describe preparation differences for foods which ape "self-served" and those which are to be
served.

13. Define "canape."

14. Define "hors d'oeuvre."

15. Describe the three basic ingredients for canapes.

16. Cite the five types of buffet items.

17. Explain how fruits can be used to enhance a buffet.

18. Describe the two types of buffet salads.

19. Cite two types of beverages which are good for buffet service.
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CUSTOM FOODS, SPECIALTY MEALS, AND BUFFETS

The aim in dehydrating is to remove most of the
water from the foodsometimes. 99 percent of it
without damaging the product. In packagng, desicca-
tion sometimes is used to remove the remaining
amount of water from dehydrated foods. A small eve-
lope containing a chemical (activated lime) is put into
the final package. It absorbs water from the food dur-
ing storage. Be sure to discard the desiccant bag.

Dehdrated mashed potatoes and multiuse de-
hydrated sliced potatoes look and taste so much like
fresh potatoes that potato peeling is a .vanishing
shipboard detail.

Dehydrated sweet potatoes, green beans, pep-
pers, onions, cabbage, egg mix, cream substitute,
dessert topping, soups, and. American and cottage
cheeie are important standard staples used by the
Coast Guard. They are reconstituted by adding a
measured volume of water. The temperature of the
water varies (lukewarm or cool),with each specific
dehydrated vegetable being reconstituted. Also, the
length of time required for the ieconstituting proc-
ess (15 to 30 minutes) varies. Recipes in the Q (veg-
etable) section of the AFRS give more detailed in-
structions for reconstituting dehydrated vegetables.

CUSTOM FOODS

"Custom foods" is a general term for the various
types of laborsaving and spacesaving processed
foods authorized for Coast Guard dining faCilities.
In the past, these foods where called "ration-dense."
Foods so processed greatly extend the subsistence
endurance of ships.

There are three main types of aistom foods and a
miscellaneous category. The basic forms are canned,
dehydrated, and frozen.

CANNED

Commercially-canned fruits, vegetables, wand
juices were the earliest foods used by the Coast
Guard. They have long since proved practical for
Coast Guard operations in varied environments.
They can be safely stored under a wide temperature
range, and theii use is economical because they are
trimmed, peeled, and pitted. In the case'of meat,
poultry, Or fish, there are no bopes, skin, or gristle.

The variety of canned foods available for Coast
Guard use has greatly increased over the years. The
initial list of fruits, vegetables, juices, and soups has
expanded to include meats, poultry, fish, entrees,
prepared puddings, pie fillings, concentrates, and
many other items that simplify logistics and food
preparation.

Canned items such as concentrated tomato juice
.are especially desirable for Coast Guard use. The
concentrated product can be diluted and served as a
beverage, or it may be used in recipes requiring to-
mato paste. This product flexibility eliminates the
need for stocking two line itera.

Canned entrees such as beef stew with vegetables,
spaghetti sauce with meat balls, canned beef hash,
and roast-beef hash are also authorized for CC mse.

DEIIYDRATED

Dehydrated, vegetables -are now widely used in
CC (lining facilities. Their small weight and volume
make them convenient to store. They are easy to
prepare; all the precooking tasks associated with raw
vegetables have been done for vou. They are peeled,
diced, sliced, or chopped, and are ready to use. They
eliminate waste and ensure portion-control.

0
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Dehydrated fruits, such as instant' applesauce,
ap.ple slices, orange, grapefruit:lemon, and pineap-
ple juices, are readily reconstituted bj; adding a pro-
portionate volume of water to.a specified weight of
the particular dehydrated fruit. Like the dehydrated
vegetables discussed earlier, dehydrated fruits, be-
cause of their small weight and volume are conVen-
ient to store. Dehydrated fruits may be used for des-
serts such as pudding, pies, and cakes, or they may
be reconstituted and served "as is" at any meals.

FROZEN

Frozen foods contribute much to the increased
endurance of Coast Guard ships and the efficient
operation of shore bases. Frozen foods routinely
stocked are: boneless and prefabricated meats, fish,

and poultry; fruits and vegetables; cone ntrated
fruit juices and milk; butter, eggs, and pies. Addi-
tional frozen items being -authorized for u to
reduce manpOwer are bread dough an coked
entrees, including Swiss steak with gravy, pork
loin with gravy, chicken cacciatore, shrimp creole,
sliced turkey with gravy, macaroni and cheese,
chicken ala king, creamed dried beef, and pork and
beef chop suey.
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MISCELLANEOUS

The miscellaneous° category includes many con-
venient time-saving items that provide end-products
of consistent uniform quality. Included are the fol-
lowing bakery mixes: biscuit, bread and roll, cake,
cookie, doughnut, muffih, pancake,and sWeet dough:.
This category; of custom foods also, includes instant*
dessert-powdei puddings", soup and gravy bases, pre-
pared salad dressings, dry icing mix and prepared
icing, synthetic vinegar, dessert topping, individnal
portion packs of condiments, jams, and jellies, and
instant oatmeal and farina.

SPECIALTY MEALS

Meals shoUld do more than just satisfy hunger Or
fulfill nutritional requirements. Meal time should be
a:tune for socializing with shipmates, especially on
holidays and special occasions (Coast Guard Day,
etc). Meals should be morale builders as well as body
builders.

Specialty meals should be planned for special
occasions, and these meals should be worthy of
the very best creative efforts of 'the food seryice
persbnnel.

Recipe names can be changed to fit the occasion.
As an example, the dining hall menu board for Lin-
coln's Birthday could read -Lincoln Log Cake-
rather than -Chocolate-Covered Cake Roll.- Begin-
ing with January, make a list of the holidays, anni-
versaries, and special events that fall within each

month.._ (See ssamples in Illustration 3-1.) Include Ash
Wednesday and Good Friday in the list. Although
these days are not normally celebratedvith festive ac-
tivities, they are days when one entree should be a
meat-substitute. These days deserve special attention.

oUse your list of special days as a reference when
planning the weekly bill of fare.

Meals on these days can be highlighted with one
or more special dishes to commemorate the dav.
Dining halls can be decorated to fit the occasion,
and a great deal of festivity cau be created 'with
printed menus. -(See Illustration 3-2.)

Artistic, menus can be planned usifig foods tradi-
tionally associated with thelibliday or occasion. Ent,-
rees should include the traditional holiday American
dishes, or in the' case of United ,Nations Day, as
many traditiotial dishes representing the member
,countries of,the,United Nations as pogsible or practi-
cal. The chOice of entree iSbf utmost importance be-
cause it is the' menu item around which the meal is
constructed. Accompaniments to the entree, such as
dressings and sauces, also contribute to the occasion.

Traditional color schemes can be used for holi-
days or other special-occasiotis to enhance the eye
appeal and atmosphere of the meal. Color sChemes
can be carried out effectively with garnishes, or bv
the use of paper props and other imaginative devi-
ces. Ask for ideas from those around you. Often the
people who work with you or for you possess artistic
talents,and should be encouraged to use them,

JANUARY: New Year's Day JUNE Father's Day

FEBRUARY: Lincoln's Birthday JULY: Independewe Day
Valentine's Day
Washington's Birthday A UG UST: Coast Guard Day

MARCH: St. Patrick's Day SEPTEMBER: Labor Day
Ash Wednesday

Easter Sunday OCTOBER: Columbus Day
Vnited Nations Day

APRIL: Good Friday
Easter Sunday NOVEMBER: Thanksghiing Day

MAY: Armed Forces Week DECEMBER: Christmas Day
Memorial Day
Mother's Day May be in either March or April.

Illustration 3-1
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CHRISTMAS DINNER MENU
Vegetable Juice Cocktail B3-1

French Onion Soup P4-1 Crisp Saltines
Savory Roast Turkey L142

Cornbread Dressing v320 Giblet Gravy 016-4
Baked Ham L69

1/ Yellow Rice w/Green and Red Peppers E5-3
Scalloped Sweet Potatoes and Pineapple Q70-2

Seasoned Green Beans QGI
Vegetable Combo (Broccoli, Corn and Carrots) Q80-1
Tossed Green Salad M47 French Dressing M58

Hot ,Cloverleaf Rolls D34 Cheese Biscuits D1-2
Butter

V Vanilla Ice Cream J31 with Crushed Peppermint Topping
Chocolite Cake G9-1 with Lady Baltimore Frosting G48-2

Coffee Tea Milk Soft Drinks

4,

THINK THIN CHRISTMAS DINNER MENU

3/4 cup Vegetable Juice Cocktail
3 oz SavOry Roast Turkey
1/2 cup Vegetable Combo
1 cup Tossed Green Salad

Low Calorie French Dressing
1 Cloverleaf Roll

1/2 cup Vanilla Ice Cream (Without Peppermint Candy)
Coffee Tea Milk Low Calorie Soft Drinks

Illustration 3-2
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BUFFETS

Buffets introduce a festive dimension to food,
whatever the occasion. The rrsatility of the buffet
makes it adaptable to all types of food service occa-
sions in every kind of setting. With practice,. you will
develop the skills needed to create the many food
items that make up a buffet.

Dramatizing an occasion by building a buffet
around a colorful theme draws favorable comment
from the patrons. Examples of themes axe Ch$nge of
Command, Thanksgiving, Christmas, etc.

Simple buffets can 'be prepared with hte prior
experience. Such a buffet can be produced b elec-
ting a limited number of items and perfecting their
preparation. Bear in mind that every platter on the
buffet table does not have to be a time-consuming
(.enterpiece. You should, however, remember that
-ese appeal- is quite often a major element in the
siwcess of your buffet.

Esery buffet should start with a plan to ensure
ef ecbse, timely preparation and presentation of all
items.

Put the complete shedule for the buffet o
paper.

Review the entire plan well ahead of time with
sour fellow workers.

Post the plan where workers may refer to it, so
they can pace their progress to meet the time
schedides.

Your plan should list:

Decorations

, Food to bserved

Sources ofredipes for each dish

Trays, bowls, and platters which are to be
used for each particular dish

Directions for positioning food on the table(s)
(See examples of set-ups for buffets tables in
Illustration 3-3.)

If at all possible, you should arrange to have two
tables for presenting food. On one table you should
have the appetizers, salads, breads, relishes, and ent-
rees. The other table should be designed as essert
table. On it you may have cakes, pastry, chees , and
fruit. If only one table is to be set up, howeve , you
should group together like items or items hich
complement each other.

NOTE 1: In planning your service table space,
you should try to have ten feet of buffet table length
for each 60 people you plan to serve.

Note 2: Beverages should not be set up one either
one of your basic service tables. If room allows,
punch is generally placed at the center of the appe-
tizer table; coffee usually is set up on a small table of
its own. Sometimes, punch is placed on the dessert
table.

Illustration 3-3.
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METHOD OF PRESENTATION is one .of the
key elements in buffet table preparation. Depending
upon the numbei' and kinds of items offered, a buf-
fet can be as elaborate.and expensive or as moderate
'asou want. Tc enhance your buffet table(s),
sider the following:-

Ice carvings always create a lavish impression.
If you have no personnel who are adept at
carving ice, molds for this purpose can be
ptir4niSed. Also, glass replicas can be
purchased as substitutes.

Live flowers, (erns, and other plants are very
goixf buffet decorations.

Decorated hams, roasts, poultry, or whole fish
gain added attention when there is careful
planning to develop maximum color contrast
witVthe foods that surround them on the
table. Alsro, you can set these items at a higher
level by using an inverted ;container as a
pedastal.

Salads made in fancy molds add much eye
appeal. 1

You can alwaYs turn your bowls and platters at
%,arious angles:' leave space between them, and
garnish each to enhance the apptearance.
NOT,E: CAREFUL WITH YOUR GARNISH!
Too, much can ruin the total effect. Don't
os erdo it.

If you have the available -personnel, a meat
carvercan contribute much to a buffet.

If table skirts are available, they add much to
the irnpressiveness'of the buffet. If used, they
should hang to 1/ 4 inch aboVe the floor. If you,
have no table skirts, white pressed tablecloths
may be used.

Various types of lighting can, be used to
enhance the table. Spotlights might highlight a
particular arrangement,. When you do use
lighting- as, an added attraction to your buffet.
the lighting for the rest of Ihe room shoirild be
more slibdueil,.

SELF-SERVICE VS, SERVED

S(nnetimes when guests serve themselves, they
tend to be very generous; at other times, they may
be yen timid. For a self-service buffet, allow slightly.

7/
more food than if the same buffet is to be served.
.Guests do not always 'take more themselves, but
since they do not always know how to serve proper-
lv, more food is*wasted.

ENTREE
.4.

The entree list is always planned first. A prede-
termined price range will usually control the entree
selection.' Factors to be considered are: (1) the tea-
son4or the buffet, (2) a theme, if any, (3) the num-
ber of guests, and (4) the location of the meal.

The entree items are so vast that they cannot be
covered in this course. They can range from a steam-
ship round of beef to a cold meat platter. Consider-
ing all of the factors involved, this is the place where
your imagination comes into play. As an aid in
planning your entrees, you can use the Armed For-
ces Recipe Service or any; comehericial cookbook.

CANAPES

Canapes, in American .cuisine, are usually%

thought of as items to serve at large gatherings
where people eat and drink standing up.

The terms "Canapes" ,and -Hors d'oeuvres- are
often used to mean the saline thing. Canapes, how-
ever, are generally defined, as tidbits that can be
picked up without utensils. Hors d'oeuvres, on the
other hand, are foods served on plates and are to be
eaten with a knife and fork as a first course to dinner
or supper.

Since both canapes and hors d'oeuvres are
eaten first at a meal, they are both referred to
as appetizers.

Canapes, in addition to being easy to eat, must
also be colorful, piquant, spicy, or salty,

Canapes may be either hot or cold. For a large
group, they are usually displayed on a buffet table,

-with the cold canapes arranged on large platters and
hot canapes served from chafing dishes.

NOTE: CANAPES SHOU,LD ALL BE BITE-
SIZE.

' When preparing canapes, von may use the fol-
lowing guide,for quantities:

At a four-hour reception, regardless .of th'e start-
ing time, prepare 12 per I.,mest..,

:3-7 .



FO1 a cocktail hour to be followed by dinner, pre-
pare four per guest:

--- For a cocktail receptioni to be held from 3:00 to
6:00, prepare eight to ten per guest.

COld Canapes

Since there is no liMit to the variety possible in
auiapes, this is the place where you can use your im-
agination.

Canapes consist of a base, a spread, and a gar-
nish.

1. The base can consist of pumpernickel rye, or
white bread cut into numerous shapes. Crackers are
also a very acceptable base and can be purchased in
different shapes and flavors.

2. The spread can consist of variations of eream
cheese, meat, fish, hard-cooked eggs, favored butter
combinations, etc.

3. The garnish can consist of pimiento strips,
olives, pickles, radish slices, parsley, etc.

Cold canapes are versatile and convenient Fint of
all, they can be made ahead of time. Some of the can-
ape recipes even offer creative ways to utilize left-
overs. Additional suggestioni for cold ainapes are:

Stuffed Cherry Tomatoes
Salami Cones stuffed with Cheese-Spreads
Pate
Smoked Oysters
Smoked Salmon
Marinated Vegetables
Stuffed Celery
Herring in Sour Cream
Cheese Trays

Centerpieces For Canape Trays

Colorful centerpieces for trays of cold canapes
designed for table display can be made from whole
fruits or vegetables. Bite-size canapes can be embed-
ded with picks all around the fruit or vegetable cen-
terpiece. Sometimes a hollow is made in the top of
the fruit or vegetable for a container of dip.

Among fruits and vegetables suggested for cen-
terpiece displays are: watermelons, pineapple,
pumpkin, honeydew melons, and large hewls of cab-
bage wrapped in foil.

Any vegetables or fruits selected to hold pick-em-
bedded canapes, with or without dip containers,
must be heavy enough to stay put while canapes are
being removed from them.

Hot Canapes

Canapes piping hot from the oven are always
popular buffet treats. You will be intrigued with the

'many recipm dealing with familiar pastries for mini-
bagels, puff pastry, mini-pizzas, and pastry-wrapped
franks; you'll find recipes for tarts, quiches, and
crackers flavored with cheese, shrimp, beef, or
sesame seeds.

Bacon-wrapped tidbits add variety to the buffer,
these items should be served in a, chafing dish. Many
combinations can be prepared siich as rnmalti
(bacon-wrapped chicken livers), additional bacon-
wrapped items could be scallops, oysters, mush-
rooms, shrimp; water chestnuts, etc.

Additional hot items include: miniature meat
balls (plain or barbecued), cheddar cheese triangles,
stuffed mushrooms, cheese balls, wingettes, drumet-
tes, etc.

4ork

Dips For Canapes

Anothtr do-it-yourself systern of canape service is
the presentation of dips. Most dips are made with
cream cheese or sour cream as the basic ingredient.
To heighterrthe flavor of either of these, use one of
these suggested additions: chopped clams, sauteed
oni4ns, garlic, etc.

The consistency of a dip should be about that of
mayonnaise.

Th,9 "dippers- should be crisp and ,within easy
reach of the bowl of dip. Popular dippers are potato

whips, corn chips, pretzels, crackers, miniature bread
rounds (pumpernickel or rye), celery sticks, carrot
sticks, cauliflower buds, etc.

FANCY HARD COOKED EGGS

Decorated in numerous imaginative ways, hard
cooked ege are basic to buffet presentation. With a
spiced-up stuffing, these eggs are a decoration that
rates as good eating too.



RELISHES

A Lazy Susan arrangement of relishes served with
rolls or crackers and cottage cheese has gained wide
acceptance in America as a first course. Many of the
relishes to be used can be purchased ready to serve.

The arrangement of the relish assortment should
make the most of the contrasting colors and shapes
of basic ingredients. Among the many purchasable
relishes are cranberry, corn, green tomato, spiced
fruits, mixed pickles, etc.

FRLTT

Fresh fruit must also be considered in buffet
planning. A Horn ol Plenty or Cornucopia makes an
attractive corner piece when filled with colorful
fruits.

Large watermelon baskets are the most common
carved fruit appearing on the buffet tables (see Page
3-10). The watermelon basket has two advantages. It
provides the container, and the fruit scooped from 'it
provides the major portion of fruit needed to fill it.
Watermelons can be carved in several ways as
shown in the sample provided. One selected for this
use should be fresh, with a rich green rind and no
bruises.

Fruits in watermelon baskets are usually eye-
catching. Basket arrangements can be accented with
strawberries and a slight touch of mint 'leaves. Also,
black grapes provide a dark contrast. The fruit com-
bination is unlimited.

Grapefruit and orange baskets (see Page 3-12)
add an additionahouch to a buffet table, The fruit
combination can be honeydew wedges, cantaloupe
balls, orange and grapefruit sections, bits of apples,
pears, pineapple, and whole grapes.

Additional items that can be made into baskets
are cantaloupes, honeydew melons, Spanish melons,,
and pineapple.

When pineapples are used for carving, they
should be fresh and not over-ripe. (See samples on
Page 3-14.r They can be (1uickly carved into stands
. for picks holding ham cubes or pineapple balls),,
carts 1 using slices from a second pineapple for
wheels), or bird houses. With' a special cutter, one
half pineapple can be made into a bird of paradise:

:3-9

CHEESE

Cheese should accompany fruit on a buffet table.
Cheese should be displayed on a clean board and
displayed for easy self service. Each /type cheese
should be clearly identified.

SALADS

Salads, whether for the buffet or for other ser-
vices, are divided into two classes.

I. Simple salads - these are made entirely from
greens or from other vegetables.

2. Combined salads these are made with sev-
eral types of ingredients. Included in this class
would be fish: meat, gelatin, and fruit salad.

Salad is served as an appetizer, an accompani-
ment to the entree, or as the main course of a meal.
For this reason, the size of the portion is varied, al-
though the combination remains the same..The
oration of combined salads also plays an important
role, since they glamorize the buffet.

Adapted to buffets, many salads may be used to
yotir advantage: Gelatin salads are- of particular int-
terest since they' can be arranged attractively On
platters and are very bright and colorful. Numerous,
styles of gelatin molds (fish, crowns, and rounds) are
available from commerical sonrces. The general rule
when preparing gelatin for mblds is to reduce the
water by 3/5 of the specified amount. The impres-
siveness of, the mold will depend on the arrangement
of fruit, vegetables, or meat,,and the color combina-
tions worked out.

BREAD

The tvpe of bread offered should fit the ineat If
the entree is a cold meat platter, you can tise a variety
of dinner rolls (reglilar, poppy seed, sesame seed,
hard, onion, etc). Bread can .l?e'proprecl in different
flavOrs, shapes, and sizes. Miniature rye 'and pumper-
nickel breads add to a buffet table. The point to
remember is that you have numerous types of bread
and rolls available from the commerical bakeries.

PASTRY

ifThese sweet d es are very important on the
buffet. Often the t erne cake might be the center-
piece. Cakes are usually presented in their original
decorated form and are Cut on the buffet.



WATERMELON

Ir

Watermelon is seasonable. There has beeh little vayiety in illtving it, so _we will
Ove you a few new iaeas on various attractive ways of serving this fruit. Baskets can
be made from it, and it can be carved with attractive designs.

No. 1. Cut watermelon this way with a stand on top. Or, put two stands on the
top. You can place other fiuit on top with the aid of toothpicks to make wonderful
tabk decorations.

No. Z. Shows how to remove the inside of a half of a watermelon. Carve edge
like a picket fence. When'hollowed out, it is filled with watermelon and other fruits
and used for buffet tables.

No. 3. Shows a basket with carving all around the edges and on the long handle.

No. 4. A basket with split handle at each end makes an attractive piece.

No. 5. A boat-like basket with shields on top edges.

No. 6. Shows three standing baskets without handles, all with carved sides.

Nci. 7. Shows a basket especially appropriate for a graduation dinner. Make the
figure resemble the person for whom the party is held.

No. 8. Do not carve designs too deeply. Color with fruit coloring.

/ No. 9. A bear scene for a hunting party.

No. 10. Watermelon with a carved cover and with hollowed-out lower half to be
filled with other fruit: This is especially attractive.
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--a ORANGE BASKET

These are easy to Make, no.spedal skill is required, and they can be used on any
table.

No. 1. Select an Orange with a good color. Mark handle and top of the basket.

No. 2. Cut away the section, as show!' here to bring out the handl

No. 3. Tlie handle fully cut out.

No. 4. Remove the inside by cutting along line.

No. 5. After the handle is completed, remove the inside of the half of the orange.

No. 6. The finished basket.

No. 7. An easy way to decorate it.

No. 8, The finish perfect basket.

342
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PINEAPPLE

There are only a few Ways to serve pineapple. We will try to show you a few of
the most attractive ones here.

No. 1. Cut off top about tWo inches deep.

No. 2. Cut inside on dotted line and remove the .inside. This can be sliced or
diced and put back into the'pineapple. ,

' No. 3. This cover has tWo strong toothpicks in front and in back to hold it.

No. 4. Fill with fruit and decorate with whipped cream.

No. $. Following the dotted line, cut about two inches above the bottom. Leave
the top leaves untouched.

No. 6. Fruit can be placed on this attractive stand. Care must be taken in arrang-
ing fruit not to overload it. Smaller fruits; such as grapes and berries, should be used
near the top.

No. 7. This is a bird house, made as in No. 3. Cut a hole in the side for the nest
entrance. A bird can be carved mit of a rutabaga. Choose a specific type, of bird and
color it to make it attractive.

No. 8. This is a biid house with a raised top.

No. 9. Shows a chariot full of fresh fruit. Hollow out the t )p and, from another
pineapple, make wheels. Use some wood for the handle and legs. Instead of putting
the tOp of the pineapple on the fruit, put it on the front of the c hariot if you wish.
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HOW TO CUT LEMONS

No. 1. Just plain, sliced lemons, placed on a platter as a border.

No. 2. ,Whole lemons grooved and sliced with rind On. Place on platter.

No. 3. Lemon sliced, cut in half, with dotted sections representing portion cov-
ered with chopped parsley. The center has red Hungarian or Spanish paprika on it.

No. 4. A full slice of lemon With half of meat cut out. Skin is rolled inside. This
also cran be sprinkled with fine-parsley. Both designs, above and below, 'Can be lised

on food itself, or as platter border decoration.

No. 5. Second row shows lemon cut in six wedges. Each lemon is cut in half,
each half cut twice. This type is used for platter or tea glass decoration. Cut the skin
side and place over the top of the glass.

No. 6. Shows a fUll slice of lemon with skin removed and,the ends cut. In the
center of this slice is an anchovy ring. The anchovy is wound around the finger, and
filled with capers. This is placed on .the food itself, as it can be eaten. This is served

with fish.

No. 7. Lemon sliced with skin on. Pieces are cut from the slice as shown here to
fonn a cross. EaCh section can be a different color: green with chopped parSley, red
with papiika, broWn with anchovy butter, and the other black with caviar.

No. 8. Shows full lemon slice partitioned and covered with different items as was.

No': 7.

No. 9. To make a basket, cut out each side of an end and cut out the mcat from
the handle also. The bottom is trimmed a little so that the basket will stand.

No. 10. This shows the basket when finished. It can be used to serve cold sances.

No. 11. Cut into a barrel shape. Cut off top 4nd remove insides of lemon. MaT,k

two bands on the side, remove the yellow skin along this band, and place little cap-

ers here to represent nails. Fasten the top again with a tothpick and place a carved

radish on top of the cover. Use this for cold sauces, also.

-%
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The pastry items are so vast that they cannot all

be covered in this course. The pastry tan range from
a dered decorated cake to tasty tea cookies.

The age and sex of the attendees should govern
the types of pastries provided. If you have more
females attending the buffet, an elaborate display of
pastries would be apimpriate. Considering all of the
factors involved, thii is another place where your im-
agination comes into play. Baking fancy pastries is

one of the areas that can be time consuming; there-
fore, commercial bakeries may be able to satisfy
your needs.

BEVERAGES

Coffee

This beverage should not be overlooked when
planning the buffet. Have an ample supply of cups,
spoons, sugar, and cream available.

Punch

Pnnch should be served from punch bowls. You
should use a traditional punch bowl of silver or glass
on a base. It should' be set on a.try with .its matching
ladle. If you do not have access to punch bowls, they
can be rented from commercial sources.

Punch cups should be used for all types of punch.
Whatever the Mixture, there should be ENOUGH
CUPS or GLASSES tO serve all guests at once. Usu-,
ally 4 5- or 6-ounce glass is used for punch.

Following are two sample recipes for punch that
are suitable for.a buffet.

FRUIT PUNCH

1 Bowl approximately 2 gallons or 60 cups,
2 Quarts - Ginger Ale
2 Quarts - Orange Juice
1 Quart - Lernon Juice
8 Ounces Grenadine
2 Quarts - Club Soda,

Garnish with orange slices, cherries, etc.

MARASCHINO PUNCH

I Bowl aproximately 2 gallons or 60 cups.
1 Quart Maraschino Cheny Juice

1 Quart - Lemon Juice
2 Quarts Ginger Ale
4 Quarts - Club Soda

Garnish with orange sliCes, etc.

MISCELLANEOUS

The following items such as flatware, plates, nap-
kins, serving utensils, ond trash receptacles should
be provided in a sufficient amount The pieces
needed will be detfnnined by the type of service
and the number of personnel attending.

Flatware

Plastic disposable flatware is appropriate for
MOST buffets. Display the flatware in a neat
arrangement.

Plates

Paper plates ate apprgpriate for MOST buffets. If
thebuffet is planned around a theme, purchase the
paper plates with the appropriate decoration. You
will also have to determine the size of the plates to
be used, whether it is a 4, 6, or IO-inch plate.

Paper Napkins

A fine grade of paper napkins may be procured
from commerical sources.

Napkin sizes are:

Lunaeon 18 x 18 in.',
Dinner - 20 x 20 in.

'
Serving Utensils

The serving pieces needed are determined by the,

type of service and number of fOod items available.
N A good supply of tongs, serving spoons, and spatulas

should be available.

3-18

Trash Receptacles

An adequate supply of trash receptacles should
be made available in the reception area. DO NOT
place the receptacles near the buffet table.



SELF-QUIZ #3

1. What are "custom foods?"

4

2. Name the three main types of custom foods.

A.
. B.

C.

3. When reconstituting dehydrated vegetables and fruits, what two things must you always do?

A.
B.

4. Name four miscellaneous custom foods.

A.
B.
C.
D.

5. When should you plan specialty meals?

6. Give two examples of the most common holiday meals.

A.
B.

7. Give one exaMple of a special occasion meal.

8. Why should specialty meals be incorporated into your menu planning?

9. For !specialty Meals, the most important component is the

10. What is the-reason for planning a buffet?

What do you do with the completed plan? .

A.
B.

C.

11. When a buffet consists of two tables, what food items go on each table?

Table 1:
Tat 2:

Y3



SELF-QM #3 (Continued)

12. Cite five items that can be used to decorate a buffet table.

A.

B.

C.
D.
E.

13. Explain how food presentation can enhance buffets.

14 What should you do differently when you prepare buffet item's which are to be."self-served?"

15. Define -canape.-

16. Define -hors d'oeuvre.-

17. Name the three basic ingredients of a canape.

A.
B.

C.

1.8., Name five types of food items which are good buffet items.

A.
B.

D.
E.

19. Describe an effective way to use-a watermelon on a buffet table.

20. Desetibe the two classes of buffet salads.

21. What are.the two types of beverages used at a buffet?

A.
B.

3-20



ANSWERS TO SELF-QUIZ #4

1. "Custom foods- refers to various types of kbor-saving andspace,saving processed foods. (Page 3-3)

2. The three main types of custom foods are:

A. Canned
B. Dehydrated
C. Frozen

(Page 3-3)

3. To 'reconstitute dehydrated foods, you shOuk firTt discard the desiccant bag and then add liquid

accorsling to &realm.; On the recipe card or Container (Page 3-3)

4. You should list four of the following miscellaneous custom foocls:

A. Bakery mixes
B. Instant pudding oft
C. Soup base
D. Gravy base
E. Prepared salad dressings
F. Dry icing mix
G. Prepared icing
11. Dessert topping
I. Individual portion packs, of condiments
J. Instant cooked cereals

(Page 3-4)

5. Specialty meals should be planned for (A) holidays and (B) special occasions. (Page 3-4)

6. Two common holiday meals are (A) Thanksgiving and (B) Christmas. Fage 3-4)

1. Coast Guard Day is an example of a time you might serve a special meal, (Page 3-4)

8. Specialty meals should.be incorporated into your menu planning to provide your crew with an opportu-

nity to socialize more at meals. It also provides a 'local point"for attention. (Page 3-4)

9. Fdr specialty meals, the most important component is the entree. (Page 3-4)

10. Buffets should be carefully panned so that foods can be effectively prepared and be served on

time Planning also is necessary to ensure the best method of presentation (decorations, etc.). After

the plan is laid out, you should (A) wri t e. it down, (B) review it well ahead of time with your

fellow workers, and 't C) past it in plain view of your workers. (Page 3-0)

11. If you have two buffet tables, the food items on each should be as follows:

Table 1: Appetizers, salads, breads, relishes, and entrees
Table 2: Desserts, cheese, and fruit

2
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ANSWERS TO SELF-QUIZ *3 (Continued)

12.'You Aiould list five of the following items you may use to'decorate a buffet table:

A. Ice carvings (or a reasonable facsimile)
B. Live flowers, ferns, or other plants
C. Specially decorated meat items , roast, poultry, or whole fish) .

D. Salads made in fancy molds
E. Various garnishes
F. Table skirts
C. Special-effects lighting
H. An individual actually carving the meat on the serving line (Page 3-7)

13. Proper food presentation enhancer eye appeal Sometimes the method of presentation will cause
peopk to try items they might otherwise reject (Page 3-7)

14. If you prepare buffet items which are to be -self-served," you should prwpare slightly more than if the
ilems are lo be served (Page 3-7)

15. A canape is a small -tidbit of food that can be picked up and eaten with the finger s,. no eating
utensiLs are necessary. (Page 3-7)

16. An -hors d'oeuvre- is a small serving offood thgt must be eaten with a spoon or fork. (Page 3-7)

17. The three basic ingredients of a canape are: (A) a base, (13) a spread, and (C) a garnish.

18. You sbould list .five of the following types of food items which may be seiyed on a buffet:

A. Entree
B. Canapes
C. Dips
D. Hard-cooked eggs
E. Relishes
F. Fruit

G. Cheese
H. Salads
I. Bread
J. Pastry
K. Beverages

(Page 3-8)

(Pages 3-7- 3,18)

19. Watermelon is verv effective on a buffet table %Wen it is carved out into secne sort of creative design.'
You may even maim melon balls out of the inside mid use these to fill it back up. You might also add
other fruit items. (Page 3-9)

20. The two types of buffet salads are:

cq,

A. Simple - made entirely from greens or from other vegetables.
B. Combined - made with several types of ingredients such as fish, gelatin, or fruit.

The tWo types of beverages used at a buffet are (A) coffee and B) punch.

3-22
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READING ASSIGNMENT #4

"Yeast-Raised Products/Sweet-Doughs"

Pages 4-3 through 4-12

OBJECTIVES

After completing this assignment, you should be able to:

I. State the six basic ingredients used in baking breads; describe the functions of each.

Tell how to activate dry yeast.

3. State the nine basic steps for preparing straight dough.

4. Describe progressive dough characteristics during the mixing process.

5. 'Describe the fermentation process.

6. Define "punching."

7. State the- purpose of the proofing process.

8. Describe the makeup process for bread dough.

9. Describe the baking, cooling, and storing process for br a .

10. Cite uses for leftover bread.

II. Explain what "rope" is.

P. Describe procedures for eliminating.rope.

13. 'Explain what "mold" is.

ete

14. Describe procedures for eliminating mold.

15. Explain hoW the short-time method differs from the.stiaight-dough method of production.

Ifj: Explain how sweet doughs differ from regularbreadJoughs.

17. Name the two tpeS of sweet.dough.
4r.f

Ex'pli.Un what is meant by retarded" dough.

19 Describe what effect excessive fat absorption has on,doughnuts.

D. Explain how coating/ glazing, doughnuts differ; from other sweet doughs.

1- I



YEAST-RAISED PRODUCTS

INTRODUCTION

In your SS course, you learned the techniques of
baking quick breads. In this course, we are going to
introduce you to a type of baked product which is a
little more difficult to prepare -- the yeast-raised
product. Yeast-raised products include breads, bread
rolls, sweet-dough rolls of various lcinds, coffeecakes,
doughnuts, and pizza.

The production of yeaet-raised products, especially
bread and sweet doughs, is considerably more invol-
ved than the production of other bakery products. If
the ingredients are of gotiod qbahty, are used in speci-
fied amounts, and are properly mixed, utilizingproper
temperatures, the doughs will yield good quality pro-
ducts such as those shown in Illustration 4-1.

"Bread" is a term that has been used for centu-
ries to describe a mixture of flour, sugar, shortening,
salt, and liquid. This mixture is made into dough.
Another ingredient, yeast, is added to the mixture to
make the dough rise. The dough mass that results is
leavened (fermented) and baked. This same combi-
nation of ingredients is used for bread rolls; the
major difference is in the makeup and panning of
bread and in the shaping of rolls.

Sweet-dough products, including rolls, coffee-
crikes, and doughnuts, differ from loaf bread and

Ye?

rolls mainly in the proportion of ingredients used.
The sweet-dough formula is richer than, that used for
bread. Sweet doughs contain more sugar and fat
than do bread doughs and contain eggs and spices,
ingredients not usually found in bread.

Yeast-raised doughnuts differ from basic sweet-
dough products mainly in the method of cooking.
The formula is similar to that of lean sweet dough.
Changes take place within the dough at a rate deter-
mined by the ingredients in the formula, the temper-
ature of the dough, and the conditions surrounding
the dough. Quality is determined by the speed, com-
pleteness, and uniformity with which these changes
occur. The baker must understand the functions of
each ingredient, then use the ingredient properly
(manner of mixing and amount used).

BAKING INGREDIENTS'

WHEAT FLOUR

Flour is a mixture of protein, starch, and other
materials. These proteins, when combined with
moisture, f g uten, which gives doughs and bat-
ters tex e. The elasticity of dough is due to a
gluten ich expands and holds the gas bubbles
given off yeast ferments in the dough.

Illustratton 4-1, Pastry-Bar-Varieties:

4-3
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There are se'seial kinds of wheat flour, and each
is suitable for particular products. Hard-wheat and
soft-wheat flours are used in the enlisted dining fai
cility. Hard-wheat is used in bread and is often call-
ed -bread flour.- It is an enriched, bleached pro-.
duct. Hard-wheat flour is strong in gluten content,
whereas soft-Wheat flour is not. Strength of flour to
hold gas is less desifable in cakes; therefore, soft-
wheats produce flour suitable for cakes andcookies.

RYE FLOUR

Medium color rve flour is available for bread. Rye
combined with white, hard-wheat flour to

producie rye breed.

WHEAT BASE

Wheat base is prepared from the germ, bran, and
other fragments of wheat kernels. It has a Whole-
wheat type flavor and may be combined with white
flour to produce whole-wheat bread and other baked
items. Because this base is a stabilized product, it
has' a longer storage life than whole-wheat flour and
is, therefore, used instead of whole-wheat flour in
military dining facilities.

WATER

This.,is one of the basic ingredients of bread. The
functions of water in baking are listed below:

1 Water is necessary to form gluten from the
protein of flour; this gives dough its- elastic and gas-
retaining properties.

The amount of water used determines the
c(inststency of the dough. For good bread, the
amount ot water must be measured to produce a
dough that is neither too stiff nor too soft; this will
vary with the amount and quality of the protein ir
the.flour and the type of product being made.

3, Water temperature, regulates dough tempera-
tu.re (hiring mixing.

4 Water dissolves salt and sugar and aids in dis-.
tnhuting these matenals uniformly through the
dous4h.

5 Water makes it possible for the enzymes .to
tct on flour and for the yeast to cause fermentatmrip,'

NOTE; If water supplies contain either verswftft
or erv hard water, vour dough will be affected:

SALT

This is one of the basic ingredients of dough; its
use in the proper amount is important for the pro-
duction of good bread, and its functions should be
understood.

Salt toughens the gluten, making the dough more
plastic and elastic. Weak glutens are strengthened
by salt; the resulting bread has improved grain.
Doughs containing salt will ferment more slowly
than those without salt. Salt improves the flavor of
bread and.whitens the crumb by producing bread of
a finer cell structure. Salt controls the action of the
yeast. It will prevent the growth of wild yeast,
which, in long fermentations, enters the dough from
the flour and the air.

YEAST

Yeast is a microscopic one-celled plant that is
found- everywhere in nature where sugar is present.
Yeast is important primarily in bringing about fer-
mentation, but it is also a nutritious food, being a
good source of some important vitamins and enzy-
mes. Yeast is of great importance to the baker. It
transforms heavy dough into a light, porous, elastic
mass from .which appetizing, digestible, and nutri-
tious products are baked. Yeast activity begins as
soon as the ingredients are mixed and continues
until the heat of the oven destroys it.

Doughs ferment best around 80' .F. ..1t tempera-
tures below that, fen imitation will be slow. At
higher temperatures, fermentation may proceed
more rapidly than douch is conditioned; that is, the
dough will be forced to expand rapidly before it has
become soft and pliable.

Suspend active drv east in-water at 105' to 110'
F. for .5 minutes or follow manufacturer 's. instnic-
bons. Colder water results in slower fermentatmn,
and warmer water may harm the yeast. Hot water is
NEVER used.

Active dry yeast does not require ref rigeration.
but shoidd be stored iika (lry and reasonably cool
place. When properly,stored. dry yeast will keep for
inanv inonths.

-,SUGAR

. The refined grahulated sugar is derived f min

Isugar cane and sugar beet. This is the type use(f4for
.

making bread. Breads.: aml piistnes become 'Imre
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tender as the amount of sugar IN increased, In Yeast-
raised products, however, fermentation will be

slow eci, down when the amount of sugar is greater'
than 6 percent.

SHORTENING COMPOUND

, Shortening is any edible fit used in bakers. gocxls.
The effect is to improve tenderness, thus making the
pnxluct -short.-

Shortening 'compound is prepared from deodo-
rized ammal or vegetable fats or oils. General pur-
pose shortening is intended for many uses in food
productuin. Bakery' (emulsifieo-type is intended for
.sikcific use in cake baking or preparation of some
hpes of frosting. Deep-fat cookery type should be
used for deep-fat Irving only. Both butter and short-
ening have a uniform platic texture and are work-
able" at a range of 65' to 95° F. General-purpose
shortening should not be sUbstituted in recipes that
specify bakertYpe shortening.

Plasticity

The tern -plasticits" refers 9 the shortening
salute and ease of blending of a fat. Fats vary in theil-
degrees of_ hardness or plasticity, depending upon
whether oil or soft fat has been tiSed. Plasticized fats
re 'crea lie(l and c'an easily be worked into flour,
is in th- case of oie dough. They can also be
combined readily with sugar to proxince a creamy'
tetnre.

BUTTER

Butter is ,not actually a basic ingredient for all
.veast-raasqi products. It is, however, (iced in_prepar-
ing specific bread Ryes, such as butter rolls. It is
also used ovine often in the production of sweet
(loughs.

MILK

Nfilk is not one of the basic ingredients for bread;
however, It coutrbutes so much to bread (juahty
-that it Is included in Armed Rives recipes for white
and raisin breads. The use of milk is recommended
for all sweet-dough formulas for the increased toler-

e it gives the dough during fermentatipn and

makeup.

For white bread, conventional"nonfat dry milk,
style A, should be used. Style A, a high-heat milk, is
designed specifically for achieving volume, flavor,
and Crust characteristics desired in yeast breads.

EGGS

The use of eggs is recommended for the richness,
flavor, improyed texture, and keeping quality they
give to products such as sweet (loughs.

Yolks and whites differ greatly in their effects in
baking, both because of thp fat in the vollc and be-

... cause the protein of .the yolk is very different in its
properties from that of the white. This is evideth
from the. foam- produced by whipping the whites.
Egg whites give a stiff foam of high Yohime,
whereas the foam given by the yolks IN weak and of
low volume.

Shell eggs, frozen whole eggs (bakery type), and
dehydrated egg mix are the types of eggs used in the
pnXfuction of baked goods.

SPICES

'These may be used to add flavor or variety to the
baked product, but care should be used in both the
selection and the amount of spice used. The presery.
AM.. or antiseptic' qualities of some spices influence
fermentation. Mace, nutaieg, am i( . caraway tised in
normal quantities do mu materially affect ierimenta-

tion.

Cloves, if used in high enough concentrat-ion, will
slow or even stop fermentation. Cinnamon contains
essential oils that retard fernientatkm. t'se of spices
should comply with qiumtities specified in Armed
Forces recipes,

YEAST FOODS (DOUGH CONDITIONERS)

Yeast foods, known as dough conditioners, have
other more important functions than to supplY food
for yeast. Then major purposes are to condition the

water and to assist in the proper fermentation of the
dough.

yeast foods contain three types of functional in-
gredients.

1
Ammonium salts, to supply veat with a sup-

ply of nitrogen for growth.
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(2) Calcium salts, to produce the correct amount
of hardness in the dough water and to finn the
gluten. .

(3) An oxidizing agent, 'to give a firmer, less
sticky dough.

In addition, these ingredients ccintain starch and
salt in add bulk so that the yeast food will be easier
to scale .accurately. The use of yeast foods is often
determined by the strength of the flour and the fer-
mentation period desired. Not all flours require yeast
food. When the flour requires such material, its ad:-
dition produces bread of larger volume, better grain
and texture, and improved loaf appearance. An ex-
cess will produce inferior bread with low volume
and coarse grain.

When combining these various ingredients to
form a dough, several conversion formulas are avail-
able for use. These formulas allow you to vary the
percentages of your ingredients in order to produce
different types of products. The two formulas used
in the AFRS are called (1) true percentages and (2)
baker's percentages. These formulas are used (1) in
adjusting a recipe to yield a specific number of serv-
ings, (2) to produce a specific number of smaller or
larger servings, or (3) to use the amount of in-
gredients available.

The exact procednres for converting , a recipe
using true percentages are provided on AFRS card
D-G 1(1). Procedures for using baker's percentages
are provided on AFRS cards D-G 1(1) and (2).

PRODUCTION PROCEDURES

The three methods for preparing yeast-raised
doughs are the (1) straight-dough method, (2) sponge
method, and (3) short-time method. The straight-
dough method is the one used mosarequently in the
Armed Forces Recipe Service. For purposes of study
here, we are only going to discuss primarily the
straight-dough method.

The method for preparing straight-dough is as
follows:

(1) Mix ingredients

(2) Ferment

(3) Punch.,

(4) Rest (intermediate proof)

(5) Makeup

(6) Rest (intermediate proof)

(7) Bake

(8) Cool

(9) Store

Your' bread dough shonld he mixed as follows:

(1) Combine the yeast with part of the water.
(Sometimes a portion of sugar is also added at this
point.) . ,

(2) In another bowl, mix together the sugar, salt,
nonfat dry milk, and the remainder of the water;
add flour to this solution; mix oneminute.

(3) Add yeast solution; mix one-mm" ute.

(4) Add shortening; mix 10-15 minutes or until
dough is smooth and elastic.

NOTE: It is NOT a good practice tn add shorten-
ing to dry flour. Shortening has a waterproofing ef-
fect, and thus affects proper absorption of the liq-
uids. This, in turn, affects the quality of your fin-
ished product.

As your mixing progresses, the dough will exhibit
several developmental characteristics. When the in-
gredients are first mixed together, the-dough mass
will be .only moderately cohesive, rather wet, and
lumpy (Phase I of Illustration 4-1). As mixing
progresses, the flour continues to absorb the liquid,
and the mass becomes firmer. The lumpiness begins
to disappear, but the dough is still somewhat sticky
(Phase II of Illustration 4-1). With further mixing,
the dough begins to soften and become more relax-
ed. The stickness disappears, and the dough takes on
a smooth appearance (Phase III of Illustration 4-1).

NOTE: Overmixing causes the dough to break
down; elasticity is lost; and the dough becomes
sticky *and runny.
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Phase I Phase II

Illustration 4-1 - Dough Developthent.

_THERE IS NO RULE GOVERNING THE MIX-
ING TIME OTHER THAN THE FEEL AND AP-
PEARANCE OF THE DOUGH.

If you have access to a dough thermometer, you
may wish to check the temperature of your dough
after all mixing is complete. This temperature should
be in the range of 78° to 82° F.

Mixing should not be underrated in bread dough
production. It is the FIRST crucial step.

FERMENTATION

Fermentation is the SECOND crucial step in

bread production. It should take place in a clean,
odor-free area. The temperature of the area should
be 800 - 85° _F., and the relative humidity should
be approximately 74% - 78%. If the humidity can-
not be controlled, you should brush the top of the
dough LIGHTLY with oil or shortening then cover it
with a damp cloth. This keeps the dough from dry-
ing out and keeps a crust from forming on the dough
as it rises. You should also lightly grease the bowl in
which the dough is allowed to rise. Heavy greasing,
however, may cause streaks in the bread. ,

The fermentation area should also be free from
drafts (extremes in heat or cold). If the temperature
CANNOT be controlled, you will need to take sbme

Phase III

precautionary measures to help control the tempera-
ture of the dough itself. You éan do this by wrapping
the dough container with paper o$ cloth. In cases of
extreme COLD, the amount of yeast in the dough
can be slightly INCREASED. You might also need
to increase fermentation time. In cases of extreme ,
HEAT, the amount of yeast can be slightly'
DECREASED, and the fermentation time can be
shortened. In either case, experimentation on your

part will be necessary until a quality product is
produced.

Fermentation time varies, so you need to check
your dough periodically. The time, however, will

usually range between 45 minutes and 1 1/ 2 hours.
Fermentation is complete when your dough is ap-
proximately double in size. To test it, you,insert your
fingers about three inches into the dough. If the
dough recedes or puckers away fro the fingers, it is

ready to be punched. If the imprinflDs and the
dough does not recede, the dough is not r ady to be

punched.

NOTE: If the dough recedes excessively, the
dough has passed the' ideal punching time, and it
must be thrown out. Common results of over-
fermentation are pale crust color, sticky dough, poor
symmetry, and poor flavor.

Once fermentation is complete, you are ready to
proceed to the next step.
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PUNCHING

"Punching" the dough actually means that you
fold it over from the sides into the middle until most
of the gas is expelled. After this is accomplished, you
should flip the entire dough mass upside down in the
fermentation container. Good punching remixes in-
gredients to give the yeast new food.

RESTING

After the dough is punched, it is returned to the
work bench to be rested 10 to 15 minutes. This rest-
ing time allows the dough to relax and become pli-
able for makeup. A dough that contains more eggs
and sugar (rich dough) requires a little less resting
time. -

MAKEUP

The makeup process actually involves several
steps. First, you divide your dough into the proper
sizes (loaf size or roll size). If this is done by hand,
you need to weigh each piece to ensure uniform size.
This step is sometimes called "scaling." You press
the gas out of each piece and then mold (round)
each one, tucking under the raw edges. (See Illustra-
tion 4-2.) The dough should be soft and elastic. As it
is rounded, gai escapes, making a squeaking sound.
The rounded surface of your dough should be
smooth. If the surface is rough, gas will escape dur-
ing proofing.

After you divide and round your dough, you
should pan it (place,it in the appropriate pan(s) for
baking). It is then allowed to rest again.

RESTING

This second resting (proofing) time is to allow the
dough time to recover from the effects of makeup.
During this time, the product will about double in
volume from the makeup size. The surface will be-
come smooth and light in appearance. Temperatures
for this proofing period should be 90 - 100 ° F.,
and the relative humidity should be 80% - 85%.
Time will vary from 15 to 45 minutes; loaves gener-
ally take 30 to 45 minutes.

Care must be taken at this stage of production
because over-proofing (too much time) will give an
open grain, a gray color, loss of flavor, and lower
volume.

BAKING

Baking time for bread varies according to the
amount of dough in the pan and also according to
the size of the pan. When you place yOur bread pans
in the oven, be sure you handle them gently because
the dough is fragile and jolting will affect the body
of the dough. Also be sure you DO NOT OVER-
LOAD the oven. An overloaded oven may not re-
gain its heat rapidly enough for the bread to rise cor-
rectly. The bread loaves should be far enough apart
on the oven racks to allow proper baking all the way
around.

During the early part of baking, bread rises quite
rapidly. This rapid rise is called "oven spring." On
loaves, the exterior is set by heat more rapidly than
the interior bakes, so the side of the loaves break
(shred) as the interior continues to expand. Rolls,

Illustration 4-2. Dividing and Molding
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being smaller, cook more uniformly throughout and, -
consequently, do not have this breaking in the exte-
rior crust. Bread is done when the internal tempera-
ture reaches 208° - 210° F. Also, a well baked
bread gives a hollow sound when it is tapped.

NOTE: If you are going to freeze bread or cool it
and reheat it later, you should SLIGHTLY under-
bake it.

COOLING

After baking, remove loaves from the pans and
place them at least one inch apart on the cooking
racks. DO NOT COVER THEM UP. Instead, brush
the tops with shortening so that the crusts, will not
become dry. Be sure the cooling area is free from
drafts. Cooling usually takes 1 1/2 to 2 hours.

STORING

After bread has COMPLETELY cooled, it should
be placed in plastic bags if it is not to be consumed
immediately. If bread cannot be frozen, it should be
baked only in quantities that can be consumed in 48
hours. If absolutely necessary, it can be stored unfro-
zen up to 96 hours.

If the storage room is hot and humid, you may
have to refrigerate your bread; however, refrigera-
tion is NOT the ideal method for storage because
bread stales 'more rapidly under refrigeration than it
does at room temperature.

Always be sure you store your bread so that the
oldest is used first.

Slightly stale breads can be used for French toast
or grilled-type sandwiches without noticeable loss in
quality. Leftover breads can be -used for bread
crumb toppings, croutons, or bread puddings.

Storage Problems,

Two conditions which may develop while bread
is being stored are (1) rope and(2) mold. Rope spores
are formed by bacteria. It causes the crumb of the
bread loaf to deteriorate, darken, and become stickv
and wet. If the loaf is pulled apart, long, wet strands
will appear as it separates. Rope has an odor similar
to an overripe cantaloupe. Rope grows best at tem-
peratures between 90" and 95° F. It is inhibited by
good sanitation, some acid in the dough, or a mold
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inhibitor. If your bakeshop does become contamin-
ated with rope, you should follow the procedure,
below:

Dispose of a$Lbaked products and baking
ingredients in the shop.

Thoroughly clean the shop and all the equip-
ment.

Wash the bulkheads, decks, and overhead with
hot soapy water and rinse them thoroughly.

Remove all foreign matter from all equipment
and tools and from the cracks and seams in the
oven.

Sterilize the workbench and all small equip-
ment.

Rinse down e.;erything a second time with a
strong vinegar, and water solution.

Mold, on the other hand, is composed of tiny
plants which are visible to the naked eye. There are
many types of mold -which vary in form and color.
They form velvety, colored spots on the bread and
create a musty odor. Mold spores are present in the
air and will become visible on almost any food sub-
stance if they are given sufficient tune under proper
conditions to develop. Mold will multiply in a warm,
humid atmosphere or on moist food. The absence of
light and sufficient time also contributes to its
growth. Mold first appears on the side of the loaf.

Since mold is not resistant to heat, if there is any
present prior to baking, it will probably be killed
during baking. This means that any mold on the
baked bread is a result of improper handling after
baking.

To prevent the formation of mold in the bake-
shop, follow the precautionary measures below:

Keep the shop clean and drv.

Ensure proper circulation of air in the shop.

Ensure that all areas are lighted.

Bake bread thoroughly and cool properly
before storing it,

Always avoid handling the bread with wet or
damp hands.



Ensure that bread is not kept for any length of
time, since bread molds very quickly in
storage.

SHORT-TIME METHOD

All of the preceding discussion has been on the
straight-dough method of bread production. Another
method which is often used in the Coast Guard, par-
ticularly on ships, is the short-time method. This
method was developed to meet feeding require-
ments where time and space are limited. This proce-
dure eliminates the intermediate proof and the final
oaf-molding opemtion. The result is a modified

mge-type dough which produces a very good
br ad. The important thing is that yon reduce your
total preparation time considerably. Normal time is
5 to 6 hours: using the short-time method, time is 2
to 2 1/2 hours. Many of your AFRS cards provide
you with instructions for preparing various breads
using both the straight-dough method and the short-
time method. This gives you some latitude in your
baking requirements.

Pan rolls

HOT ROLL PRODUCTION

Dough for hot rolls differs from regular bread
dough primarily in that it is a richer formula, and
less mixing is required. Formulas for different types
of rolls differ; however, regular bread dough may be
used to make rolls of good quality.

The steps for roll p
same as for biead. See Illustration
in hot roll makeup.

ssentially the
r variations

BREAD AND ROLL MLX

Many CG dining facilities now use bread and roll
mixes. They are timesaving and, except for water.
and yeastall the necessary ingredients are already
premeasured and combined. The yeast is packaged
separately in moisture-proof packets. Be sure you
follow all instructions exadtly as specified on each
Imx.

C;C"---, -C-S--)
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Parker House Rolls

Illustration 4-3: Hot Roll Makeup

H
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VARIETY BREAD FRODUCI1ON

There are many Variations to your basic bread
recipe. In a CG dining facility, you may be required
to make rye bread, wheat bread, raisin bread,
French bread, pizza, or some other Variation.
Though the BASIC procedures are provided in this
reading assignment, you should consult the specific
recipe card from Section D (Breads and' Sweet
Doughs) of the AFRS.

SWEET DOUGH

Sweet doughs are among the variations to your
basic bread recipes. Sweet doughs have more sugar,
shortening, and eggs; they are 'richer" than regular
bread doughs. Most sweet dough products also con-
tain various flavorings and spices. IA this regard, you
should remember that excessive use of some spices
can adversely affect your finished product. AlsO,
since sugar slows down the yeast action, sweet
doughs generally have a higher yeast content than
other doughs. Even though sugar increases both fer-
mentation time and cost, this ingredient is what
causes your product to be more tender and to keep
longer.

Mixing sweet dough is no more difficult than
mixing any other type yeast-raised dough. The fer-
mentation times, however, may be somewhat less
because the dough must be haniiled so much during
makeup. Just be sure you always fallow the AFRS
card VERY CAREFULLY for each specific recipe
you prepare.

There are two types of sweet dough. They are (1)
regular sweet dough and (2) Danish pastry. The
primary difference in these two doughs is in texture,
Regular sweet dough products have a fine, even
grain and texture; Danish pastries have a
texture. Fermentation of Danish pastry is slowed
down (retarded) by refrkeration. Because of the
high bUtter content of Danish pastry, refrigeration is
necessary to keep the butter from melting and soak-
ing into the layers of dough. This refrigeration, of
course, takes extra time and space. Since very few
Coast Guard facilities have,either the time or the re-
frigerator space necessary to prepare this type
pastry, a regular sweet dough can often be utilized
for basically the same purpose.
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NOTE: If space permits, the one advantage in
using retarded doughs is that they cap be prepared
ahead of time, perhaps during 'a slack period, and
baked sometime later.

Once you have perfected a particular sweet
dough recipe, you 'may just continue using the same
basic dough and simply vary it by:

(I) Using a variety of shapes (See Illustration
4-4)

(2) Using different fillings

(3) Varying the finish or glaze of the inked
product

Doukhnuts

Doughnuts can be made from your basic sweet
dough recipes. Specific instructions are prOvided in
the AFRS. You do, however, have commercially-pre-
pared doughnut mixes which are often used in CC
dining facilities. If you use these, simply follow the
instructionson the packages.

An important point to note in preparing dough-
nuts is that the sugar content, to some extent, influ-
ences' the amount of browning and fat absorption
during frying. Some fat absorption is needed for a
high quality product; however fat-soaked doughnuts
are heavy, greasy tasting, and they stale very rapidly.

Normally, swee breads are glaze4 while they are
still hot, but doughnuts must be drained and cooled
before glazing or coating them.

This reading assignment has provided you with
only the basic information for preparing yeast-raised
products. You should remember that each recipe will
vary somewhat. Amplification on baking procedures
is provided in Food Service Operations (NAVSUP-
421). There are also many commerically-prepared
texts which are excellent sources of reference.
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Cinnamon Rolls (Butterfly)

Illustration 4-4: Sweet Dough !ylakeup
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SELF-QUIZ #4

92'

1. Draw a line from the ingiedient in Column A to its function in Column B.

A

FLOUR Toughens the gluten; improves flavor

SUGAR Makes dough light and porous

SHORTENING Regulates dough temperature

SALT Makes breads more tender

LIQUID ' Contains gluten-forming properties

YEAST Makes the product "short"

2. When you activate dry yeast, what should the water temperature be?

3. Draw a line from the preparation procedure in Column A to the appropriate descriptive phrase in
Column B..

A

MIXING Area for this step should be free from drafts

FERMENTING Scaling helps guarantee uniform sizes

PUNCHING Do not overload

RESTING Place in plastic bags

MAKEUP Dough exhibits several developmental
characteristics

BAKING
Allows dough to relax

COOLING
Loaves should be at least one inch apart

STORING
Flip the dough mass upside down

4. . What characteristic is exhibited by an errnixed bread dough?

5. What is a good test to see if dough has fermented long enough?

overferments, what 'should you do to it?

7. How do you ch" a bread dough?

S, What is **proofing

Y. During what stage of breathuodttetion lo you round the dough and tuck under the raw edges?
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SELF-QUIZ # 4 tCoalinued)

10. If you intend to freeze bread, how should you bake it?

11. Why should you NOT store bread in the refrigerator?

12. For what purposes can you use leftover or slightly stale bread?

A.
B.
C.
D.

13. How does "rope" affect bread?

14. Cite three procedures for eliminating "rope" in a bakeshop.

A.
B.
C.

15. How dos "mold" affect bread?

16. Cite three precautionary measures for discouraging the growth ot mold.

A.
B.
C.

17. What is the primary reason for using the short-time method of bread production?

18. Sweet doughs contain more and than regitlar

bread doughs.

19. What are the two types of sweet doughs?

A.
B.

20. What do you do to bread dough to "retard" it?

21. Fat-soaked doughnuts are and

22. What must you do to a fried doughnut before you coat it with sugar?
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ANSWERS TO SELF-QM # 4

1. Flour
Sugar
Shortening
Salt
Liquid
Yeast

- Contains gluten-forming properties
- Makes breads more tender
- Makes the product "short"
- Toughens the gluten; improves flavor
- Regulates dough temperature
- Makes dough light and porous

2. To activate dry yeast, your water temperature should be RAS to 11tP F.,

3. Mixing
Fermenting
Punching
Resting
Makeup
Baking
Cooling

Storing

Dough exhibits several developmental characteristics
Area for this step should be free from drafts
Flip the douei mass upside down
Allows dough to relax
Scaling helps guarantee uniform sizes
Do not overload
Loaves should be at least one inch apart
Area for this step should he free from drafts
Place in plastic bags

(Pages 4-3 - 4-5)

(Page 4-4)

(Pips 4-6 - 4-9)

4. An overmixed bread dough &leaks down, the elasticity is los4 and it ht :tidy emd runny. (Page 4-6)

5. Dough has fermented long enough if-you can push yourfingers down into the dough, and it recedes or

puckers awayfiom yourfingen (Pages 4-7)

6. If dough overferments, you shoul d just throw it away and start all over. (Page' 4-7)

7. To "punch" a bread dough, you ftld it over fivm the sides into the midd4 then
dough mass upsede down.

8. "Proofing" allows the dough to relayand become pliabk,for Makeup or baAing,

9. During makeup you round the dough and tuck under the raw edges.

10. If you intend to freeze bread, you should slightly underbake st. ,

11. You should NOT store bread in the refrigerator because bread stales more rapidly
than it does at room temperahere.

12. Use leftover or slightly stale bread for: (Select only four)

A. French toast
B. Grilled-type sandwiches
C. Croutons
D. Bread puddings
E. Bread crumb toppings

13. "Rope" causes bread to'detenOtot4 darken, and become sticky and wet.

you fllp the entire
(Page 4-8)

(Page 4-8)

Page 4-8)

(Page 4-9)

under refiigeration
(Page 4-9)

(Page 4-9)

(Page 4-9)
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ANSWERS TO SELF-QUIZ #4 tContinuetil

14. You should have listed three of the following procedures for eliminating "rope- in the bakeshop:

A. Dispose of all baked products and baking ingredients in the shop
B. Thoroughly clean the shop and all the equipment
C. Wash the 6ulkheads, decks, and overhead with, hot soapy water and rinse them thoroughly
D. Remove all foreign matter from all equipment and tools and from the cracks and seams in the oven
E. Sterilize the workbench and all small equipment
F. Rinse down everything a second time with a strong vinegar and water solution (Page 4-9)

15. Moldforms velvety, colored spots on the bread (Page 4-9)

16. You should have listed three of the following precautionary measures for discouraging the growth of
mold:

A. Keep the shop clean and dry
B. Ensure proper circulation of air in the shop
C. Ensure that all areas are lighted
D. Bake bread thoroughly and cool properly before storing it
E. Always avoid handling the bread with wet or damp hands
F, Ensure that bread is not kept for any length of time, since bread molds very quickly in storage

(Pages 4-9 - 4-10)

17. The primary reason for using the short-time method of bread production is to save time. (Page '4-10)

18. Sweet doughs contain more sugar, shon'erug andeggs than regular bread doughs. (Page 4-11)

19. The two types of sweet doughs are:

A. Regular sweet dough
B. Danish pastry (Page 4-11)

20. To "retard- dough, you refrterate (Page 4-11)

21. FaCsoaked doughnuts are heavy andgreasy tasting (Page 4-11)

22. Before you coat a fried doughnut with sugar, you mus tfirst drain and cool it (Page 4-11)



READING ASSIGNMENT # 5

"Food Inspection"

OBJECTIVES

/02-
Pages 5-3 through 54)

After completing this assignment, you should be able to:

1. State who must inspect foods to be procured for Armed Forces use.

2. State who must inspect foods after they are received by the Coast Guard to ensure that they

are fit for human consumption.

3. Cite the manual which outlines inspection procedures for foods whichge delivered directly

to military food service establishments.

-A Cite two basic causes for rejection of foods by inspectors.

5. Describe the inspection standards for fish and shellfish.

6. Explain the minimum inspection standards for fruits and vegetables.

7. Cite the four areas of consideration when inspecting canned products.

8. Define "pinhole."

9. Define "sweller:"

10, Define "springer."

11. Define "flipper."

lo. Cite two' fixxi items which Om should NOT reject simply because the container bulges.

13. Explain inspection standards for dry food items.

14. Cite inspection standards for butter, cheese, and eggs.

15. Cite inspection standards for milk and milk products.
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16. Cite characteristics o thi following spoiled/damaged food items:

a. Fish'
b. Apples:
c. Bananas
d. Cherries
é. Grapefruit
f. Grapes
gt Honeydew melons
h. Lemdns
i: Oranges
j. Pineapples
k. Strawberries
I. Eggplants
.m. Lettuce
n: Onions
o. Peppers

. p. Potatoes
q. Canned corn
r. Canned peas
s. Canned meat products
t. Dried vegetables
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INTRODUCTION

FOOtO INSPEttION

Many times, common sense is the best factor in-
volved in food inspection. Any food with a foul odor
or a "strange" appearance should be rejected. ju
remember that you NEVER TASTE SUSPECT
FOODS.

Ali food maintained for use by military services
4uust be wholesome and fit for human consuinption.
After being obtained from approved soUrces, it must
then be transported, stored, prepared, displayed,
and served so as to avoid contamination. Contami-
nation could be through dust, insects, rodents, un-
clean equipment oi utensils, unclean handlers, un-
necessary handling, coughing,. sneezing, flooding,
draining, and overhead leakage or condensation.

Because of .this poisibility of contamination, the
military services have very rigid food inspection
regulations. The inspectibns are made by:

Technically qualified personnel of the military
veterinary services

t '

Defense Personnel Support Center quality
assurance representatives

U.S. Department of Agriculture (uspA)
inspectors

...

At each individual CG unit, a , medical depart-
ment representative or another individual design-
ated by the commanding officer is responsible for
inspecting all foods to ensure that they -were re-
ceived from approved sourCes and are fit for humin
consumption. This medical department representa-
tive must maintain close Communications with the

, military veterinary services (or preventive medicine
technicians) to keep k b east of the latest inspection
st'andards. Also, when inspection is performed,
the mediCal department representative must be ac-.
companied by:

The food service officer'

The food service manager, .

or.

Some other designated individual

If foods haye not been inspected prior to receipt at
a CG unit, they must be inspected at the unit accord-
ing ,to procedures outlined in the Food Service Sanita-
tion Manual (COMDTINST M6240.4). Fresh bakery
items and fresh dairy products (other than milk and
milk products) generally fall into this category.

As you take on more supervisory/ managerial du-
ties in CG dining facilities, you may often be re-
quired to inspect or assist in inspecting food items.
This is a veiy important aspect of your job, since
contaminated foods can cause extreme illness on a
wide scale and, in iome cases, can even cause death.

The following specific inspection information
should be noted.

INSPECTION STANDARDS

MEATS AND POULTRY

The U.S. Department of Agriculture is responsi-
ble for Federal inspection of meat, meat products,
poultiy, and poultry products. All products of this
type which are procured for CG use must be marked
with the stamp of approval from that agency.

Some foods are inspected only at thestate level.
For this type inspection to be acceptable, it must af-
ford health protection, and safeguards to the con-
sumer which at least equal those ,provided by the
Federil systems.

FISH AND SHELLFISH

Each container of unshucked shell stock (shell-
fish, oysters, clams, mussels) procured for CG use
must be identified by an attached tag that states the
name of the original shell stock shipper, the kind and
quantity of shell stock, and an official certificate
number issued according to the law of the jurisdic-
tion of its origin. Fresh and frozen shucked shellfish
must be packed in nonreturnable packages identi-

\ fled with the name and address of the original shell
stock shipper, shucker, packer, or repacker, and the
official certificate number issued according to the
law of the jurisdication of ifs origin. Shell stock and
shucked shellfish must be kept in the container in
which they were received until they are used.

Fish should be checked carefully. If fish has been
frozen, thawed, and then refrozen, it must not be
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used. Fish that has been refrozen has soft, flabby
flesh, a sour odor, and an off color; the wrapping
paper may be moist, slimy, or discolored; and the
bottom of the box may be distorted.

Fresh fish have bright:red gills, prominent clear
eyes, and finn. eWtic flesh. Stale fish are dull in ap-
pearance, have cloudy and red-bordered -eyes, and
soft fresh. Finger impressions are made easily in stale
fish and remain when pressure is released. Fish
caught ovei the side of the ship must not be con-
sumed unless there is absoluie certainty that they
are not poisonous. Cooking does not destroy the poi-
sonous alkaloid in fish, and violent illness and even
death may result.

Fresh crustaceans (lobsters and crabs) must be
purchased as a live product. They will remain satis-
factory as long as they are alive and the flesh is not
shrunken. If they have been stored for long periods,
however, the quality greatly decreases.

The U.S. Department of Agriculture also sets the
inspection standards for fresh fruits and vegetables.
These standards establish-billy MINIMUM require-
ments.

Generally speaking, the following factors should
be considered when inspecting all fruits:

Appearance (absence of blemishes; these
inclicate poor quality or the, beginning of
decay)

Size (larger fruit usually is more woody and
coarse)

Taste (this is the best indicator of quality)

Specific fruits should be inspected utilizing the
following guidelines.

'Apples

The best grades of apples are firm and have good
color (bright and unspotted) and flavor. Immature
apples have a poor color, lack flavor, and shrivel
after storage. Overripe apples have,a dull and extra-
yellowish appearance. In advanced stages of overri-
peness, they wilt and "begin to show decay. When
apples have been severely injured by freezing or
bruising, the sldn appears brown and watersoaked
and is often tough and leatherf.

Bananas
j

The color and condition of the peel are good indi-
cations of the use that should be made of bananas.
When the skin is all yellow, the banana is firm
enough -and ripe enough to be eaten. If the peel is
yetlOw but flecked with brown, the banana is fully
ripe and should be used immediately. Fruit with a
moldy skin that ha's turned black is of poor quality,
although some bananas with a dark skin are very
ripe but still good.

Cantaloupes

There should be no trace of a stem at the blossom
end of cantaloupes. If the netting covers the canta-
loupe thickly and stands out like a whipcord, .the
melon is generally good. An apparent softness at the
blossom end is no sure indication of maturity, since

At, repeated pressure from handling will produce this
condition. Fully ripe cantaloupes have a delicate
aroma; an audible rattling of the seeds in a melon,
when shaken, is another sign of maturity. The s,Idn
beneath the netting usually has a yellow tinge. Too
deep a yellow indicates overripeness.

Cherries

High quality in cherries is denoted by plumpness,
a bright appearance, and a good color. Iimnature
cherries have a peculiar bitter tang, and are undesir-
able. _Cherries should be inspected for worms. Sev-
eral cherries in each container should be cut, be-
cause worm damage is not always apparent on the
outside. Soft, overripe, or shriveled fruit should be
rejected.

Grapefruits

Fine juicy grapefruits are well rounded in shape
and heavy for their size. They are firm, but springy
to the touch; not soft, wilted, or flabby. A coarse
skin, puffiness, or Tonginess indicates lack of juice
and taste. Fruits decayed in any degree are not de-
sirable. Usually the flavor is affected. Decay some-
times appears as a soft, discolored area on the peel at
the stem or button end of the fruit. It may also ap-
pear as a watersoaked area, with much of the attural
yellow color within the area being lost and the peel
being so soft that it breaks easily when you press it
with your finger.



Grapes

Color is &good guide tO ripeness of grapes. The
darker varieties should not have a greell tinge; white
grapes should have a decided amber cbloring. The
fruit should be plump, -and each grape should be
firMly fastened to-the stern. Decay is indicated by
wetness or the presence of mold.

Honeydew Melons

Prime quality honeydew melons have a thick,
green-colored, sweet, fine-flavored flesh with, a dis-
tinct pleasant arorna.-The ,rind has a light-yellowish
color and yields slightly to pressure. Decay is gener-
ally indicated by mold or dark, sunken, watery areas.

Lemons

The best lemons have a gieenish-yellow color
with a smooth, fine-textured skin, and are heavy for
their size. Mold or soft spots at the ends indicate
decayAf they are too springy, they may be decayed
in the center.

Nectarihes

Nectarines look and taste like small peaches, but
they do not have 'peach fuzz." They are red, white,
or yellow fleshed in color and are chosen for their
plumpness and firmess; Overripeness is indicated by
a darker color and a softness of the- fruit.

Oranges

The skins of good oranges should be yellowish-
orange, smooth, and fine textured. Avoid those that
have badly creased skins or a. puffy, spongy condi-
tion and are light in weight for their size. When in-
specting for quality, be sure that the crate does not
contain decayed fruit.

Peaches

Quality in peaches is indicated by the general ap-
pearance and firmess of' the flesh. They should be
smooth skinned and well filled out. The color Oh the
underside -should be creamy .white or yellow,
blushed with red. Overripeness is indicated by
deeper reddish-brown color and softness of the fruit.

Pears
,

(;ood quahty pears are firm and shiny. Pears are
packed iiid shipped green because they develop a

0

fine flavor and smoother texture when ripened off
the tree. They should be fully ripe for fresh use. If
they are hard and' unyielding to the touch at the
time of receipt, allow them to stand at room temper-
ature until the flesh responds readily to a gentle
pressure of the hand. They are then in prime condi-
tion for eating.

Pineapples

Fully ripe pineapples are slightly soft to the
touch, golden yellow in color, and have a "piney/-
aroma. Fruit that is too green may not ripen well:
Overmaturity is shown by slight decay at the base or
on the sides by dark, soft, water spots.

Plums
}

Good plums should be full colored and soft
enough to yield to slight pressure. Some varieties are
fully ripe when the color is yelloWish-green; others
are ripe when the color is purplish-blue or black. If-
hard or poor in color and flavor, the fruit is imma-
ture. Overripe fruit is soft and usually leaky.

Strawberries

Quality in strawberries is indicated by the gen-
eral appearance. They should be firm, plump, and
bright red in color. Overripe wawberries are leaky,
dull in color, and should not be used. Mold at the .

surface indicates decay.
T.

Tangerines

Tangerines are small, yellowish-red oranges with
easily removable skins and loosely adhering sections.
Quality is based mainly on weight for size and deep;
yellow or orange color of the skin.

Watermelons

A fully ripe watermelon has a thin outer skin that
peels easily when scraped with the fingernail. The
underside changes from white to a yellow tinge with
maturity. The best way to determine watermelon
quality is by "plugging.",.:

.

Because of the high perishability of fresh vegeta-
bles, they must not be pinched, squeezed, or' other-
wise han'dled unnecessarily. Specific vegetables should
be inspected utilizing the iollowing guidelines.
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Asparagus

Asparagus stalks should be straight, fresh appear-
ing, crisp, and tender with compact pointed ends
and only one inch or so of tough woody base to
remove.

Beans

Green or waxy yellow (wax-beans) beans should
have long, straight pods and be crisp enough to snap
easily. When the beans start to ridge and bulge the
pods, they usually are old, tough, and leathery.

Beets

Beets should be globular shaped with smooth,
firm flesh. Nledium-sized beets are less likely to be'
tough than very large ones.

Broccoli

Broccoli should hiive plenty of green color in the
heads as well as in the leaves and stems. ^Stalks
should be tender and firm with compact, dark-green
or_ purplish-grcen buds in the head.

Brussel Sprouts

Good bnissel sprouts are hard, compact, and of
an attractive green color. Puffiness, a wilted appear-
ance. or Yellow color indicate poor quality.

Xabbage

Well-trin=ed, solid heads wbich are-heavy for
their size and show no discolored veins are usually of
good quality.

Carrots

Cafrots should be bright-colored, well-shaped,
and medium-sized. Poor color in carrots indicates
poor quality. Wilted, flabby, soft, or shriveled car-
rots lack flavot.

Cauliflower

A jacket of bright green denotes freshness. The
head should be white or creamy white, clean, and
solidly formed. If the flower clusters are spread or
open, the vegetable is of poor quality.
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Celery

Quality characteristics for both the bleached and
the green celery 'are the same. Leaf stems or stalks
should be brittle enough.to snap easily end be of me-
dium length and thickness. The inside of the stem
?should be smooth. If it feels rough or puffy to the
touch, the celery is likely to be pithy.

Corn

Corn may be either white or yellow. The husk is a
fresh 'green color, while the kernels are tender,
milky, and sufficiently large to leave no space be-
tween the" rows. Ears generally should be filled to
the tips, with no rows of missing kernels.

Cucumbers

The best cucumbers are firm in texture and
bright in color. Cucumbers of less than seven inches
in length and about two inches in diameter are best.
Overmaturity is indicated by a generally overgrown
puffy appearance. The color of overmature cucum-
bers is generally dull and not infrequently yellow;
the flesh is tough; seeds are hard; and the flesh in
the seed cavity is almost jelly-like.

Eggplant

Purple eggplant should be of a clear, dark, glossy
color that covers the entire surface. Heaviness and
firmess of flesh are important. Choose pear-shaped
eggplants from. 3 to 6 inches in diameter. Deca7
shows up in dark brown spots. Wilted, soft, or flabby
eggplants should be discarded.

Endive

Curly endive grows in a bunched head with nar-
row, ragged-edged leaves which curl at the ends.
The center of the head is a yellowish-white and has a-
mild taste, while the dark green outer leaves have a
bitter. taste. Tough, coarse-leaved plants and =de-
sirable. Toughness can be determined by breaking or
twisting a leaf.

Escarole

Escarole is a variety of endive. The leaves are
broad and do not curl at the end. Crispness,
freshness, and tenderness are the essential factors of
quality.



Greens

Collards, kale, mustard, spinach, and turnip tops
are the greens authorized for use in enlisted dining
facilities. Good quality greens must be fresh, young,
green, and tender. Poorly developed, disy, or yellow
leaves' or insect-eaten leaves are not good. Coarse
stems indicate poor quality.

Lettuce

"Iceburg- lettuce is tightly headed lettuce, me-
dium green on the outside with a very pale green
heart. Discolored areas on the leaves indiclite decay.
Soft rot sometimes penetrates to the center of the
head.

Onions

Spanish and American types of onions, both
grown in the United States, are used by the military.

,Dry onions should be bright, clean,hard, well-shap-
ed, and dark-ski ed. Moisture around the neck in-
dicales debay.

Onions; green

Green onions should be fresh in appearance,
should have fresh green tops and medium-sized
necks which are blanched for at least 2 or 3 inches
from the root. They should be young, crisp, and
tender. Bruised, yellow, wilted tops indicate poor
quality. The condition of the necks can be ascer-
tained by puncturing them with your thumbnail and
twisting them.

Parsnips

Young parsnips, 1 1/2 to 2 inches thick and free
from rust spots, are the best. Withered parsnips are
old, tough, and have a strong flavor.

Peppers

Peppers should be well-shaped, thick-walled, and
firm, with a uniform glossy color. Pale color and soft
seeds are signs of immaturity. Sunken, blister-like's
spots on Ahe surface indicate that decay may set in
rather quickly.

Potatoes

Good qualit'y white potatoes are generally clean,
firm, and free from cuts, growth cracks, and other
knobs or surface defects. Frost damaged potatoes
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generally have a watery appearance or show a black
ring near the stu-lace when cut across.

Sweet Potatoes

Thick, chunky; medium-sized sweet potatoes
which tape, toward the end 'are the best. Avoid
those with any sign of decay, since such deteriora-
tion spreads rapidly, affecting the taste of the entire
potato.

Radishes

Good quality is indicated bY a root which is
smooth, crisp, and firm, never soft or spongy.

Rhubarb

Fresh, large, crisp, straight stalks having a red or
cherry-color are best. Condition of the leaves is a
reliable guide in judging the freshness.

Rutabagas

Good quality nitabagas should be smooth-
. skinned, firm, andheavy for their size.

Squash

There are several varieties of squash. Buttercup,
zucchini, and yellow should NOT have hard rinds;
hard? tough rinds are desirable, however, on acorn-
shaped and hubbard. Buttercup squash should be
somewhat drum-like, with sides slightly tapered near
the apex; iticchini should be cylindrical, straight,
and have fairly square ends with a moderately dark7
green color; yellow sqnash should be a very brilliant
light yellow color; acorn should be yen dull, With a
blackish-green exterior 'and a dull orange interior;
the best hubbard squash is medium to large size.
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Tomatoes
,

Tomatoes should be firm. phunp. fairly well-for-
med, of good color (green out of season and bright
red in season), and free from blemishes. The tomato
is one of the most tender products and must be
handled with care. Misshapen. angular, ribbed, or
scarred toinatoes are of poor quality.

Turnips

Smooth skin, firmness, und heavy for size are in-
dications of good quality.



CANNED PRODUCTS

There are four factors to consider
ting canned products. They are:

Libels

Contents

Can exterior

Can interior

Labels

"Flippers- are cans which have flat ends; how-
ever, one end may be forced into a convex condition

when inspec- when the other end of the can is rapped sharply on a
flat surface. This condition indicates a loss of vac-
uum in the can from formulation of gas by bacterial
or chemical action on the metal 'of the can. Regard-
less of the cause, the contents must NOT be used.

The information stamped on the end of each can
must be checked, to insure that contents and date of
pack are indicated.

Contents

Odor and taste indicate the condition of food.
Fading of color, loss of flavor, and softening of con-
tems are due to chemical action and natural aging
processes. ,Discoloration is another defect caused by
a chemical action found usually in products contain-
ing sulphur compounds, such as corn, peas, and
meat products.

Can Exterior

The exterior of the can must be examined for
general alipearance. dents, swelling, mst, and pin-
holes. Dents, unless so severe as to cause leakage, do
not 'indicate that the contents are in an unsatisfac-

' tory conditon. Rust does not injure the food unless it
penetrates the can. Pinholes are tiny holes 'in cans
which are caused by the action of acid. They are
found only by careful inspection. Cans with pinholes
must be surveyed.

If both ends of a can bulge out and remain that
way, it is a "sweller.- This condition is caused by
bacterial action in the foods. The bacterial action re-
sults in the freing of a gas (hydrogen sulfide). Since
the gas cannot escape. it makes room by bulging out
the ends of the can. "Swellers- must be surveyed.

"Springers- are cans which also have bulged
ends: howeYer, they yield to pressure from the fin-
gers or thumbs. When the pressure is relieved, the
ends bulge out again. This condition may be caused
lw overfilling the cauor by chemical or bacterial ac-
tion on the food. This causes a freeing of gas which
bulges the can. "Springers- must also be surveyed.
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EXCEPTIONS: Cans of molasses that bulge at
the ends are not unusual, particularly in tropical cli-
mates. This bulging condition is .normal, and the
-cans should not be rejeCted; microorganisms cannpt
exist in such a high sugar environment.

Cans of ,coffee may also bulge. "Swellers- that de-
velop in ,coffee are usually an indication of a prop-
erly sealed container that has retained its natural
gases. The -gas expands, replacing the original vac-
uum created in the can. If you suspect a faulty can
of coffee, you should'report it to the FSO.

Can Interior

The contents must be removed and the inside of
a sample can checked very carefully. It may be nec-
essary to rinse the can thoroughly and then refill it
with water to detect very small pinholes.

DRY FOOD ITEMS

Since dry food items are packaged under stan-
dards established by the USDA. CG inspection
should be concerned with the outward appearance
of the foods or containers and the condition of the
food itself. One of the primary problems with dry
food items is infestation by insects and rodents. If
bags of items such as flour and meal are broken, .
chalices are that the food is contaminated. Dockside
inspection of items such as bags of potatoes, bags of
onions, and boxes should be made. This is because
insects such a s cockroaches are regularly transported
from one area to another in these containers.

Check dried vegetables for dampness and mold.

BUTTER, CHEESE, AND EGGS

These items spoil quickly if they are not stored
properly. It is. therefore, important that inspections
be made upon delivery and also frequently during
the storage period.
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Butter should be received in clean, unbroken

cases. For quality, it is best to taste samples for
sweetness and freshness. The color should be uni-
form and the texture firm. Spec la or foreign subs-
tances should not ke present.

Cheese

The rind, color, flavor, and texture of cheese
should be checked. Cheese may be received in either
natural or processed forms. The rind should be clean
and free from mold or wrinkles. The color should be
evenly distributed through good cheddar cheese.
This can be determined by holding a thin slice in
front of a lipt. The flavor of good cheese is Clean
and "nutty,' and the texture is compact and solid.
The surface of the cheese should not contain 'breaks
or holes.

Eggs

Only fresh, frozen, and dehydrated eggs are to be
procured to meet the various conditions, tempera-
tures, and uses. Fresh eggs, not over 30 days old,
which have been held at a temperature of 32°F. in a
dry, ventilated place are preferred. Fresh eggs must
be clean, have the shell intact, and have no cracks.
Eggs stored at room temperature or allowed to
remain at room:sesrreiserature, rapidly lose their qual-
ity. Fresh proc eggs have been preserved by
dipping them either in hot mineral oil at 200*F. for
six seconds or by treating them with other proéess-
ing fluids. This treatment helps retard shrinkage due
to evaporation and also destroys molds and bacteria,
thereby prolonging the storage life of the eggs. Pro-
cessed eggs should also be stored in a cool (32 F.),
dry, ventilated area. Both dehydrated eggs and fro-
zen eggs, which must be thawed before use, are used

f

for making scrambled eggs and omelets or for baking
purposes.

MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS

Food inspectors need th be concerned primarily
with ensuring that recommended temperatures are
maintained in storage and dispensing areas for these
products. They also need to ensure that approved
sanitary methods are utilized in handling them.

When performing delivery inspections, medical
e artment and supply personnel must eniure that

milk and milk products are from an approved source
and are delivered in containers which are in good
condition and are properly sealed. Temperature of
these products upon delivery must be NO MORE
THAN 45 F.

Vehicles _used in transporting milk in its final
delivery containers must be constructed with
permanent tops and sides and must be clean.

The use of block or crushed ice orr top of milk
containers for refrigeration or cooling during
delivery or when on the serving line is prohibited.

FINAL CAUTION

All food items that are considered abnormal in
appearance or odor must NEVER be EATEN Or
even TASTED. They must be discarded according
to survey procedures outlined in the Subisistence
Support Manual (COMDTINST M4061.3). Where
large quantities are involved, a representative pack-
age must be submitted to a laboratory for bacter-
iological analysis.
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SELF-QUIZ ,st 5

1. Who inspects all foods procured by the Armed Forces dining facilities?

A.
B.

C.

2. After food is received at an individual unit, by whom is it inspected to ensure that it is fit for human

consumption?

:3. What CG manual should you'consult for inspection procedures?

4. Cite the two -common-sense causes for rejecting food items,

A.
B.

.5. If fish has been frozen, thawed; and then refreizen, what characteristics does it have?

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

6, What are'the characteristics of good fresh fish?._

A.
B.
C.

7. What is the primary requisite for purchasing fresh crustaceans?

S. What three factors should be considered when you inspect fruits?

A.
B.
C.

9. When you inspect fresh vegetables, you should not or them,

10. What four factors must be considered when inspecting canned products?

A.
B.
C.
D.



SELF-Q1'1Z 5 Cm/blued)

11. Match the terms in Column A with the appropriate characteristics in Column B.

A

Sweller Ends of can bulge, but yield to pressure

Springer Cans have tiny holes

Fliper Ends of can may be forced into a
convex condition

Pinhole
Both ends of the can bulge

12. Cite two food items ,you should NOT reject simply because the container bulges.

A.
B.

13. What are the two ni r con ination problems for diy food items?

B.

14. What is the purpose of dockside inspections of bags of potatoes and onions?

15. Match the product in Column A with its inspection quality in Column B.

A

Butter No breaks or holes in surface

Eggs Not be more than 30 days old

Cheese No specks or other foreign substances

16. For inspection of milk and milk products, what is the primary factor for consideration?

17. How can you tell if canned corn is Thad"?

5-12
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ANSWERS TO SELF-QUIZ #5

1. All foods procured by the Armed Forces dining facilities are inspected by (A) the US Department of
Agriculture, (B) the Defense Personnel Support Center, and (C.) the military veterinary services.

(Page 5-3)

g. After food is received at an individual unit, it is inspected by a medical depariment 'rpm:tentative or
another designated official to ensure that it is fit for human consumption. (Page 5-3)

3, You should consult the Food Service Sanitation Manual (COMDMVS7y16240.4) for inspection
procedures. (Page 5-3)

4. The two "common-sense" causes for rejecting food items are:

A. Foul oddr
3 B. Unnatural appearance Page 54

5. If fish has been froze;', thawed, and then refrozen, it will have the followtiligcCteristics:

A. Soft flesh
B. Flabby flesh
C. Sour odor
D. Off color
E. Moist, slimy, or discolored wrappings

6. Good fresh fish should have:

(Page 5-4)

A. Bright red gills
B. Prominent clear eyes
C. Firm elastic flesh (Page 5-4)

(Page 5-4)7. When crustaceans are purchased, they must be alive.

8. When you inspect fruit, consider the following factors:

A. Appearance
B. Size
C. Taste (Page 5-4)

..J

9. When you inspect fresh vegetables, you should not pinch or squeeze Merl\ (Page 5-5)

10. ..When inspecting canned products, you should consider the following factors:

A. Labels
B. Contents
C. Can exterior
D. Can interior

11. Sweller - Both ends of the can bulge
Springer - Ends of can bulge, but yield to pressure
Flipper - Ends of can may be forced into a convex condition
Pinhole Cans have tiny holes
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(Page 5-8)

(Page 5-8)



ANSWERS TO SELF-QUIZ #5 (('ontinued)

12. The two food items that you shotild NOT reject simply because the container bulges are t A ) molaswes
and ,B) coffee. ; Page 5-8)

13. The two major contamination problems for dry food items are (A) Msects and (B) rodents. (Page 5-8)

14. 'Dockside inspections of bags of potatoeS and othons are to check for infestation of insects such as
cockroaches. (Page 5-8)

15. Butter No specks 4 other foreign substances
Eggs - Not be more than 30 days old
Cheese No breaks othaes in su'rface (Page 5-9)

16. The primary factor for consideration when inspecting milk and milk products is the temperature.
(Page 5-9)

17. Canned corn should'be copsidered "bad" if it is discolored (Page 5-8)
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READING ASSIGNMENT #6

-Food Storage-

OBJECTIVES

PS'
Pages 6-3 through 6-J4

After completing this assignment, you should be able to:

1. Desi:ribe a typical storage area for dry food items.

9 Explain why you should not s'moke in storage areas.

:3. Cite the three important climatic conditions to be considered in the proper stOrage of fresh
and frozen foods.

4. Explain the necessity for stock rotation in storage areas.

5. Explain why certain fresh foods should not be stored near butter or eggs.

6. Explain why adequate air circulatiOn is a necessity in areas where fresh and frozen foods are
stored.

7. Explain how you should INITIALLY gore slightly thawed frozen perishables when they are
delivered.

Explain how to use storage life tables for food items.

9. Define "semiperishable food.-

10. Explain storage procedUres for the following prepared food items:

a. Commercially-prepared fruit juices
b. Commercially-prepared salad dressings
c. Cut, sliced, or diced meats

11. Explain storage rules for prepared foods on display for service.



FOOD STORAGE

INTRODUCTION TO BULK S i ORAGE
OF FOOD ItEMS

All areas in which food items are handled, pro-
cessed, 9r stored must be kept clean and sanitary.
There should also be no unnecessary traffic, (Nre
must be taken to keep food items away from areas
where asphalt, fuel, creosote, paint, or lubricating
oils are present. Since smoking in food storage
spaces presents a potential fire hazard, and sin0
certain foods absorb the odor of smoke, smoking' in
food storage-areas in PROHIBITED.

If possible, there shoult be no steam or other
.heated pipes in storage areas. If there are, they
should be well insulated to keep heat away from the
stored food items. If storage areas must be painted, a
quick-drying, odor-free paint must be used. This is
so that food items will not absorb paint odors. If
possible, pallets should be used in fwd storage areas.
This facilitates cleaning and permits adequate venti-
lation/refrigeration. Also, all items should be marked
and so arranged in these areas that the oldest items
or those subject to rapid deterioration are used first.

If food items qe to be stored in other than nor-
mal facilities, the primary consideration stjould be
temperature. Severe deviations from normal storage
temperatures rapidly cause deterioration of food
products.

SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS

Under normal conditions, food items must be
stored in their orignal containers. If items are re-
ceived in damaged containers or bags, they should
be issued immediately, provided they are fit for
human consumption; otherwise, they must be sur-
veyed. If there is any doubt about the fitness of food
for human consumption, the item in question must
be inspected by medical representatives and the ap-
propriate veterinary personnel (if available); if the
items are found unfit, they must beCurveyed
promptly.

Just remember that correct storage procedures
play a major part in preventing food-borne illness.
Maintaining proper temperatures, air circulation.

- and humidity is necessary lo preserve food and pre-
vent spoilage.

$ECURITY

During receiving and storing operations, precau-
tions must always be exercised to prevent pillerage,
damage, or loss. This not only includes locking stor-
age spaces, but it also includes securing items in
units afloat to prevent shifting.

-STORAGE IlSiCOMPATABILITIES

ome, fresh food items are not compatable for
, storage with certain other foods. For instance, butter

and eggi readily absorb odors and taste of such
foods as citrus fruits, onions, tomatoes, cabbage,
cantaloupes, and celery.

Odors of some nbn-food items, such as creosote,
keroSene, and turpentine readily transfer to food
items packed in bags, ventilated crates, and cloth or
paper packages.

STORAGE LIFE

Storage life is the elapsed time from date of pia
to date of issue for consumption. This is based on
the assumption that food products delivered to the
government were processed and procured according
to required specifications and were in good condi-
tion at the time of delivery.

VENTILATION 14,,

Proper ventilation (air circulation) is one of the
primary requirements for adequate food-storage.
Often, the use of a fan or duct system is helpful in
maintaining good citrulation in storage areas.

Storerooms containing fresh fruits and vegetables
do not usually require outside air, but when the

-compartment is kept tigrtly elbsed and the tempera-
tures are 4(Y F. _or hi er, the carbbn dioxide given
off by the fruits and vegetables can sometimes reach
an unacceptably high level, thus decreasing the sup,
ply of oxygen. If this condition odcurs, a supply of
fresh afr must be admitted into the area before per-
sonnel are allowed to work there.

TEMPERATURE

Another of the primary requiiements for ade-
quate food storage is maintaining proper tempera-
tures. Since excessive heat can cause rapid deteriora-
tion of many food produCts, refrigeration is often
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required. To maintain proper temperature control.
refrigerator units must be cleaned and defrosted
quite frequently., They mugt also be checked for air
leaks, faulty doors, and other defects.

Overloading'refrigerated storage spac
the efficiency of the cooling equip ent, akes
cleaning more difficult, and leads to er s itation
problems. §tOcking should slart at 1 ast inches
in from the bulkheads or coils afid inward to-
ward ttcenter.

NOTE; Ice not intended for human cOnsumption
must NOT be used to cool stored foods, food con-
tainers; or food utensils. You must NEVER store
beer or soda, bottles/cans or thermos containers in
ice inachines.

Frozen Perishables

When quick-frozen fruits and vegetables are
delivered, they must be transferred to low tempera-
ture storage spaces. If ppssible, check the tempera-
ture of the load. If the temperature of the prOduct is
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highey than that in the storage area, scatter theAhip-
ping cases loosely around the area until everything is
adequately coOl. Storage temperatures for these
items MUST NOT EXCEED 0.° F. During ship-
ment, the temperature MUST NOT EXCEED 10°
F. If frozen perishables have less than three months'
storage life remaining, they must NOT be stored for
shipment to overseas. areas. If they have three to six
months' storage life left, theY must be inspected
prior to shipment overseas to ensure sufficient stor-
age life remains to permit routine issue within over-
seas areas. (See sample Stpeage Life Table 6-1.)

Chilled Perishable Foods

Generally; chilled perishable food items should be
stored in -a temperature range of 32° - 35° F. For
some items, however, better quality is maintained at
temperatures higher or lower than this. Also, some
items are damaged by slow freezing. Table 6-2
provides the (1) freezing pOint, (2) best storage tem-
perature, apd (3) storage life of some food items
commonly procured for use in CG dining facilities.

Table 6-1 - 'Approximate Storage of Frozen,
Perishable Food Items at 0° F. or Below

Product Months
,

MEAT, POULTRY, AND FISH
BACON: precooked, pkg a

. slab 12
/ sliced, vacuum-packed 4,1 /2

sliced, bulk shinglit 2-1/4
sliced, re-formed slab \ 6

BEEF: Bone leis, chuck short Aibs,
oven, pot and round
roasts 10

Boneless, formed grill or
Swiss steaks .. .... . . 6

corned 6
diced 8
dried 12
ground, bulk 4
patties 3,
rib, round or tenderloin1. . 10
liver 12
liver, sliced 10

BOLOGNA: Lebanon 8
60% bee1/40% pork 3
75% beef/25% pork 6'
sliced; 1-2'

CANADIAN-STYLE BACON 6
CHICKEN: RTC, cut up or quartered .

RTC, whole 10
breast, ceg or thigh

<

gizzard 3 41

CHITTERLINGS: precooked or raw 3

Product -Months ..
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POR K: diced; roast. loin, boneless;
boneless slices or spareribs , 4

sausage, bulk 3
sausage. links, domestic . . . 2
iausage, links, export 3

RABBIT, RTC, cut up . . . . . . 5
ROCK CORNISH HEN, RTC, whole . .,, 8
SA LAM I cooked 3

cooked, sliced; 1-2
SCALLOPS" 8

SCRAPPLE
SHRIMP: raw, breaded or molded breaded,

raw, peeled or unpeeled3 8

THURINGER 3

TUR KE.Y: qoneless, cooked' 9
boneless, raw 8
gizzard . 3
RTC, whole 10

VEA.., boneless, 3;way 6

SPECIALTY SAUS.AGE
BOCKWURST, BRATWURST AND

KNOCKWURST, all beef - 6
ITALIAN, Hot or Sweet, all pork 2
POLISH, all pork 3

DAIRY FOOD AND EGGS
BUTTER: prints, bulk, RTS, parties 12

CREAM all EESE, pkg 6
EGG. whole, bakery or tabia-type 9 ,

white 12

0
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Table 6-1' - ApproOmate Storage of Frozen,
Perishable Food Items at 0° F. or Below (Continued)

CLAMS, shucked 9
CRAWFISH, TAIL (lobster tail)
DUCK.RTC, whole 10

FISH: breaded portions or sticks, fillets
or ifeeks, all'species 6

FRAN KFUI3TERS: bag, type III, export . 12
bag. WO II, domestic 6
box, type II, domestic 2-1/2

HAM: cooised, boneless 6
and cheese, s:iced4 1-2

, Pressed, sliced4 1-2

LAMB: boneless, chops 6

boneless.,riast 3
LIVER SAUSAGE 3 "
LOBSTER, whole, frozen2 3-6

3
LUNCHEON LOAF: . . . .

pitkle arid pepper, sliced4 . . 1-2

pickle & pimiento, sliced4 . . 1-2 .
OYSTERS, shucked, eastern or gulf, IOF,

car Pacific 9
PASTRAMI, precooked, slab
PEPPERONI, dry
PIGS FEET, 6
PORK: butt, Boston; ham, boneless or

loin bladeless: country-style ribs or
tenderloin, and beef sausage, links:
hocks (ham hocks) fresh 6

PIZZA CRUST 4 6

PIES: fruit-filled (procured frozen) 18
cream-filled (procuredifrozen). .

TORTILLAS: corn or wheat flour 18
WAFFLES, brown and serve 6

FOOD SPECIALTY PREPARATIONS
BURR I TOS,prepared 3

EGG ROLLS 3
ENCHILADAS, beef or cheese w/sadte . . 3
MANICOTTI, cheese or Meat w/o sauce-. . 6

ICE CREAM: bar, cone preformed or
, sandwich '

I bulk or sherbets
FRUITS AND VEGETABLES

FRUITS: blackberries, blueberries,
boysenberries and pekdhes . 18

strawberries IS
, cherries and raspberries 24

JUICES: Ifruit: lemon, concentrate
and lime, single strength . . 18

fruit concentrate: grqpe.
grapefruit or orang4 24

VEGETABLES: asparagus, beans, kreen
or wax, french-style, broccoli, bri.ses
sprouts, cauliflower, mixed vegetal3les,
P01.3tOes, french fries, diced and
shredded (hash brown), sweet peppers,
diced and whole, succotash, onion
rings raw, lintaded 12

okra 18

beans, lima, greens, peas and carrots.
spinach ' 14

,carrots slices corn and summer
squash 24

BAKERY AND CEREAL PRODUCTS
BREAD: prOcured frozen 6

CAKE: loaf or round 12

PIZZA, Prepared 6
RAVIOLI, cheese or meat w/o sauce 6
TAMALES, beef. prepared 3

OPPING, dessert and bakery 24
COMP0,81TE FOOD PACKETS '

Meal, Ftight, beef 'burgundy; beef
sirloin steak, french-fried shrimP,
ham w/egg, or aimelet w/meat
entree, roast tuikey, salisbury or
Swiss steak5 6

. I Store compactly. .-

2 Whole lobster procured commercially frozen in the shell and wrapped in polyethylene bags: Keep at 00 F.,

or below. DO NOT ALLOW TO,THAW BEFORE COOKING. _ I

3 Shrimp is extremely susceptible to deterioration 'it temperatures above 00 F. At 140 to 160 F., quality can

be maintained fo; only 30 days.
4 Individual sliced'packages of luncheon meats are procuredas commercielly packaged chilled items. To

minimize rancidity, items should be stowed only in freeze spaces.
5 The meals may be used for up to 9 months after date of pack provided that the surveillance inspections at

30-day intervals, subsequent to the 6-month period, indicate shit the product is safe for human consumption.

. Each case of meals is equipped with a thaw/ref reeze indicator. Any evidence thas the meal has thawed is

sufficient reason for discarding:

6-5
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Table 6-2 - Freezing Point (F°). Storage Temperatwe (F°), and Approximate
Storage Life of Chilled, Perishable Food Items

Product

Best .
Freez- storage Storage
ing temper life
point ature

MEAT, POULTRY,
AND FISH
Bacon, slab 32-35 TA months
Bologna, Lebanon . . . 32-35 2 months

50% beef/50% pork. . . 32-35 12,days
Frankfurten, 50% beef/

SO% pork 32-35 2 weeks
Ham, boned, whole,

pear, or pullman-
shaped 32-35 9 months

Liver sausage or
luncheon loaf . 3235 2 weeks

Lobster, whole, fr 32-35 See Note 1.
Pepperoni, dry,. . . 32-35 4 weeks
Pork sausage, links . 32-35 3 weeks
Salami, cooked, or

Thuringer 32-35 2 weeks
DAIRY FOODS
AND EGGS
Buttermilk 31 32-35 2 'twee ks

Cheese: American,
processed, loaf 36 32-35 8 months'

American, processed,
slices 32-35 6 rhonths
blue-veined, natural. . 32-35 OS months
cheddar, natursl 32-35. 12 months
cottage2 30- 32-35 2 weeks
cream, pg 32-35 2 months
mozzarella, natural . . 35 4 weeks
pimienw, processed,
slices 32-35 6 months
pizza blend, cn 32-45 6 months
provolone, natural . . . 31 35
Swiss. natural,
sandwich 32-35 6 months
Swiss, natural, block . 3235 12 months
American & Swiss,
processed 18 32-35 ,8 months
Food, American,
processed 18 32-35 6 months

Cream, table, or
whipping 31 32-35 10 days
sour 31 32-35 2 weeks
UHTASP, whipping. . 31 35-50 .6 months

Eggs, shell, medium or
large, fresh, domestic. 27 32 4 months
shell, medium or large

processed, export , . 27 32 6 months
Eggnog, milk fat, or
vegatable fat 32-36 7 days
ultra high
temperature 40-45 3 months
homogenized 40-45 12 days
UHTASP 32-35 6 months

Product

Balt
Freez- storage Storage
ing tamest.- life

point inure

DAIRY FOODS AND
EGGS (Cont'cl)
Flavgre; dairy drink,
chocolate
dairy drink, UHTASP,
chocolans3
milk, chocolate .

half and half
ice Milk Mix, fresh,

liquid, chocolate, or
vanilla

Milk, homogenized,
fresh, filled, Or
ecombinedr

Milk, lowfat, or skim. .
white, UHTASP3 .

Milk Shake Mix,,fresh,
liquid chocolate or
vanilla .

Yogurt, plain, or
fruit flavor
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FRUITS AND
VEGETABLES

29, 32-35
29 32-35
31 32-35

31 40-45 12 days

30 32-35 7 days-
32 32-35 10 days
29 32-35 6 months

4t31 40-o 12 days

30 40-45 30 days

29 32

29 3245 1 week

6 months
7,,days
7 days

Apples, cooking or See chart folrowing
footnotes.

Alefilcongtspr
Asparagus4, spinach,

squash, summer
Avocados, rough-skin,
Cafif., varienes

Avocados, smoothikin,
Florida, varieties . . :

Bananas, green5
Bananas, ripe,
unwrapped5

Bananas, ripe,"
plastic-wrapped

Cabbage, Danish . .

Cabbage, red
Cabbage, shredded .
Cantalou0s6
Carrots, slices,

table-ready
Carrots7
Casaba melons
Cauliflower

CCheleerrYries8.sweet9
Collardi, corn, fresh,

on-the cob, parsjey . .

Cranberries
Cranberry sauce, pg .

Cucumbers
Dates

30

31

31

31
31

32

32

55

40-45
56-58

56-58 ,

7-14 days

.10 days

2 weeks

4 weeks
7-10 days

2-4 days

40 7 days
31, -32-40 6 weeks'
32 32-40 4 weeks
31 32-35 -7 days
30 32-34 10 days

3,0 -3245 10 days
30 32 mOnths
30 40-46 4 weeks

- 31 32 3 weeks
31 32 3 months

12 days

. 31 ' 32 7 civil
30 38-40 6 weeks

. 50 6 months
31 46-50 2 weeks

5 32 6 months
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Table 6-2 - Freezing Point (F°), Storage Temperature (F°), and Approximate

Storage Life of Chilled, Perishable Food Items (Continued)

Product

Best
Freez-storage Storage

ing temper- life
point inure

Frau-
Product ing

point

Best
storage Storage
temper- life
assort

FRUITS AND
VEGETABLES (Coned)

kJ

FRUITS AND
VEGETABLES (Coned)

Eggplant, Persian Taggelos 29 3238 3 weeks
melons° 31 45-60 10 days Tangerinee 30 '31,38 2 weeks

Endive, escarole,
"kale, radishes,
red-topped t-31 32 2 weeks

Tomatoe56. 14 31
Tomatoes, cherry 31
Turnips 30

55 See footnotes.
50 8 days
32 4 months

Garlic, dry 30 32 7 months Watermelons 31 36-40 2 weeks
Grapefruis10 30 50 4 wesks BAKERY AND
Grapes, sawdurs CEREAL PRODUCTS

pack, expott 29 30-31 6 wuks Bread: marble, part
Grapes
Honeybell melons .

Honeydew melons .
Juice, lemon,

reconstttuted

29 30-31 4 weeks
. 30 45,50 3 weeks

30 45 3 weeks

31 50 4 months

whole wisest,
pumpernkkel,
raisin, rye, French,
Vienna, white,

e sliced15 75-90 7-10 days
Lemons 36 56 t 2 months Cake, coffee 60 5 days
Lettuce11 31 32 - 3 weeks Cake, layer 35 7 days
Lettuce, table-ready,
chopped . . .....

Lettuce; table-ready,
whole head

31.2 32 6 days

31.2 31.2-32 6 days

Cake, loaf
Cookie dough,
chocolate, raisin,
or sugar

35 10- days

32 6 months
Limes 29 48-50 2 months Doughnuts, all flavors . . 60 3 days
Nectarines, peaches,

plums. 30 32 2 weeks
Fruitceke
Pie, fruit-filled, or

40 10 months

Onions, drY, puled,
domestic 30 32, 6 days

fried
Rolls: bagel15

36 3 days
70 1day

Onions dry, cooking, ,

giobsi2
Onions dry, Bermuda

or Spanish
Onions, green, or.

radishes, whole,
tible-ready12

31 32 6 months

31 32 6 weeks

31 32 6 days

English15
finger or sweet15
bread,;!rench, pan,
rusk, dinner,
muffin, parker- ,

house, sandwich15
brown-and-serve. .

70 7 days
70 2 days

75-90 7-10 days
32 3 weeks

Onions, green12 31 32 12 days SUGAR, CONFECTIONERY
Oranges, Calif.,

varieties . 30 4044. 7 weeks
AND NUTS
Honey, boat, cup/

Oranges, temple 30 38 10 days pouch 50 6 months
Oranges, Florida Nuts, mixed.

varieties 30 32-36 2 months unshelled 20-2e 32-40 12 months
Parsnips, rutabagas .
Pears

. 30 32 3 months
See chart following footnotes.

Syrup, imitation,
maple, boat. Cop/

Peppers, sweet 31 45-50 9 days POuch 50 - 12 months
Pineapple . . . ...... 30 46 2 weeks JAMS, JELLIES, AND
Potatoes, sweet13 . , 30 55-63 .4 months PRESERVES
= french-style, or Jarrior Jelly, all flavors.

whole puled ' 30 36 7 days boat-type 50 6 months
Potatoes, white, fresh
harvest 40 2 months

Jem or Jelly, all flavors,
cup tyPe 50 12 months

Potatoes, white,
storage crop 50 3 months

Peanut Butter, boat-
type 50 6 months

Radishes, fresh,
table-ready 32 10-12 days

Peanut Butter, cup-
tYPe 50 12 months

Romaine 32 32 2 weeks FOOD OILS AND FATS
Squuh, fail and winter
Stawberries

30 50-55 4 months
31 32 5 days

Shortening Compound,
carton or cube 32-35 5 years

6-7
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Table 6-2 - -Freezing Point (F°), Storage Temperature (F°), and Al5prOximate
Storage Life of Chilled, Perishable Food Items (Continued)

Product

Best
Fret& storage Storage
lrrg temper- life

point ature
Product

Best
Frete storage Storage
ing temper- life

point aturs

CONDIMENTS AND CONDIMENTS AND
RELATED PRODUCTS R ELATED PRODUCTS (Cont'd)
Catsup, tismato, or Relish, pickle, sweet,

mustard Prepared boat-tVIN
,

6 months

boat-type ' r 50 6 months Relish, pickle, sweet,
Catsup, tomato, or cup or pouch 12 months

, mustaro prepered Salad Droning, boat,
cup or pouch 50 12 months cup or pouch . . . . . , 50 3 months

Horseradish, prepared . 32 3 months Yeast, bakers, activedry 32 &Months -,..

1 Fresh whole lobster should ba Procured only as a live product. It will remain in satisfactory condition
only is long as it is kept alive and the flesh is noeshrunken. DO NOT FREEZE.
2 Do not freeze.
3 If this item is for periods of 3 months or less, it may be stored at temperatures be:ow 720F. Chill

storage will extend sto e life. P.oduct is not to be frozen.
4 Asparagus held too long at 320F. is subject to chill injury. The butts of asparagus should be placed in dry

absorbent material during storege.
5 Full-ripe bananas may be held at 40°F. for several days with only slight discoloration of the peel and

without any flavor change. Full-ripe bananas wrapped in cellophane or plastic bags should be stored at:100F.

Wrapped bananas. when held at room temperature, will turn brown end spoil more quickly tnan unwraPpeo

oananas.
6 Damage will result if item is stored at lower temperature than indicated.
7 Carrots may become bitter if stored with fruits which give off ethylene, such as apples and pears.
8 Polyethyleine liners will extend storage life 1 2 weeks.

9 Sweet Cherries Packed ih sealed polyethylene bag liners can be stored up to 3 weeks.
10 Grapefruit tivery Susceptible to rind pitting aisd aging at comparatively low temperatures, especially

at 380F,'.
11 The storage life shown for lettuce is lengthened substantially when trimmed clbsely and packagedindivid-

ually in polyethylene bags and stored at 330F.
12 Onions keep best at a storage temperature of 320F. This commodity should not be stored with items

such as apples and grapefruit since 'the apples and grapefruit will acquire an onion taste. ComPartments should

be kept dark.
13 Exposure to tempeiatures below 500F. even for a few weeks causes chilling injury and increased decay.

The chilling injury causes the interior of the sweet potato to turn gray, brown, or nearly black, depending on
how low the temperature is and the length, of/exposure.
14 Mature green tometoes should neveMa stored at low temperature (chill box), where they will fail to

ripen, become injured and develop extensive decay. When mature green and/or pink tomatoes are received,

they should be stored at 570 to 590F. until ripe, then held at 32°F. for maximum shelf life of 30 to ?5 days.

Since individual tomatoes in 'any given lot will not ripen evenly, it will be necenary to selectively remove the
individual fruits which are nearing a firm-ripe condition so that they can be stored at 320 to 350F. for maximum

shell lite.
15 Breads and rolls shbuld not be stored at chill temperatures. Temperatures below 75.0F. cause these items

to stale rapidly. Galley lseed bread and rolls that ate to be held for longer 'than 24 hours should be thoroughly
cooled, wrapped in plastic bites or aluminum foil, s?aled, and stored at freeze tempereture VP. or below.
Commercial breads and rolls (wranped and sealed) that are to be heft:Igor longer than 48 hours should be stored

.at freeze temperatures 00F. or below.
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SEMIPERISHABLE FOODS

Semiperishable foods are those items that are
canned, dried, dehydrated, or otherwise processed
to the extent that they may, under normal condi-
tions, be safely stored in nonrefrigerated spaces.
Semiperlshable food items arel often regarded as non-
penchable commoditieii that do not require ,special
careand protectiOn in storage. This idea is incorrect.
Although semiperishable food items are not as sus-
ceptible to spoilage as perishable.food ifems, spoil-
age can and will occur if the items are mishandled,
improperly stored, or stored for excessive periods of
time. AddWonally, the duration of storage must be
biased on the date of pack and not on the date of
receipt.

Most semiperishable food items require clean,
cool, diy, well-ventilated storage areas. High tem-
perature and high humidity accelerate. spoilage by
promoting the deterioration of containers arid the

wth of bacteria in the food product Freezing is
ental to the quality of semiperishable pro-

ducts having a high water content, but most items
remain edible after having been frozen and then
thawed, if promptly consumed. Infestation by ro-
dents ,and insects can cause damage to items
packaged in bags, boxes, and cartons. These items
also tend to absorb odors apd lose flavor. This is es-
pecially true in storage areas lacldng adequate venti-
lation.

Dry ,products, such as flour, sugar, and de-
hydrated foods, ordinarily are not injured by freez-
ing. Also, the usefulness and palatability of wet-
packed semiperishable items are not adversely af-
fected by freezing, although their physical appear-
ance may suffer as a result of their texture softening.
Emulsions such as canned cheese, prepared mustard,
and cream soups are destroyed by freezing, although
the food element is not spoiled. Sometimes, they
may be reconstituted by rapid heating and the con-
trolled addition of moisture.

High storage temperatures encsurage the growth
of bacteria, mold, insect infestation, and are particu-
larly dangerous when accompanied by high humid-
ity. In addition, natural chemical action is accelerat-
ed, causing rancidity in many items. Rancidity is
caused when food acids within the cans becoming
activated, resulting in can pinholing, blackening of
the interior, and hydrogen swellings. Hitz,h tempera-
hire is the chief cause of accelerated spoilage in can-
ned foods and should be controlled whenever possi-
b!e by providing adequate ventilation.

1 2 :13

High humidity is detrimental to stored food items
in many respects. It acceleKates the growth of bac-
teria and mold, firomotes insect infestation, and
causes mustiness in flour, rice, and similar foods.
High humidity will also cause caking of products
that absorb moisture, such as salt and sugar. Mois-
ture also causes rusting of cans. Unless it actually pe-
netrates the can, thereby causing leakage, rust will
not harin the contents or in Itself serve as a reason
for food item survey.

The safe storage period for dry subsistence varies
with the type of product, storage temperatures, hu-
midity control, handling care, protection from
weather, and type of packaging and packing. The
maximum shelf life of all subsistence items is
decreased by extremes inmperature and humidity.
Subsistence items which aie stored longer than the
keeping times shown in the Storage Table 6-3 will be
surveyed ONLY if they are found unfit for lunian
consumption. This storage table is provided for guid-
ance in the rotation of semiperishable food items.
The keeping times shown are average keeping times
for products stored at 70 F. Keeping times will be
reduced by approximately .50% if storage tempera-
tures are maintained at 90 F., and will be increaged
by almost 100% if stored at 40° F.

PREPARED FOOD ITEMS

Commercially-prepared fruit juices should be
consumed after opening. Once the can is opened,
the acid of the juice may leach the zinc and other
coatings from the can and cause metal poisoning. If
you must store juices from one meal to another, you
should pour them into suitable plastic or other non-
cornisive containers.

Most commercially-prepared salad dressings must
be refrigerated after they have been opened. The
manufacturer usually indicates this on the container.

You should only reconstitute enough of a non-
dairy creaming agent to be utilized at one time. Dis-
card any leftovers; do not keep them.

Ground or chopped foods must be refrigerated
prior todisbInj cooked. Once they are cooked, you
should any leftovers. Do not save them.

Cut, sliced, or diced meats must
shallow containers to a depth of NO
three inches. You should cover the
waxed paper, polyeth lene film (S
some other approp te co g. Y

placed in
RE
wi ds,

p), or
uld then
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refrigerate them. Frozen meat must be.thawed grad-
ually under refrigeration. Once it has thawed, you
should use it as soon as possible.

Food items such as'dried eggs and vegetables are
tible to spoilage after reconstitution as are

the items. Dehydrated foods must be cooked
or refrigerated iinmeately following reconstitution.

Cream puffs, custard-filled pies and cakes,
eclairs, and similar products, including those con-
taining synthetic fillings, must be covered, cooled
quickly, and refrigerated at 40 F. or below until
they are served. You must also ensure that these pro-
ducts remain refrigerated at 40' F. or below even on
the serving line. DO NOT STORE leftovers; discard
them after each meal.

FOOD DISPLAY AND SERVICE

Potentially hazardous foods must be kept either
40° F. or below or 140° F. or above during display
and service. Food displayed on salad bars, steam ta-
bles, and other serving lines must also be protected
from consumer contamination. For this reason, you
must always use counter-protector devices, such as
"sneeze guards- and display cases. You should also
be sure you provide enough serving utensils to elimi-
nate cross contamination between foods. Between
uses, serving utensils must be:

Stored in food containers with the food to be
served, or

Stored clean and dry, or

Stored in RUNNING water or in water main-
tained at 170° F.; NEVER store a serving
utensil in a container of water at room temper-
ature.

Ice for consumer use must be dispensed only
with scoops, tongs, or other ice dispensing Utensils.
It may also be dispensed through automatic self-ser-
vice ice dispensing equipment. Between uses, ice
dispensing utensils and ice receptacles must be
stored in a way that protects them froth contamina-
tion. Dispensing utensils MUST NEVER BE
STORED in ice making machines.

Sugar, condiments, seasonings, and dressings for
self-service use must bel provided only in individual
packages or from dispensers that protect their
contents.

Single-service containers of milk and liquid milk
products must be refrigerated at temperatures below
40° F. until served. If these products are dispensed
from bulk milk dispensers, the products must be
homogenized. The temperature in the dispenser
cabinets must be maintained in the range of 38° to
40° F. Whole milk containers are stored in Tre-rn.

Fcods which have already been washed/cooked
should be stored so that they are not contaminated
by foods not yet washed/cooked. .

Packaged food milst never be stored in direct
contact with water; this includes the water accumu-
lation from undrained ice.
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Once served to a consumer, individual portions of
food must NOT be serwed again. Packaged food,
other than potentially hazardous food, may be
re-served (providing it is still wholesome and Is
properly stored).

If food must be transported prior to service, .all
the rules of proper storage must be strictly followed.



Table 6-3. - Approximate Storage Life of Semiperishable Food Items at 70° F.

Product Months Product Months

MEAT, POULTRY, AND FISH
Bacon, sliced, precooked, en 30
Beef, corned or beef, chunks, cn 42
Chicken, boned or turkey, boned, cn. . . 36
Caams, minced or crabmeat, en 18

kern, boned, iv/natural juices or
ham, Chunks. en 48

Hamburgers, w/o gravy. en 42
Hash, corned or Meet beef, en 12
Luncheon meat, en 36
Meet spread: potted, deviled or

Ilvenausege, en 12
Pork, chops, dehydrated, en 38
Salmon, en 30
Sardines, en 18
Shrimp. cn 18

dehydrated, en 38
Tuna: in oil, cn

In water, en 24
DAIRY FOODS AND EGGS

Cheese, cottage, dehydrated, en 12

grated, Parmesan, Parmesan
and romano, co 6

processed, American,
dehydrated, cn 15

10read: Arnericsn and
pimiento, Jr 6

American end
Monterey, ir 6-9

Egg mix, dehydrated, cn 38
Ice cream mix, dehydrated, vanilla, cn.. . 15
Ice milk-milk shake mix, chocolate
or vanilla, cn 12

Malted Milk, unflevored, cn 24
Milk, nonfat, dry, instant, conventional

(style A or C), en or dr 24
Sour cream sauce mix 12

FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
Fruits:
apples, sliced; applesauce: peaches,

halves, quarters, or slices, cn
cherries, dk sweet, pitted; cranberry

sauce, jellied or whole, figs,
kadota, cn 24

apricots; fruit cocktail; pineapple.
chunks, tidbits, crushed, or slices, cn 33

blackberries, cn 22
blueberries; cherries, red tart;
crabapple, spiced. cn. , . .... , 18

cherries, maraschino, ir 18
grapefruit; cherries. it sweet, unpitted:

plums, purple, cn 30
pears, helves or ouartr.rt, cn . 40
Prunes, whole, untamed, cn . . . . 14

Dehydrated7
pples or applesauce. .nstant:
cherries, red :art, cn 24

Dried:
apricots:be , 1

currants, pg 12

raisins, cri 18

6- 1 1

FRUITS ANO VEGETABLES (Cont'd)
Juices:
apple; grapefruit; grapefruit, instent:'

grapefruit and orangE Orange; orange,
instant:Pineal:We; cranberry juice
cocktail, en 36

grape; tomato, concentrated. cn
rtirtio, sapringlicoe enngth: velPitahhls:

18
to

Vegetables:
separegus; beans, green or wax, whits in

martin r:od:ssupirCLI/07. ekn; Mims,

beans, kidney, lima, Pinto, cn
Wan sprouts, beets, okra, onions, en .

carrots; corn, cream Style, whole grain;
Peas: Peal, bleckeye; peas, field, cn . . 42

mushrooms; potatoes, sweet or white;
tomatoes, en 30

pumpkin, cn 27
sauerkraut, en 18
spinach, en 33

18
Dehydrated:

tomato pasta, cn

beans, green, cooked, en 60
cabbage: garlic; onions, choPPed:

onions, compressed: Pees.
Compressed; Peppers, green;

e Ch, cooked. cn 24
12
9

pppooalltijaitteoesoy,me,insx;icib:, cn, export 30

6
c2 12

bg, domestic 9
instant, cn, domestic 5

export 30

24

36
48
24

Dried:
beans, dry, bleckeye, kidney, lima,

Pinto, white, bx, or col 12

peas, dry, bx, or col 12

BAKERY AND CEREAL PRODUCTS
Barley, pearl, bx. . . . , ...... , . . 24

Ca ker., mixes:
biscuit; bread and roll; bread, white:
cake, devil's food, gingerbread. white,
or yellow; cookies, oatmeal; cornbread:
doughnut; pancake, regular: sweet

_dough, cn 16
cake. angel food, brnene, cheese,

devil's food, pound, spice. ivh.te
or yellow: pancake, butter, or
buckwheat. pg . , ......... 6

doughnut mix, or sweut dough
mix, bg

Bread 'crumbs, breading, pg 4

Cereal':
dr,, sugarcoated, uncoated, granules,
ssorted varieties, bx or Ind. uowi . . . 12

farina. bx ..... . . . . . . 9
rolled oats, instant, QC, bx or cn , 12

1 3
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Table 6-3. - Approximate Storage Life of Semiperishable Food Items at 70° F. (Continued).

Product Months Product Months

BAKERY AND CEREAL'
PRODUCTS (Coned)

Cookies, filled or unfilled, assorted
varieties 4

Corn flake crumtis 12
pg 12

Cracker crumbs, SO lb. bg 6
Crackers, cheese or onion flavored,

oYster, rye, salad, sesame, soda or
whest, bacon, lb or bx 4

Cup, ice cream, sugar or wafer 18
Flour, nfe, bg3 12

wheat, bread, cake, or pastry. be. 12
wheat, breed. cn4 18

Fry mix, breeding or better 12
Hominy, grits, co 12

whole, cn 36
Noodles, chow mein, cn 12

egg, bow-shermi or streight5 . . . 24
Paste: lasagna, noodles; macaroni,

elbow form: rigatoni, shell
or twist: speghetti; vermicell15 . 36

Pie crust mix 6
shell, graham 4

Rice, parboiled, bg or co5 12
Starch, corn. bk5 36

pregelatinised, cn5 indef
Taco shells, corn, co 2
Tapioca, bx 48

',Tortillas, corn. cn 24
Wheat base, bg5 36

SUGAR; CON F ECTI ON ER Y. AN 0 NUTS
Almond poste 9
Candy: bridge mix, bx '12

bridge mix, cn 39
Caramel, bx 9
herd, cn 24
starch jelly. bx 12
starch jelly, cn 49

Chewing gum, Pg 4
Chocolate, cooking, semisweet, chips, eg7 18
Chocoiete: cooking, unsweetened, ck1 . 24

syrup, cn 24
Coconut: Prepared, sweetened, co,

domestic 6
prePared, sweetened, cn . . . 18
prepared, unsweetened, bg . 6

Fruit, candied: cherry, mixed; pineapple,
green or natural, jr or lb 6

Honey, eAtrected, Jr 24
Icing mix, chocolate or vactflle, cn ,24
Marshmallows, co 2
Molasses, cn 18
Nuts: cashew 12

mixed, shelled, peanuts, pecans
or weinu tS 24

mixed, unshelled 6
Syrup, blended, corn or imitation

Magle, cn 24
Sugar: brOwn, bis or bee 18

refined, granulated, bp, cn or pg5 Indef
refined, powdered, confectioner's,

bg, bx or poly bte 18

JAMS, JELLIES, AND PRESERVES
Apple Butter, cn or jr 18'
Jams: cherry, Nisch. Pineapple,

strewberry, cn or jr 18
Jelly: appro, blackberrYi grePe,

mint, en or jr iii
Marmelade. orange. Jr 18
Peanut 8utter, chunky, smooth,

cn or Jr 36
SOUPS AND BOUILLONS

Bouillon, dried, cubes, beef or
chicken, jr 24

Clam chowder, New York,
condensed, cn9 36

Soup, condensed: barley w/beef, bean w/
bacon, beef or chicken, noodle,
chicken winks, cream of chicken,
qr rhushroorn, minestrone, sPlit
pea, tomato, vegetable, Vegetable
w/beef, cn9 36

Soup, &hydrated: beef noodle, chicken,
chunk chicken, pg 18

chicken w/noodles, tomato-
vegetable, cn 24

green pea, onion, veoetable,
pg pr cn 12

onion. cn 30
Soup, instant: beef or chicken.P9 18

onion. pg 12
Soup, RTS: beef or chicken noodle,

chicken vv/rice, cream of chicken,
mushroom, or tomato, vegetable
w/beef, cn 36

Soup and gravy base, beef.
chicken or ham, bx, en,
or jar 24

FOOD SPECIALrf PREPARATION
Been,. refried 24
Chili con corns w/o beans, dehydrated
w/beens, en 36

Corn chips, pg 1/2
Creem substitute. og 36
Clellellre' powder, gel, cherry, lemon,
lime, orange, raspberry, strawberry,
co5 12

Dessert pow&r, Pud: butterscotch,
chocolate, vanilla. Instant, chocolete
or vanilla, ch 18

Deafen powder. pud: butterscotch.
chocolate, venal's, p9 12

Gelatin, plain, co 36
Meringue powder. en 24
Mincemeat, cn 24
Pie filling, apple, blueberry, cherry.

Pesch, cn9 12
Popcorn, unpopped, cn 36
Potato chips: pg 1-2

cn 12
sticks. en 24

Ravioli w/meat sauce, cri 24
Tamales, beef. cri 24
Topping: dessert and bakery, dehydreted,

en 24
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Table 8-3. - Approximate Storage Life of Semiperishable Food Items at 70° F. (Continued).

Product Months

F000 SPECIALTY PREPARATION (Cont'd)
Too Ping (Coned)
ice cream, butterscotch. fudge.
marshmallow. PineePPle. suswberrY,
en or walnut. jr 6

F000 Of LS AND FATS
Sated oll, qt, gl or Cn10
Shortening compound, bakery 11
general PurPOse. Or dlleP-fey, en12 . . . . 24

Shortening compound. deep-fry, drum, . . 36
CONDIMENTS ANO
RELATED P/RODUCTS

Spices: grourid or whole. allspice, basil,
bay loves, caraway seed, celery seed.
chili powder, cinnamon, cloves, cumin.
curry, ginger. mace, marjoram, mustard
flour, nuorieg. oregano. PePrike.
Oe1sPer black, cayenne. red, crushed.
white, POPPY seed, poultry masoning,
rossmerY. seuorY. sesame seed.
tarragon, thyme. ch, cow pg13 18

SOices: celery. girlie or onion, salt, co . 36
Antioxidant compound
Baking powder, en 12

soda, bx Indaf
Catsup: tomato. bt 24

tomato, en '18
Chill source. bt 24
Chutney sauce, jr 12

Cream of tartar, co Indef
Dressings: salad, bleu cheese, French,
oil and vinegar, cols slaw,
green goddess, Italian, Thousand
bland, bt or jr16 5

Dressing Mix: salad, bleu cheese, French,
Thousand Island, Italian, pg 12

Emulsifier, bread and roll 12

Extract, peppermint, bt 18

Flavoring, imit., or natural, almond,
banana, black walnut, brandy, lemon,
orange, pineapple, rum, wild cherry, bt. . 18

Flavoring, imit., maple, smoke, vanilla,
Indiabt

Flavoring, rye 6
Food ccloring, liquid, assortment,
caramel, egg Mode, red, bt Indef

Food coloring, paste, black, blue,
egg shade, green, red. Jr 24

Horseredish, dehydrated. bt 24

Hot sauce, bt 24
inhibitor, mold and rope5 9

12

Product Months

CONDIMENTS 4ND RELATED
PRODUCTS (Coned)

Monosodium glutamate, co Indef
Mustard, Prepared, en or jr 18

Olives, green.4 153

Offsras, ripe, sliced, whole pitted or
unpitted, en 24

PePPers, pickled, cherrY. Ir 18

FePisers, pickled, jalapenu, en 16

Pickily cue, dill, slices, whole, Kosher
style. ir 24

cue, dill, whole cured, en 12
cue, sweet, sliced or whole, jr. . . 24
meuicx,sweet: mole, en. . . . _12

tfk
mixed, sweet, jr j 24

Relish: pickle, sweet, en 12

A pickle, sweet,ir 24
Salad dressing, en or jr12
Salt, table, bg Or pg14 Inctf
Sauce for meat, bt 24

Sallee mixes 12

Soy sauce, bt 24
Vinegar, cider or wine, bt 30
Vinegar, dry, synthetic. PA 12
Worcestershire sauce, bt 24

Yeast food, bg 24
COFFEE, TEA, AND COCOA

Cocoa, natural, cn 24
Coffee:instant, freezedried, pg 18

roasted, and ground, en 12
roasted, and ground, bg 2

Tea: black, loose, or bags, bx or cn . . 18
instant, instant lemon flavor
w/sugar, bx or jr 113

BEVERAGES, NONALCOHOLIC
Beverage base: Powdered, unsweet.
cherry, grape, lemon-lime, orenge5
gi yld pg 24
carb: cherry, lemon4ime, orange,

root beer, gi 8
garb: cola, gingerale, grape, pepper,
strawberry, gi 6

noncarb: fruit punch, grape, lemon,
orange

knit: Powdered, assorted, grape,

2d4

lemon, lemon-lima, orange, DA

e f
Cocos beverage, powder. pg

2Water drinking, en 1n

COMPOSITE FOOD PACKAGES
Meal, combat. individual 36

1 High temperatures harden. high humidity causes molding.
2 Absolute storage life not yet established. One year at 70t)F. is a conservative estimate.
3 Rye flour loses Its delicate flavor 2 months at 400F, and one week at 900F. After Oil time, further flavor

thence is very slow.
4 Flour should be stored under cool, dry conditions. The best storage conditions are at 520F, through 550F

and 50% through 66% relative humidity.
5 Highly susceptible to damage by moisture.
6 Keeping time is based on relative humidity pot more than 60%. For storage longer than ene month, sugar

should be covered with tarpeulins and not stored on damp or concrete flows or near cold wells.



T - iiproxin late Storage Life of Semiperishable Food Items at 70° F. (Continued).

7 Do not store near other material caoable of imparting o-dor to chocolate.
Freezing alters apPearence of starch thickening. Baking restores desirable apPearance.

9 Cream-nyle soups break down on freezing, but are not spoiled.
10 When held below 320F., may show solid material which will disappear on warming..
11 sePiratft at high temperatures or after freezing.
12 If held above 900F., changes may occurin texture unfavorable us normal creaming properties.
13 Above 1000F. there is complete lou of flavor ia leu than 6 months. Whole spices keep longer than ground
spices.
14 Humidity above 80% will cause caking. Caked salt is usable.
15 If stored at 1400F., shelf life is 1 Ione) month.
16 Salad dressings packaged in large size (gallon) containers deteriorate faster than those packaged in smaller

containers.
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SELF-QUIZ # 6

1. State three conditions which should be avoided in dry storage areas.

A.
B.
C.

2. Why is s o i g prohibited in storage areas?

3. t are the three primary climatic conditions to be considered in storage?

A.
B.

4. What is the purpose for rotating stock?

5. What may happen if you store butter and onions together?

6. What happens when fruits and vegetables are stored in tightly closed compartments at 40° F. or
°higher?

7. If frozen perishables are received at temperatures slightly, more than the storage area, what should you
do with the packages?

8. For what purpose do you use storage life tables?

9. What is a semiperishable food?

10. Why should commercially-prepared fruit juices NOT be 'left in the cans after opening them?

11. At what temperature must bulk milVdispensers be maintained?
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ANSWERS TO SELF-QUIZ # 6

.
1. Select three of the followingsonditions which should be avoided in dry storage areas:

A. Unnecessary traffic
B. Nearby asphalt, fuel, creosote, paini, or lubricating oils
C. Smokin
D. Exppsed heated pipes (Page 6-3)

2. Smoking is prohibited in storage areas because it paies a fire hazard ind some foat absorb the odors
ofsmoke. (Page 6-3)

3. The three primary chmatic conditions to be considered in storage are:

A. Temperature
B. Air circulation (ventilation)
C. Humidity (Page 6-3)

: 4. The purpose for rotating stock is to ensure using the oldest or that which is'most subject to deteriora-
tion first (Page 6-3)

5. If you store butter and onions together, the butter may absorb the taste of the onions. (Page 6-3)

6. If fruits.and vegetables are stored in tightly closed compartments at 40° F: tr higher, carbon &Oxide
which is given offcan reach unacceptably high levels. (Page 6-3)

'7. If frozen perishOles are reCeived at temperatures slightly more than the storage area, you should,
scatter the packagat loosely around the area and leave them untrileverything is adequately cool

(Page 6-4)

§. Storage life tables are used to ascertain the correct keeping times and temperatures for food:. Some of
these tables alto contain the fieezing points ofsome foods. (Page 6-4)

9. A seniiperishable food is canned dehydrated or otherwise processed to the extent that it May be
softly stored in nonrefrigeroted spaces. , (Page 6-9)

10. Commercially-prepared fruit juices should NOT be left in the cans after they are-opened because acid
fivm the juice may leach the zinc and other coatings from the can and cause metal poisoning

(Page 6-9)

11. Bulk milk dispensers must be maintained at 38' to lOP (Page 6-10)

13,)
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READING ASSIGNMENT 4*7 Pages 7-3 through 7-5

"Supervision - Work Assignments"

OBJECTIVES'

After completing this assignment, you should be abk to:

1. Cite the five basit'steps for matching an individual to'a job and obtaining satisfactory results.'

2. Cite five factors to consider when you assign you-r personnel to specific jobs.

3. Explain how experienced personnel can be u'tilized to augment the performance of less-,
experienced personnel.

4. Explain how a supervisor can utilize job rotation.

5. ExPlain,why you should post work schedules:'

6. Describe "on the job's ttaining (07).

7. Name the two primary'requisites for effective Oft.

8. Explain a Supervisor's role in "guiding" isonnel on new jobs.

9. Explain why inspection(is a neeessary aspect of supervision.

10. Explain how the evaluatiof process is utilized by a supervisor.

11. Explain a supervisor's resPonsibility to a new striker.

S.

1



SUPERVISION - WORI ASSIGNMENTS'

weeklAleaning, wardroom service, or assisting in 'the
pantry or galley, are assigned on a more or less perma-
nent basis and are worked into a daily schedule.

INTRQDIJCTION

As' you advance to Subsistence Specialist 7SecOnd
Class your responsibilities increase. Yotir responsibil-
ity in such., tasks as food prepararion and food service
now-includes not only the Work you perform but also
that performed by the personnel you supervise. If
these people do not perform their jobs well, it re-
flects on your ability as a supervisor. You, therefore,
should develop your ability as a -supervisor, nOting
your weak points and making a conscientious effort
to improve them. The following discussion outlines
points ,that should be considered when you are
superyiiing a job,

The steps -for supervisMg dmost any job are the
same -,t whether it is., operating galley, equipment,
planning menus, caring for provisions, cooking, bak-
ing, cleaning, or setting tables. You must first have a
clear understanding Of the jobs that you are re-
sponsible for supervising. Then,you must make the
best use of the personnel whom you stiperyise. The
process of matching tho individual to the job and ob-
taining satisfactOry results normally", Consists of five
steps: (1) assigning, (2) training, (3) guiding, (4) in-
specting,' and (5) evaluating. , What you should do
and what you Should look for in each Of 'these steps
is discussed in the paragraphs that tollow

ASSIGNING

Several factors should be considered when you
assign jobs to personnel under your supervision: -

Number of personnel available
AN,

'Time required for the job

Time available

Type of job

, Knowledge of the personnel

Experience of the personnel

The first three factors - personnel available, time
. required, and time available - must be used hi ae-

termining how many people to assign to a job ozlhow
many jobs to assign to each -individual. The type of
job is also an important factor in planning work
schedules. Routine jobs, such as cooking,- daily or

/3/

You must also consider the ability and experience
of the personnel to be assigned and the amount of
time you have for supervising the job. One experi-
enced person may be able to do a particular job
without supervision; whereis, the same job could re- -

quire two less experienced people with supervision.
This is not to say that personnel should be assigned
only to jobs which they are able to perform well on
their own; this would prevent them from increasing -

their abilities. There is a better alternative. A less ex-
perienced person can be teamed with a person of
greater experience. Thus, the experiencedone is able
to develop the ability to train Others; ,the less experi-
enced one learns a new job, and it has not,been nec-
essary for you to devote all of your time to supervis-
ing one job:

Each person i'hoUld be familiar with all the jobs
assigned to the division; job rotation is ap excellent
way to achieve this goal. As &person becomes profi-
'dent in one job, training should, begin on a new job.
When the majority of your 'p9rsonnel are experi-
enced in all areas of their rate, it is then easy for you
to make reassignments to cover for those on leave or
those being transferred. It also makes emergency
situation's easier to deal with. Job rotation also pro-
vides a more equitable distribotion of, work, par-
ticularly when some jobs are less desirable than
others.

Work schedules should be posted so that every-
one can easily refer to them. Each person can then
check the assignment and know exactly what jobs

t have been assigned to pach one.,

TRAINING
-

Some training is required when a person assig-c

ned to a job for the first time. This might be just
pointing out where the cleaning gear is kept when a

, persOn is given a new cleaning station, or it might be
the considerable training _required when a
first assigned to 'assist in the galley.

For the most part, this training Will be "on the
job," and it requires that you know your personnel
and the scope of -their abilities and experience. Then
you will not Waste,time explaining a job that they al-
ready kno* hOw to do, nor will yob expect results

7-3
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from those people Wbo have little or no knowledge
of a job.

Upon assignnient to a new job, each person'
should -be given specific instructions as to the per-
formance of the job. The "WHY" should also be in-
eluded. Knowing the reasons for doing a job a cer-
tain way gives the person more incentive for doing it
correctly. Personnel äre less likely to be careless
when they know that such carelessness May lead to
injury, illness, or damage to equipment.

In the case of rush jobs, stiel as the final prepara-
tion for serving when the captain is expecting guests,
it may be necessary for you to add the final touches
yourself. But don't do the joh 'yourself simply be-
cause it is eaSier than training one of your people to
do it. Once .the person has mastered die skill, the
time you have spent in training will pay off many
times. .

GUIDING

When a person is learning a new job, ihe time to
catch and correct mistakes is when they are first
made - not after the habit of,Making the mistake
has been formed.

This makes it necessary for you to observe. the.
person fo be sure that the instructions are under-
stood. Mistakes can result froth sOmeone doing ex-
actly what he thought you said; and that could be
coMpletely the reverse of what you intended to say.

Getting ,each person off to a good start will in-
crease the person's confidence in himself and in you.
As a result, it will make it easier for the person to ac-
cept instructions in the future; and it will make
learning the next job easier.

The way you observe also makes a difference.
The perSon should not feel that you are just waiting
for him to make a mistake so that you can "lay into
him:" In fact, this type of supervision makes many
experienced people nervous, and their performance
may not be as good as it could be. It is possible to
see that everything is being done correctly without
appearing to be watching every move.

It's important that personnel know how well they
are doing on a new job - don:kkeep them guessing.
Tell them when their work is satisfactory or better

'than satisfactory, and it is quite proper to make
these comments in,the presence of their co-workers.
If you must coirect or criticize someone; however, it

should be done in private. All criticism should he for
the purpose of correCting and improving per-
formance, not for the purpose of embarrassing the
person.

4

INSPECTING

When as SS reports that a job has been cbm-
pleted, you shouM inspect it to see that it is up to the
standard in every way. This applies not only ta
someone learning a new job, but also to someone
who is experience& When the people that you
supervise know that you consider a job important
enough to inspect, they ll probably consider it im-
portant enough to do it ri t. If the. job ii unsatisfac-

li
tory, tell them exactly what they did wrong, and
allow them to correct the mistakes. Thus, they learn
from experience, and they will be less likely to make
the same mistake again:

EVALUATING

Reviewing each SS's progress is a necessary part
of good management. It goes beyond training, guid-
ing, and inspecting on a particular job, because it
takes into account the overall performance of each
person. It can be used to good advantage after an SS
has worked for some tithe at" a new job. It enables
the SS to clear up any understanding or questions re-
garding the job, and it provides you an opportunity
to criticize the work constructively. A review .of
overall performance is helpful when yoli are making
future assignments:By reviewing a person's previous
%accomplishments, assignments can be made which
will, give the person -experience in a new area, in-
crease the person's experience in a weak area, or
permit the person to work in 4 preferred area.

Also, a feview of tOtal performance prOvides a
better basis for evaluation than one based on only
one job; FEW PEOPLE 'HAVE EQUAL ABILITY
IN ALL AREAS.

STRIKERS

As a supervisor, your training responsibilities also
extend to new SS strikers. It is extremely important
that the stage be properly set for them.

Remember that the young striker is really no dif-
ferent than you were when you reported to your
first duty station. That striker L needs attention and
guidance just as you did wheii you first reported
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aboard. Back then someone else was the "leader;':
now- it's your turn. You are the one making th,e im-
pression.

10 Take a look at how the new SS is treated. Think
about some of the things that happen &ring the first
two or three days aboard your unit.

Are you aware of who is due to report in?

Do you know approximately when they
due in?

OR

are

Do new individuals reporting aboa;d catch
you off guard?

Do you know where your people areberthed?

OR

-Does "someone else" take care of that?

Do you have a scheduled program of indoc-
trination within your area?

OR

Does it just "take care of itself?"

Do you assign Dne of your-best people-to show
the newcomer around?

OR

o
1:

a

Do you give the newcomer to one of the "non-
vroducers" because you can't spare your best
workers?

Do you make it a point to spend an honest 15
minutes with the newcomer to find out his
capabilities and desires?

OR

Are you "too busy"?

Does someone from your division take the
newcomer around for, introductions and an
orientation tour?

OR

Is the striker handed a map and °pushed on the
way?

Remember the first impression is a lasting
one. Your attention to this new individual during-the
first week aboard will more than repay itself. You
should end up with a confident, secure ,individual
who knows that you really are concerned. He should
know that'he is important and not considered "just
another body."

,
You da hot have to go into some complex, rigi&

detailed procedure'to indoctrinate your new people;
simply consider' what you would ap-preciate from
your new sUpervisors if you were reporting aboard
for the first time.

Today's strikers are tomorrow's replacement for
YOU! TREAT THEM WELL.

3-3
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SELF-QUM* 7

1. The process of matching the Individual to the job pd obtaining satisfactory results normally consists of

the following five steps:

A.
B.

0 C.
D.
E.

What factors should be considered when assigning perilonnel to jobs,under your supervision?

A.
B.

3. If you are galley supervisor and have two jobs to be performed with two experienced and two inexperi-
enced persons available for assignment, how should these people be assigned to best use their time and

abilities? (Select one correct response.)

A. Assign both jobs to the experienced persons so you can conduct a training session for the inexperi-
,

enced people.
B. Assign one job to the eroerienced people so you can_constantly supervise the inexperienced people

-e- , ,
on the other job. ,

C. Assign one experienced and one inexperienced person to each job and observe the Progress of the

inexperienced ones.
D. Assign both experienced people to one job and perform the second job yourself while the inexperi-

enced people observe you.

4." Explain why a good supersor rotates hissersonnel from job ed job?

5. The amount of training needed by a person who is assigned to a new job is largely determined by

6. When assigning a new job to a person, what should you do?

T. When a person isiearning a new job, the time to catch and correct mistakes is

8. When a new person "gets off to a good start," which of the following would probably result? (Select

one correct response.)

A. 'Many unnecessary mistakes would be avoided.
B. The new person would have increased confidence in himself.
C. The new person would be able to learn the next job more quickly and easily.
D. of the above.

9. Whena erson is making good progress in his new job, what should you as a supervisordo for reinforce-

ment')

10. Wlie a erson's performance is poor, how and for what purpose should criticism take ptace?



SELF-QUIZ # 7 (Continue4)

11. When ft person reports that a job is completed,'what should you as a supervisor do?

12. When you are reviewing the work of your personnel, you should always try to

13. How should you as a supervisqr handle new SS strikers?

a
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ANSWERS TO-SELF-QUIZ #7

1. The process of matching the individual to the job and obtaining satisfactory results normally consists
of the following five steps:

A. Assigning
B. Training
C. Guiding
D. Inspecting
E. Evaluating (Page 7-3)

2. The factors which should be considered when assigning personnel to jobs under your supervision are:
(Select three of the following)

A. Niunber of personnel available
B. Time required for the job
C. Time available
D. Type of job
E. Knowledge of the personnel
F. Experience of the personnel (Page 7-3)

you are galley supervisor and have two jobs to be performed with twb experienced and two inexpe7.

nced persons available for assignment, in order to best use their time and abilities, you should
gn one experienced and one inexperienced person to each job and observe the progress of the

in 'enced one:. (Page 7-3)

4. es supervisor should rotate his personnel froth job to job because each person should be familiar

wit all the jobs assigned to the division, andjob rotation is an excellent way to achieve this goal.
(Page 7-3)

5. The amount of training needed by a person who is assigned to a new job is largely determined by the

abilities and experienee of the person being assigned the job, (Page 7-3)

6. When assigning a new job to a person, you should give specific instructions on how to perform the

job and explain what your expectations are. (Page 7=4)

7. When a person is learning a new job, the time to catch and correct mistakes is When' they arefirst
made.

(Page 7-4)

S. If a person is 'off to the right start,- he probably has avoided making unnecessary mistake's, he is

becoming more confident in himself and he kerns each new job yen./ quickly and easily. This is

all directly due to the fact that he has been methodically and accurately trained each step of the way.
(Page 7-4)

9. When a person is m1king good progress in his new job, you as a supervisor should constantly tell him

that his progress is good . (Page 7-4)

.. .

10. When a pet-So.'s performance is poor, your criticism should be done in private. It shauld be done for

the purpose olcorrecting and improvingperformance. .
(Page 7-4)

11. When a person reports to you that a job is completed, you should first inspect the job. You should

do this whether your worker is experienced or inexperienced. (Page 7-4)
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ANSWERS TO SELF-QUIZ # 7 (Continued)

12. When you are reviewing the work of your personnel, you should always by to evaluate each member
on the basis of many perftnnances. (Page 7-4)

13. New SS strikers should be handled as You would want to be handkei (Page 7-4)
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READING ASSIGNMENT # 8

"Supervision - Calle); Watch"

Pages 8-3 through 8-10

OBJECTIVES

After completing this assignment, you should be able to:

1. Cite the three major areas of consideration for a galley watch captain.

2. Explain why the use of proper serving utensils in the galley is important.

3. Describe the serving' line areas which should be carefully checked by the galley watch
captain.

4. Define "merchandising

5. Describe a galley watch captain's responsibilities foi ensuring proper food presentation.

6. Define "garnish."

7. Cite four rules for garnishing.

8. Explain the importance.of "timing" in food service.

9. Describe a watch captain's role in ensuring proper sanitation, appearance, and action of
other galley personnel.

10. Cite 15 "galley hints" as listed in this reading assignment.

1 14



SUPERVISION - GALLEY WATCH

INTRODUCTION
4%.

As an SS supervisor:you may be required to
stand independent galley watch or to be responsible
for another individual who is standing that watch.
As such, you MUST have a thorough understanding
of the entire galley operation. You must be well
schooled in all aspects of food preparation/food
presentation. If you are not, your credibility will
very quickly drop with those who work for you. You
were provided with many of the basic food prepara-
tion/food presentation techniques in your SS3
course and in the first assignments of this text. You
should review all of the material to refresh your
memory.

In this _reading assignthent, we shall cover some
of the areas a watch captain should note.

FOOD PRESENTATION

Though, good food service actually begins in the
galley with the preparation of food, proper presenta-
tion is equally important. Areas of concern are:

EQUIPMENT

SERVING AREAS

SERVING TECHNIQUES

EQUIPMENT

Always check to ensure that the proper utensils
and containers are being used. Use of the proper
equipment simplifies food service and controls
waste. Also, use of the proper serving utensil aids in
portion control, thus eliminating waste. The follow-

ing equipment is recommended:

Shallow Insert -

Serve foods such as creamed potatoes, broccoli, cau-
liflower, breaded foods, meat in spaghetti sauce, and
other foods which are in a sauce or gravy from shal-
low insert pans. NOTE: If fried items, particularly
items like fried egg plant, are served from these
pans, do NOT stack them. Foods at the bottom of
the stack will become soggy.

/3?

Standar -Sized Insert

Foods %diich have a kfnger "keeping" time without
drying out should be served in these pans. Items
such as fried chicken, baked potatoes, and macaroni
au gratin are good food.t to serve from these.

Ice Cream Scoop -

If portions are hard to control, use of ice cream
scoop is recommended. Foods served in,This manner
include mashed potatoes, rice, bread dressing, and
baked beans.

Food Turner -

This utensil is good for lifting sch foods as steak,
scrambled eggs, or grilled tomatoes.

Basting Spoon (Shallow S

Use this type utensil for di ping sauce or gravy from

a shallow pan.

Ladle -

Use this utensil for dipping sauce or gravy from a
deep insert.

Perforated Spoon

Serve foods such as peas and boiled cabbage with a
perforated spoon so that the liquids can drain back
into the serving pan.

Tongs _

Use tongs for fried chicken, asparagus, broccoli, corn
on the cob, and other similar foods.

Pie Server -

Use this for serving both pies and cakes.

Knife -

Use a sharp, straight-edged, thin-bladed slicing knife
for cutting cakes. You should dip this in warm water
before slicing a cake so frosting and cake crumbs
will not adhere to the slicing surface. A sharp paring
knife is used for cutting pies.

8-3
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HD
For salads the following equipment is recom-

mended:

Small Ladle -

Use this for thin salad dressing.

Dessert Spoon (Tablespoon) -

Use this type spoon for thickened salad dressings.

Tongs -

Tongs are to be used with carrots, celery, pickles,
olives, chefs salad, garden salad, and lettuce.

Perforated Spoon -

Use-this type spoon for salads mixed with thin dress-
ing, i.e., cole slaw, fruit salad, and cucumber and
onion salad.

Basting Spoon -

Use a basting spoon for compact salad mixtures such
as potato salad, ham salad, or fish salad.

Scoop -

Use a scoop for cottage cheese, macaroni salad, and
other similar salads.

SERVING AREAS

There are several serving areas with which you as
a galley supervisor/watch captain should be con-
cerned. These include:

SALAD BAR

REFRIGERATED SALAD-BAR UNIT

STEAM TABLE

GRILL

DESSERT/PASTRY AREA

BEVERAGE AREA

MISCELLANEOUS AREAS

8-4

Salad Bar

When possible, the menu should include a salad
bar. Salads may be preportioiled, displayed in bulk
(mix your own), or, if space is severely limited or
salad ingredients are scarce, the single salad may be
used. All salads should be PROPERLY CHILLED.
If a refrigerated unit is not available, all items on the
salad bar should be kept on a bed of ice. Salad items
wilt rapidly and decrease in quality

In some dining facilities, relish trays are desirable
and add interest and variety to the salad bar. Relish
trays, like salads, should be properly chilled. Guide-
lines for preparing relish trays and salad bars are fur-
nished in the Armed Forces Recipe Service. Examp-
les were also furnished in a previous reading assign-
ment in this text.

'Be sure to coordinate salad-bar, menus with the
salad-bar space that is available. Overcrowding
detracts from the food and slows service. Efforts to
Increase variety should be based on experience (cus-
tomer preference).

Careful attention should be given to arrangement
of the salad items. You do not want people reaching
over one container of food to get to another. Line up
preportioned salads in neat rows rather than scatter7
ing them haphazardly. Also, be sure that lettuce and
other ingredients do not hang over the edges of the
containers, bowls, or plates.

The single salad (large salad bowl) is used more
frequently in small dining facilities where space is
limited and only one salad is featured. If the dress-
ing is not served separately, add the selected dress- -
ing to the salad just before serving. Add dressing
sparingly. Too much dressing will wilt salad greens
and cause fruits-and vegetables to lose crispness.

Refrigerated Salad-Bar Unit

All CG units do not have access to refrigerated
salad-bar units. If not, your people should simply fol-
low the suggestions offered under Salad Bar a... e.
If a refrigerated unit is available, the following f T.. fit

may be served from it: .

(1) Cold salad combination plates

(2) Cold sandwiches

(3) Fresh fruit

(4) Preportioned salads



Steam Table
,

Be sure steam table temperatures are maintained
at 180' to 200' F. This temperature should:keep
food hot but not cook it. Also, heat lamps May be
used to help keep food hot.

Be sure that your personnel who work the steam
table do not stir or handle the food unnecessarily.
Many, prewed food items are fragile, and unneces-
sary hand6g can cause them to break up.

Coordinate your serving line with your prepara-
tion areas. Vegetables should be cooked in batches,
and the serying line should be replenished on an "as
needed" basis. Do not, however, allow your line
people to mix new batches of food with what is al-
ready in a serving pan. If thit happens, you never
know for sure how long a particular item has been
on the line. Since vegetables should not be held for
more than 20 to 30 minutes at serving temperatures,
this is an important safety procedure.

Ensure that your people follow the correct pro-
cedures for serving foods from insert pans. Also, ar-
rangement of hot foods on the serving line should be
in the following order' soup, vegetables, potatoes (or
substitute), meat, sauce (or gravy).

Grill

Grill areas should be set up initially with all nec-
essary equipment and ingredients.

All short-order-type itetns, such as griddlecakes.
French toast, ham slices, bacon strips, and -eggs,
should be served from the grill on a 'prepared-to-
order" basis, when possible. Timing is important!
Eggs (6 order) can hold up a long line of hungry
people if you don't have a well-planned, efficient
method for fast _grilling.

Desert/Pastry Area

Most desserts should be preportioned and replen-
ished on the serving line frequently. They should be
set in a temptin arrangement with like items to-

gether. If a occasion cake is prepared, the un-
sliced cake s ould be placed on the Serving line so all

people can see it. It should be sliced and prepor-,
'boned as the people are being served.

Pies and cakes should be cleanly cut. Puddings
and other similar desserts should be spooned neatly
into bowls or dishes. Highly perishable desserts such

8-5
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as cream puddings and pies, custards, gelatins,
cream puffs, and eclairs must be kept chilled; ice
cream must be kept frozen; and whipped toppings
must be served cold. Be sure your food preparation
and food service people follow these guidelines. Fail-
ure to do so could be a direct violation of sanitation/
safet'y regUlations.

Beverage Areas

Cold drinks and juices should not be dispensed
by ladle from an iniert; milk dispensers or other ap-
propriate dispensers should be used. Do not serve
juices from their original containers unless the cans
are the individual size. Juices may be dispensed
from beverage coolers or pitchers. Preportioned jui-
ces in paper cups speed service and aid in portion
control and can be replenished as required.

Miscellaneous Areas

If a butter dispenser is not available, the ready-to-
serve patties may be placed on a tray and set over a
container of ice on the serving line.

If a bread dispenser is not available,,bread should
be opened as needed, remoyed- from the wrapper,
and placed in a shallow container on the serving line.
You can also serve breakfast pastries, coffeedakes,
and sweet rolls from these shallow containers. In
fact, these items can be heated 8 to 10 minutes in ai
250°F. oven prior tdserving in order to give a fresho
baked quality to them.

SERVING TECHNIQUES

When you check the serving techniques of your
personnel, several areas come into play. First of all,
you should be concerned with timely preparation.
Next, you should be concerned about how the food
actually looks on the line (appearance). Last, but not
least, you should be cAcerned about your food ser-
Vice personnel how they look and how they act.

Timely Preparation

The serving line should not be set up too early.
Just enough time should be allowed so that the but-
ter won't melt, the bread won't dry out, and the
coffee will be fresh. Do not wait until you are com-
pletely out of an item before replenishing it. Give
the food preparers time to get the next container of
food ready. When about 15 servings are left and
there are more than that number of people in line,
notify your food preparation personnel so that the



contar \HI wheA e.2ded. Re-
plenish by reinos nu; the inserts or containers and fil-
nig them in the galley lather than by dumping food
into inserts on the serving line.

The length of time which foods remain on the
steam, table is important, do not allow them to
remain too long. Use in moderate quantities and re-

,. plenish frequently. Foods should be prepared "to
order" Whenever possible. Foods that cook fast
should be prepared in small batches as needed to
supply the serving line. This reduces the leftover
quantities of most, vegetables, cooked cereals, deep-
fat-fried and breaded seafood items.

If one of several salads runs low, avoid hurrying
back to the galley to prepare more. The people prob-
ably won't notice the reduced selection. They will be
satisfied with the remaining' choices and there
will be fewer leftovers. Toward the end of meal ser-
vice, when bulk salad containers are running low,
portion what is left into individual salads instead of
breaking out another whole container. Never mix
leftover salad with fresh salad.

Food Appearance

Begin with a menu at the head of the serving line.
, Presenting menu items on a serving line is doing

what commerical food operators term "merchandis-
ing" - making goods- 'so attractive and appealing
that you want to buy then' and, in the case of foods,
eat them. The aim in observing approved methods
when presenting menu items on the serving line is to
stimulate the appetite and promote the welfare of
the crew. Many times, foods that do not have an at-
tractive, appealing appearance are rejected without
even being tasted!

If you are not prond of the appearance of the
food on the serving line, chances are it is not good
tasting either.. When menu items are prepared ac-
cording to approved recipes, the food not only tastes
good but lOoks good too. Be sure your SS's are fol-
lowing aPproved recipes.

. Foods selected for a Menu should be of harmoni-
ous colors that present an inviting appearance on the
plate. Consideration of color helps to aVoid monot-
ony and provides interest. Plan a menu so that foods
that ale to be displayed together, such as vegetables,
salads, or desserts, offer a pleasing color contrast.

Using proper garnishes is-another way of improv-
ing food appearance. Generally, a garnish should be

edible and should be an integral part of the fpod so
that it will not be left on the plate. All foods, how-,
ever, do not need to be garnished; many have their
own built-in garnishes. EXAMPLES: beef sieW has
vegetables; tossed salads already have a lot of color;
desserts often have their own toppings.

You should always be sure that explicit instruc-
tions for garnishing are included in the Food Prepa-
ration Worksheet. When garnishes are used, be sure
your people follow these four simple rules:

(1) Plan simple garnishes

(2) Vary the garnishes

. (3) Use harmonizing colors
(4) Use them sparingly; do not over-garnish

The appear
tually carving it
sure that proper
lówed. These c
the SS3 course. Ha

eat is often enhanced by ac-
serving line. You should en-

procedures are closely fol-
dures were presented in

our people review them.

Another area of primary concern for appearance
on the serving line is equipment. All equipment
MUST be clean. Have your food service people
check all food service areas for cleanliness 13EFORE
they begin serving. Condiment cOntainers must be
thoroughly cleaned and even checked periodically
throughout a meal. During meals, all serving areas
should be continually wiped clean of spills and drips.
All empty food containers should beleturned to the
galley, not placed on the deck. Do not, however,
leave your cleaning eqt.npment in view. Remember
that dirt or clutter anywhere in a food area detracts
from meal service.

Still another way of enchancing food appearance
is by using various decorations throughout the food
service area; centerpieces on tables add greatly to
the appearance. A previous reading assignment in
this text amplifies this subject for you.

Food Service Personnel

Thipeople who serve food are responsible for its
attractiveness and,even more important, its sanitary
condition. Every person assigned to the serving line
must BE clean and OOK clean. For men, this
means a- fresh shave ety day.. Hands must be
washed many times duri g the day. Uniforms, hats,
and aprons Must be de it. It is your job as watch
captain to ensure that your personnel observe the
sanitation regulansJegardin g personal cleanliness.

8-6
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Food service personnel must also be trained to
serve food properly, because serving techniques also
affect sanitation and attractiVeness. They must be
given detailed instructions on the proper serving of
each menu item. To avoid possible contaminatiOn,
utensils and dishes must be properly handled while
serving. Servers' hands should NOT come into con-
tact with eating Surfaces of bowls, trays, silverware,
etc.

Your personnel are also expected to be courteous
and helpful to those whom they serve: They should
readily answer all questions about the food. There
should be no "goofing off' behind the serving lines
either. This not only poses a safety hazard, but it
also indicates that you are not performing yotir
supervisory duties prOperly.

GALLEY HINTS

It is often good for a supervisor to have a few
helpful hints or suggestions to pass on to his person-
nel. Lists of this type could be endless, but we have
selected a few in several categories which may be of
benefit to you in your job as galley supervisor.

MEAT

(1) Meat-loaf will not stick if you place a slice of
b'acon on the bottom of it.

(2) Link-type sausages will shrink less and not
break at all if they are boiled about eight minutes
before being fried

or

You can roll them lightly in flour before frying
them. .

(3) To rid a ham of the rind, slit the rind length-
wise on the underside before placing your meat in
the roasting pan. As the ham bakes, the rind will pull
away and can be removed easily without lifting the
meat.

(4) To prevent bacon from curling, dip the
strips in cold water before frying

or

Bacon will lie flat in the pan if you prick it thor-
oughly with a fork as it fries.

8-7
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(5) A quick way to separate slices Of frozen

bacon is to heat a spatula over the stove burner then
slide it under each slice.

(6) When browning any piece of meat, the job
will be done more quickly and effectively if the meat
is perfectly dry, ancl the fat is very hot.

(7) When roasting meat, use a moderately low
oven temperature of 300° to 325' F.

(8) Meat is best roaSted on a Tack or in a shallow
pan to allow for an even diStribution of heat. If a
metal roasting rack is not available, make a grid of
carrot and celery sticks'and place the meat or poul-
try on this grid. An additional advantage of this is
that the vegetables flavor the pan drippings.

(9) Beef liver will be especially tender if it is
soaked in milk. Refrigerate it about two hours,
remove it, dry it thoroughly, bread it, and saute it.

(10) Frozen meats require approximately 1/3 to
t1/2 additional cooking time.

POULTRY .

(1) Before chicken is fried, it should be blotted
with paper towels to remove all moisture.

(2) After flowing chicken, chill it for one hour to
make the coating adhere better during frying.

(3) For golden-brown chicken every time, put a
few drops of yellow food coloring in the shortening
after it has heated. (This is for the pan-fried
method.)

(4) When pan-frying chicken, use tongs or two
spoons when turning-to avoid piercing the muscle
fibers and allowing juices to escape.

(5) Basting during roastIng adds moisture to the
skin and breast and facilitates the browning, and
roasting process.

(6) If turkey begins to brown too soon, it should
be covered with a loose tent of aluminum foil.

(7) Tied or netted turkey rolls May be wrapped
in foil and cooked.

(8) Boneless turkey, roasted, from a frozen state,
requires one to two hours' increased cooking time.
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washed wi
. and put in

and oysters will be'simple to open if
water then placed in a plastic bag

freezer for an hour.

(2) Thaw fish in milk to draw out the froien taste
and jirovide a fresh-caught flavor -

4, Or

-Try soaking fish in vinegar and water before
cooking it for a sweet. tender,taste.

(3) To get rid of the "canned" taste in canned
shrimp, soak them in a little sherry and two table-
spoons of vinegar for about 15 minutes.

. (4) The fishy smell can be removed from your
hands by washing them with vinegar and water or
salt and water. ,

'SEAFOOD SEASONINGS AND SAUCES

(1) Simple seasoning is_hest; you do not want to
over-power the actual flavor of the fish. DO NOT
OVER-SEASON.

(2) Utilize lemon juice, parsley, and chives, as
well as other Milder herbs.

(3) When fish are cooked in a liquid Or sauee, sea-
son the fish lightly, but also season the sauce. Sauces,'
should blend with the natural flavor of the fish.

(4) Baking fish on a bed of chopped onion, cel-
ery, and parsley not only makes fish taste better, but
also keeps it from sticking to the pan.

(5) Do not over-use tartar and seafood cocktail
sauces.

VEGETABLES

(1) Cook vegetables in sMall batches. '6

(2) Avoid having hot vegetables "swim.' in liq-
uid on the servingline.

;3) Ugb simmering methods of cooking for fro-
zen greens, onions, and ,cauliflower. These vegeta-
bles DO NOT STEAM COOK WELL. 4

41 When preparing onions,' hold them under
water to keep your eyes from watering.

. c5) 'To make thick asparagus Ctalks tender, peel
thkitiwer parts up to the tender part with a potato
peeler. Stalks taste as good as the.tip this way.

(8) Broccoli stems can be cooked in the same
length of time as the flOwerettes if you make "X- in-
cisionsirom top to bottom through steins, ,

(7) To absorb cabbage odor while cooking,
place a small cup of vinegar on the range,

' (8) To keep cauliflowe; a bright white add a lit-
tle milk during cooking. .

(9) Never immerse mushrooms in watei when
cleaning; they will absorb too much liquid.

-(10) For prime mushrooms, buy only t
closed caps; the gills should not be showing.

(11) Need baked potatoes in a hurry? Cut a thin
slice from each end of the potato before placi
them into the oven.

VEGETABLE SEASONINGS AND GARNISHES

(1) Avoid seasonings or sauces that overwhelm or
mask the natural flavor of the vegetables. 'Use those
that delicately complement or bring out Me flavor.

(2) For a change of pace, cook vegetables in soup
stock.

(3) Serve vegetables with a garnish having a con-.

trasting color; such garnishes might he minced
onions, dried crisp bacon, chopped parsley, cheese
sauce, chopped egg sauce, or fresh lemon.
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SAUCES AND GRAVIES

(1) A sauce should not over-power the food it ac-
companies.

(2) lf a sauce or gravy is ,too thin, sprinkle a small
amount of potato granules into the mixture, stirring
constantly.

(3) Creamed dishes should include only enough
sauce to add flavor and bind the vegetables; meat, or
fish together.

(4) Utilize (thicken wing tips, bucks, and necks to
make chicken h. ith.

;5) Use gewral-purpose flour when preparing
sanc6 and gravies,

n
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SOUP GARNISHES

(1) Instead Of serving crackers, garnish with
parmesan, lemon-butter, bacon, garlic, or curried
croutons.

- (2) Sprinkle grated parmesan cheese on top of
tomato, asparagus, or celery soup.

(3) Browned franks, cut 'into 1/16th inah slices,
are great in pea and bean soups.

(4) Toast sticks, trimmed frdm bread and baked
into strips, with parmesan cheese, chopped parsley,
and thin-sliced lemon enhance a good onion soup.

(5) Toasted almonds go well with cream of cel-
of Mushroom, and corn chowder soups.

(7
chick
sou

rumble blue cheese into green pea, navy
rench onion, and vegetable soups.

Mint leaves enrich the flavor Of Cream of
n, consomme, gumbo, and tomato-vegetable

; (8) Sliced mushrooms go well with beef, noodle,
rench onion, and vegetable soups.

(9) Sliced stuffed oliVes enhance beef-harley,
chicken noodle, and clam chowders.

(10) Slice green onions (scallions) into almost any
soups.

(11) Other. . i :t.s
chopped pickle, diced p
croutons, and watercress
ing and hold patrons' interest.

r "

such as grated orange rind,
to, sour cream, thyme

ake ioups more excit-

BAKING

(1) Breakfast 'Pastries and dinner *ails should be
warmed prior to serving in order to enhance their,
flavor and freshness.

(2) Leftover bread, and bread ends should be
saved and refrigerated for use in bread dressings,'
puddings, and. croutons.

(3) To enchance eye appeal of sheet cakes, they
should be decorated with icing of a conixasting
color. Coconut Can be sprinkled over cakes with
pleasing results. Maraschino cherries, nuts, chocolate
chips, and canned fruit are only a number of imagi-
native suggestions for garnishing-cakes.

CT°

(4) Whipped cream, meringue, er similar
toppings applied with decoradng tips are ideas
for garnishing pie products.

(5) If frosting becomes too hard or stiff as you
are beating it, beat in a little lemon juice.

(6) To make, a smooth looking ^frosting, first
frost- cake .with a thin Slayer of icing. When this
"base" coat sets, apply a second final coat. It goes on
easily and looks superb.

(7) 'To keep fudge frosting soft and workable,
keep 'frosting in a bowl in a pan of hot water; ADD
one teaspoon of cornstarch for the smoothest frost-
ing yet.

(8) Fndts and raisins may be rolled in flour be-
fore being added to. cake batter. They won't be as
likely to sink to the bottom of the cake.

If the top of your cak, e is browning too
'--"quicIdy, place a pan . of warm water on the rack

6ABOVE the cake while it is baking in the oven.

3.

(10) Brush the unbaked 'bottom crust of your pie
with well-beaten egg white befote filling. This keeps
berries and other fruits/ from Making pie bottoms
mushy.

(11) For the highest meringue, the secret is to
add a pinch of baldng powder to room-temperature
egg whites before beating.

EGGS

(1) When peeling eggs, crack shell of boiled egg
all over. Insert small wet spoon just between shell
membrane and egg, then turn with the egg. Keep
spoon wet while you go. You'll get a perfectly peeled
egg every time.

(2) For a more tender omelette, add a small
amount of water instead of milk or cream.

CHEESE

(1) Cottage cheese will remain fresher longer if
stored upside down in your reefer.

(2) Brush a little oil on the grater before you start
grating, and cheese will wash off the grater easily.,

(3) A dull kaife works much better than a sharp
one for slicing cheese.
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(4) Warm the knife when cutting cheese, and

yoti will find the cheese cuts as easily as butter.

. FRUri's

(1) Submerging a lemon in hot water for .15
minutes before squeezing will yield almost twice the
amount of juice.

(2) To increase orange juice yield, follow hints
for lemons.
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(2) If you put oranges in a hot oven before peel-
ing them, no white fibers will be left on them.

0

In this text, you have been provided with some of
the supervisory aspects of dining facility operation.
The other component of this course is also an In-
stitute-produced,text. It covers supply procedures and
paperwork for SS personnel. If you combine the infor-
mation in these two texts with' what you learned in
your SS3 course arkd with your practical experience,
you should be able to perform your supervisory/
managerial duties in an effective manner.

1
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SELF-QUIZ #8

1. As a galley watch captain, what are your three major areas of concern?

A.
B.
C.

2. Why should ypu always use the proper equipment in the galley? ,.,

3. What type foods should you serve virith an ice cream scoop?

4. Why should you not stack fried foods such as egg plant?

5. Draw a line from the food in Column A to the type serving utensil you shouild use for each in Column B.

A

Cottage cheese
Thin salad dressing
Asparagus
Eggs
Peas
fried chicken
Steak
Boiled cabbage
Rice

- Small ladle

Perforated spoon

Ice cream scoop

Food turner

Tongs

6. If you do not have a refrigerated salad-bar unit, how should you present salad items on the seiviiig line?

7. How should vegetables be replenished on the serving line?

8. What is "merchandising"?

9. As a galley watch captain, with what three aspects of food presentation should you be most concerned?

A.
B. \
C.

10. What is a garnish'?

11. When using garnishes, what four rules must.you follow?

A.
B.

art does "timing" play in the food preparation/food service process?

- 8-11
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SELF-QUIZ # 8 (Continued)

13. List three things a watch captain might check regarding his food service personnel.

A.
B.
C.

14. What can you do to keep link-type*sausage from shrinking or breaking?

15. To compensate for not having a roasting rack for meats, what cooking procedure can you use?

16. What can you do to get rid Of the "canned- taste in canned shrimp?

17. How can you get rid of cabbage odor as the cabbage cooks?

18. What can you do to make cottage cheese remain fresher longer'?

8-12
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ANSWERS TO SELF-QUIZ # 8

1. As &galley watch captain, your three major areas of concern are,,the eqapmen4 the serving area4 and
the serving techniques. (Page 8-3)

2. You should always use the proper equipment In the galley to simpli b foodservice andevntml waste.
. . . (Page 8-3)

A
3. Foods whicb you should serve with an ice cream scoop are those for which portions are hard to

control (Page 8-3)
0.z

4. Some fried foods should not be stacked on the serving line because they- Wi ll becvme soggy: (Page 8-3)
4

5. Coti.age cheese - Ice cream scoop
Thin salad dressing - Small ladle
Asparagus Tongs
Eggs -. Food turner

r>

Peas - Perforated spoon
Fried chicken - Tongs
Steak - Food taller
Boiled cabbage - Perforated spoon
Rice - Ice cream scoop (Pages 8-3 - 8-4)

6. If you do not have a refrigerated salad-bar unit, you should present the salad items so that the
containers are.kept on a bed of ice. ... (Page 8-4)

7. You should cook vegetables in small batches and repknish the serving line on an "as needed"
batis. Do not-mix'new batches with those already on the line. (Page 8-5)

8. -Merchandising- is presenting foods .on'a serving line so that they are attractI've and appealing.
(page 8.-o

9. MU need to be concerned with (A) timely preparation of food (B) food:appearance, and (C) food
service personnel (Page 8-5)

10. A garnish is any edible decoration used to enhance the appearance offoods.

11. When using garnishes, you &lust follow the following rules:

A. Plan simple garnishes
B. Vary them
C. Use harmonizing colors
D. Use them sparingly

(Page 8-6)

(Page 8-6)

12. Timing is important in several areas of food preparation/food service. Food should be prepared at the
appropriate time so that it is fresh when served. Repkashment of food.c on the line should be
done at the appropriate times. "To order"foods should be prvmptlyprepared (Page 8-6)

8-13
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ANSWERS TO SELF-QUIZ # 8 (Continued)

13. You should list three of the following things a watch Captain might check regarding his food service
personnel:

LI

A. Clean hands
B. Clean clothes
C. Men clean shaven
D. Should be cotwteoug
E. Should be helpful
F., Should not "goof off" (Pages 8-6 - 8-7)

14. To keep link-type sausage from shrinking or breaking, you can either boil them for about eight minutes
or roll them lightly in flour prior to frying them. (Page 8-7)

15. If you do not have a roasting rack for meats, you ca make a grid of carrot and celery sticks then pkce
the meat on that grid/or cooking (Page 8-7)

16. To get rid of the "canned" taste in canned shiimp, you can soak them in a little sheery and two
tablespoons of vinegar for about 15 minutes. (Page 8-8)

17. To get rid of the odor of cabbage as it cooks, you can pla a small container of vinegar on the range.
(Page 8-8)

18. To make cottage cheese remain fresher longer,, you can stor it upside down in the reefer. (Page 8-9)

5 6'
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